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INTRODUCTION


The study of the "Effects of Arcing Due to Spacecraft Charging on


Spacecraft Survival" was initiated on May 17, 1978. A description of the


four tasks encompassed by the study is presented in Table I; with the


associated schedule given in Figure I. This document, the final report


for 	 the study, presents a detailed description of the data generated for 
Tasks 1 through 4, and summarizes the major conclusions reached as a re­

sult of the generated data.


The study of the "Effects of Arcing Due to Spacecraft Charging on


Spacecraft Survival" was motivated by the following rationale and assump­

tions:


1. At this time a quantitative assessment has not been made of the


hazard associated with spacecraft charging and arcing.


2. 	 The quantitative evidence gathered to date proves that environ­

mental charging and arcing occur at synchronous altitudes,


however the degree to which this charging and arcing affect


typical space systems has not been quantitatively determined.


3. The purpose of this study was to determine from the literature


the best known arc characterization data, couple these arcs with


typical space systems and quantitatively determine the magnitude


of the hazard.


4. A successful quantitative determination of the magnitude of the


hazard to real space systems would represent a strong motivational


factor for system designers to undertake the necessary countermea­

sures to assure the integrity and reliability of space systems.


CONCLUSIONS


The major conclusions reached in this study, after performing the four


technical tasks outlined inTable I, are


The 	 magnitude of the hazard of spacecraft charging to typical space


systems is determined by (a)the arc discharge characteristics, (b)


the coupling of the discharge with typical spacecraft subsystems,


and (c)the vulnerability of the subsystem to the coupled, environ­

mentally induced arc. Although a large body of charging/discharging


experimental and analytic data has been obtained, additional data is


required to make a quantitative determination of the hazardous


effects of spacecraft charging on typical space systems.


TABLE I


WORK PLAN - EFFECTS OF ARCING DUE TO SPACECRAFT CHARGING ON SPACECRAFT SURVIVAL


TASK 	 1 - ARC DISCHARGE CHARACTERIZATION 	 2.2,1 TRW SHALL DETERMINE THE COUPLING BETWEEN


SPACECRAFT ELECTRONICS AND ARC DIS-

TRW SHALL DETERMINE THE THRESHOLDS FOR AND CUR- CHARGES ON THERMAL BLANKETS MOUNTED ON


RENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS OF ARC DISCHARGES ON THE EXTERIOR SURFACE OF THE BODY OF A


THERMAL BLANKETS MADE OF FEB TEFLON, KAPTON AND MYLAR, SPACECRAFT, UTILIZING THE DISCHARGE CUR-

ON SOLAR ARRAYS AND ON OPTICAL SOLAR REFLECTORS (OSR'S) 	 REN1,ND VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS MODELED


OR SECOND SURFACE MIRRORS. 	 IN 1 FOR THERMAL BLANKET MATERIALS.


1,1 	 TRW SHALL REVIEW EXISTING DATA ON ARC DIS- 2.2,2 TRW SHALL DETERMINE THE COUPLING BETWEEN
 

CHARGING OF THE ABOVE NAMED SPACECRAFT IN- SPACECRAFT ELECTRONICS AND ARC DISCHARGES
 
SULATORS, AND DETERMINE FROM THIS DATA THE I 	 ON OPTICAL SOLAR REFLECTORS MOUNTED ON


EXPECTED DISCHARGE THRESHOLDS AND CHARAC- THE EXTERIOR SURFACE OF THE BODY OF A


TERISTICS, 4EST ESTIMATES AND WORST CASE SPACECRAFT UTILIZING THE DISCHARGE CUR-
ESTIMATES SHALL BE DETERMINED. 	 RENJ AND VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS MODELED
IN FOR OPTICAL SOLAR REFLECTORS.


1.2 TRW SHALL IDENTIFY REQUIREMENTS FOR ADDI-	 2,2,3 TRW SHALL DETERMINE THE COUPLING BETWEEN
 

TIONAL EXPERIMENTS, AND SHALL RECOMMEND S AFT ELERONI AND CO DISCHAGES


EXPERIMENTS NEEDED. THE RECOMMENDATIONS SPACECRAFT ELECTRONICS AND ARC DISCHARGES


SHALL INCLUDE ADDITIONAL DATA TYPES, AD- ON BOOM-MOUNTED SOLAR ARRAYS ON A THREE-

DITIONAL MATERIALS, IMPROVED MEASUREMENT AXIS STABILIZED SPACECRAFT, UTILIZING THE


TECHNIQUES, AND IDENTIFICATION OF SPECIFIC 	 DISCHARGE CURRENT FN
VOLTAGE CHARACTER-

MEASUREMENTS REQUIRED TO DETERMINE THE 1I ISTICS MODELED IN FOR SOLAR ARRAYS, 
THRESHOLDS FOR AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ARC TASK 3 - THREAT IETERMINATION 
DISCHARGES ON SPACECRAFT INSULATORS, 	 TASK_3_-THREATDETERMINATIO


TASK 	 2 - COUPLING DETERMINATION 	 TRW SHALL DETERMINE THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF TYPICAL


SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS TO DISRUPTION BY ARC DISCHARGES AND


TRW SHALL DETERMINE THE COUPLING OF ARC DIS- SHALL IDENTIFY POSSIBLE MODES OF ANOMALOUS BEHAVIOR OF OR


CHARGES AND TYPICAL SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEMS UTILIZING DAMAGE TO SUCH COMPONENTS. SPACECRAFT COMPONENTS TO BE


THE COMPUTER PROGRAM SPECIFICATION AN ELECT OMAG- EVALUATED SHALL INCLUDE, BUT NEED NOT NECESSARILY BE


NETIC COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS 'PROGRAM tSEMCAP), FOR LIMITED TO, COMMAND DECODERS, POWER CONTROL AND DISTRIBU-

CONFIGURATIONS TYPICAL OF THERMAL BLANKETS SOLAR TION UNITS, RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS OF STANDARD DESIGN


ARRAY PANELS (3-AXIS STABILIZED CONFIGURATION) AND FOR SPACE APPLICATIONS,


OPTICAL SOLAR REFLECTORS. 	 TASK 4 - SPACECRAFT DESIGN PRACTICES REVIEW


2.1 	 TRW SHALL MODEL THE ARC DISCHARGE CHARAC-

TERISTICS DETERMINED IN TASK 1 AS VOLTAGE TRW SHALL REVI'EW SPACECRAFT DESIGN GU;DELINES AND


AND CURRENT SOURCES FOR SEMCAP ON THE CON- RECOMMENDED PRACTICES DATA AVAILABLE AT TRW S FACILITY.


FIGURATIONS IDENTIFIED BELOW, BOTH BEST TRW SHALL SUMMARIZE THIS INFORMATION AND RECOMMEND CHANGES


ESTIMATES AND WORST CASE ESTIMATES OF DIS- IN DESIGN GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICES WHICH ARE


CHARGE CHARACTERISTICS SHALL BE SO MODELED, INDICATED BY THE RESULTS OF TASKS I THROUGH 5 ABOVE,


2,2 	 TRW SHALL DETERMINE THE COUPLING BETWEEN


ARC DISCHARGES AND SPACECRAFT ELECTRONICS


COMPONENTS FOR THE THREE CONFIGURATIONS r


LISTED BELOW. IN EACH CASE, THE SIZE AND


SOLAR ASPECT OF THE CONFIGURATION SHALL


BE MODELED APPROPRIATELY TO AN ON ORBIT
 

SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION.


TASK EVENT 1 2 3 4 5' 6 
CONTRACT START 
SUBMIT WORK PLAN 
1 
ARC DISCHARGE CHARACTERIZATION 
DISCHARGE THRESHOLDS l ' 
REQUIREMENTS FOR EXPERIMENTS 
2 
COUPLING DETERMINATION 
MODEL ARC DISCHARGE CHARACTERIZATIONS 
COUPLING BETWEEN ARC AND SPACECRAFT 
(Thermal Blankets, Optical Solar Reflectors, 
Boom Mounted Solar Arrays) 
3 THREAT DETERMINATION 
4 SPACECRAFT DESIGN PRACTICES REVIEW w 
PREPARE FINAL REPORT 
DELIVER DRAFT OF FINAL REPORT FOR 
NASA APPROVAL 
DELIVERY TO NASA: MONTHLY REPORTS 
FINAL REPORT 
PRESENTATIONS 
A 
A 
A A 
A 
Figure I. Effects of Arcing Study Project Schedule
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* 	 Ifthe arc characteristics are well known, then a simple coupling

model such as SEMCAP can be used to determine the effects of the


arcs on spacecraft subsystems (however spacecraft susceptibility


depends strongly on the arc characterization).


* 	 The major problem indetermining arc characteristics experimentally 
isin establishing the fraction of arc current (G ) that goes to 
space. Where G' is high, SEMCAP indicates high upset levels. 
Where G' islow, SEMCAP indicates a more benign level. 
* 	 Design guidelines and recommended practices are developed from 
studies of charging and discharge models. Most of the general
design guides and recommended practices have already been developed.
It isimportant that detailed configuration-specific guidelines be 
developed for qrounding, solar panel design, filtering, shielding,
and 	 verification testing.


A brief summary of the results obtained for each of the tasks under­

taken inthe study is presented inthe following sections.


SUMMARY


Task 1.1 - Review of Literature and Characterization of Arcs


A literature review for dielectric arc characterization data for space­

craft material was undertaken (teflon, kapton, mylar, solar array, OSR), and


is presented inmore detail fn Section 1.1 page 8 of this report. Approx­

imately fifty papers were examined including TRW internal documentation. A


"first cut" determination of expected discharge thresholds and characteristics


was made from these data. Instudies of experimental results nominal and


worst case results were estimated, results of "similar" experiments were av­

eraged (material, configuration, loading), area effects for discharge pulse


peak current were estimated, area effects for discharge pulse width were es­

timated, effects of stress polarity on solar cell coverglasses were included,


and effects of diagnostic loading on discharge pulse peak current and pulse


width were examined.


Itwas concluded that the available arc characterization data cast doubt


on the validity of combining results because a) a discharge isa stochastic


process, b)very few experiments set out to characterize arcs systematically,


c) each experiment usually examines a limited number of parameters, d)experi­

ments were performed on a variety of sample configurations using different


techniques and different chargeup conditions, e) descriptions on which results


5 
depend are often incomplete (sample, facility, diagnostic, technique, beam


voltage, current, etc.), and f) most area effect data were taken with small


samples (electron microscope),


Improvements in experimental techniques and recommendations for more


standardized experimental procedures were discussed in order to assure that


the results of each experiment can be compared to and correlated with others


performed in this field.


Task 1.2 - Identification of Requirements for Additional Experiments


The more detailed identification of requirements for additional experi­

ments are presented in Section 1.2 page 33 of this report.


Key questions to be posed in identifying requirements for additional


experiments to characterize arc discharges on spacecraft were: a) Were the


test sample configurations representative of those applicable to the real


spacecraft? b) What fraction of the arc current went to space? o) Was


the environment adequately simulated? d) Were the test diagnostics appro­

priate to the phenomena involved and did they affect the test results? e)


Are the test results valid and useful for spacecraft design and immunity
 

verification procedures?


A phenomenological assessment and evaluation of the experimental data


guides in the selection of future experiments and also gives rise to many


problem areas: a) Although propagation is an essential element of all models,


wave propagation speeds have not been measured directly, but have been in­

ferred from sample size and discharge duration. b) The very high current


(a. 500 A) discharges in the electron swarm tunnel have not yet been dem­

onstrated to be discharges which could occur on spacecraft. c) Transport


of electrons in a plasma film has been postulated but has not been experi­

mentally verified. d) The significance of the light emission patterns dur­

ing surface discharge clean off has not been determined. e) The possible


role of surface contaminant gas layers has not been evaluated as a source of


the conducting plasma film in the surface plasma conduction model. f) Trans­

ient bulk conduction has been postulated but has no direct experimental evi­

dence to support the model. g) Q and I limitations and dependence on area,


chargeup voltage, and incident JE have not yet been rigorously determined.
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Task 2.0 - Coupling Determination 
The coupling of the arc discharges characterized in Task 1 has been


determined utilizing the computer program SEMCAP. A detailed discussion of


coupling is presented in Section 2.0 page 53 of this report. The specific


spacecraft system considered was the Voyager. The SEMCAP program was used
 

as an analytic tool during I.S.T. of the Voyager spacecraft, and experimental


validation of the coupling has been performed.


For the Voyager spacecraft a) 12 arc generators and 77 receptor cir­

cuits were identified for SEMCAP, b) arc generators included teflon, kapton,
 

mylar; solar cells, OSR's, and thermal blankets, c) each arc generator was


characterized by as many as 12 parameters, and d) the voltages coupled into


each of the receptor circuits, for various arc generators with various gen­

erator characteristics, were obtained from SEMCAP computer runs.


Task 3.0 - Threat Determination


The threat-of circuit upset was assessed by studying circuit sensitiv­

ities for receptor circuits and the voltages coupled into the receptor via


SEMCAP. A detailed discussion of the threat determination is presented in


Section 3.0 page 92 of this report. The negative margins of immunity in


each of the Voyager receptors, obtained in Task 2, do not yield a suffi­

cient condition to predict a circuit malfunction. Individual, detailed


circuit analysis is required to quantitatively determine circuit suscepti­

bility. In each case, itwas clear that an arc to space was more likely


to cause circuit malfunctions than flashover or punch-through arcs.


Task 4.0 - Spacecraft Design Practices Review


Design guidelines and recommended practices were reviewed and addi­

tional guidelines have been generated as a result of the study. Spacecraft


charging countermeasures were reviewed and analyzed. Figure II is a summary


of the various countermeasure parameters discussed in this report. A more


detailed discussion of design practices and spacecraft charging/arcing


countermeasures is presented in Section 4.0 page 103 of this report.
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1. TASK 1 - ARC DISCHARGE CHARACTERIZATION


1.1 	 TASK 1.1- ARC CHARACTERIZATION 'FROM A LITERATURE SURVEY-REVIEW OF


EXISTING DATA ON ARC DISCHARGING
 

1.1.1 Introduction


The characterization of arc discharges resulting from environmental


plasma charging is essential for the determining of the possible effects of


charging on spacecraft survival.


Inthe past eight years many laboratory tests have been performed at


TRW and other institutions on dielectrics such as FEP Teflon, kapton,


and mylar, as well as on solar arrays and second surface mirrors. In Task


1.1 we have reviewed this data in an attempt to define the best- and worst­

case estimates of expected discharge characteristics. We have also examined


te effect of dielectric "wipe off" (the area effect) on the discharge param­

eters.


The grounding of isolated metallic spacecraft configurations exposed


to the plasma environment is presently being implemented by many spacecraft


contractors as a design guideline for the prevention of arcing on synchronous


orbit spacecraft. The threat caused by arc discharges fromdielectrics


exposed to the geosynchronous orbit environment, however, is still not


clearly defined. Tests at TRW and other laboratories have shown that a "wipe


2
off", cleaning off of areas as large as 3600 cm , could occur in a single di­

electric discharge. Complete characterization of discharges from a dielectric


must include an examination of the impact of this area effect on the discharge


parameters so that one can scale up the parameters obtained on laboratory


samples to the actual areas used on spacecraft.


1.1.2 	 Spacecraft Dielectric Materials


A literature survey was performed with the specific purpose of identify­

ing and describing the discharges that take place in geosynchronous orbit for


the following spacecraft materials:


9 
* Teflon


@ Kapton


* Mylar


* Solar arrays (substrate and coverslide)
 

* Second surface mirrors


* Thermal blankets.


These materials were chosen since they are the most commonly used


dielectrics on the external surface of a spacecraft and also since a signi­

ficant amount of laboratory effort has been expended on examining dis­

charges on these materials. All the teflon, kapton and mylar samples dis­

cussed in this report had either a thin VDA or a silvered substrate. Two


different thermal blanket types were included, mylar and teflon. Further­

more in the review of the arcing of solar arrays, we included arrays using


both fused silica and ceria glass coverslides. Arc characterization for


two kinds of solar array experiments were considered, e.g., those were


the coverslide was irradiated with electrons and those where electrons were


deposited on the substrate while the coverslide was exposed to ultraviolet


radiation.


1.1.3 Papers Reviewed


Approximately 50 papers were examined including TRW internal docu­

mentation for the arc discharge characterization study. Most of these


papers did not specificallycharacterize the discharge which could occur on


spacecraft dielectric materials and therefore could not be used in this


study. All the contributions to the study came from fourteen different
 

papers, unpublished reports and interoffice correspondence. A list of


the references actually used isgiven in Table 1-1.
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Table 1-1. References Used in Report


IN SPACECRAFT CHARGING IN MAGNETOSPHERIC PLASMAS, A. ROSEN, EDITOR, THE MIT PRESS, CAMBRIDGE, MASS 
1. ADAMS, R. C. AND NANEVIEZ, J. E. (1975), SPACECRAFT CHARGING STUDIES OF VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN PROCESSES


IN SPACECRAFT THERMAL CONTROL MIRRORS.


2. BALMAIN. K.G., ET AL. (1975), SURFACE DISCHARGES IN SPACECRAFT DIELECTRICS IN A SCANNING ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPE.


3. STEVENS, N. J., ET AL. (1975), SPACECRAFT CHARGING INVESTIGATION FOR THE CTS PROJECT.


IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE SPACECRAFT CHARGING TECHNOLOGY CONFERENCE,-C. P. PIKE AND R. R. LOVELL, EDITORS
 

1. BALMAIN, K. G., (1977), SURFACE MICRODISCIARGES ONSPACECRAFT DIELECTRICS. 
2. BOGUS, K. P. (1977), INVESTIGATION OF A CIS SOLAR CELL TEST PATCH UNDER SIMULATED GEOMAGNETIC


SUBSTORM CHARGING CONDITIONS.


3. STEVENS, H. J. ET AL. (1977), TESTING OF TYPICAL SPACECRAFT MATERIALS INA SUBSTORM ENVIRONMENT.
 

IN PROCEEDINGS OF 1978 SYMPOSIUM ON THE EFFECT OF THE IONSOPHERE ON SPACE AND TERRESTRIAL SYSTEMS


1. BALMAIN, K.G., (1978), CHARGED AREA EFFECTS ON SPACECRAFT DIELECTRIC ARC DISCHARGES.
 

REPORTS, IOC's, AND UNPUBLISHED PAPERS


BOEING (1977), ELECTROSTATIC CHARGING AND DISCHARGING OF MIS SPACECRAFT PARTS, APRIL 1977.


BALMAIN (1977), CHARGE/DISCHARGE AND ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION STUDIES ON SPACECRAFT MATERIALS AND


STRUCTURES, APRIL 1977.


BOGUS, K. P. (1978), PRIVATE COMMUNICATION. TO BE PUBLISHED IN PROCEEDINGS OF THE SPACECRAFT MATERIAL


CONFERENCE AT TOULOUSE.


TRW (1972), ROSEN, A., FREDRICKS, R., INOUYE, G.. SANDERS, N., REPORT ON RGA ANALYSIS: FINDINGS RE-

GARDING CORRELATION OF SATELLITE ANOMALIES WITH MAGNETOSPHERIC SUBSTORMS AND LABORATORY TEST RESULTS, 
AUGUST 1972.


TRW (1978a), INOUYE, G., AND SELLEN, M., REPORT ONTDRSS SOLAR ARRAY DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR IMMUNITY TO 

GEOMAGNETIC STORMS.


REPORT ON THERMAL BLANKET ARC DISCHARGES ANDMETALLIC FILM GROUNDSTRAPTRW(197Gb), INOUYE, G., ET AL., 
DURABILITY


TRW (1978c), SANDERS, N. L.,AND INOUYE, G. T., REPORT ON SSM CHARGING TESTS, MAY 1978.


1.1 .4 Arc Characterization Parameters


A large number of parameters is required to describe the discharge


occurring on spacecraft dielectrics. These can be limited to a relatively


few parameters that are applicable to the problem of determining the space­

craft threat resulting from environmental plasma charging. For example, the


spectrum of the light emitted during the discharge is required for a complete


description of the discharge but can usually be disregarded when evaluating


the spacecraft threat. However, the parameters required to describe the arc


discharge are not only dependent on the material inwhich the discharge occurs,


but also on the size and configuration of the material and that of neighboring


materials. Furthermore, when these parameters are determined by test, the


results- obtained are seriously affected not only by the sample configuration


but also by the facility used and the test configuration. For example, the


voltage at which a sample will breakdown will depend not only on the sample


material, size and configuration, but also on test conditions such as the


beam voltage, the proximity of the chamber walls, the kinds of diagnostics


used and whether the facility was a swarm tunnel or an electron microscope.


The value of the impedance from the sample to ground is%also known to


affect the experimental determination of arc discharge parameters, Tests


performed at TRW (TRW '72a and '78b, Table 1-l have shown that the peak cur­

rent obtained ina dielectric discharge pulse'from solar cells and teflon


samples depends strongly on the load resistor from the sample substrate to


ground which serves as a,load for the current measurements. These tests were


performed in the TRW 2'x 4'vacuum tank usi'ng the configuration shown in


Figure 1-1. Inthese tests electrons- from a 20 kilovolt electron gun were


used to charge up the substrate of a solar array sample. A removable Faraday


cup was used to determine the beam current, and removable electrostatic probes,


the surface potential. Charging was performed with and without ultraviolet


radiation on the coverslides of the solar cells, as shown inthe figure. The


peak current inthe discharge was measured in the following alternative ways:


U 
__________ - FARADAY CUP -
ELECTROSTATIC 
PROBE
•DOOR 
ELECTRON
GUN 
 
.


-----7 I 4 UV LAMPS


-20 KV SOLAR ARRAY


SAMPLE ELECTROSTATIC


PROBE


500 PF


25,000


MEG


Figure 1-1. TRW Test Setup in 2' x 4'Vacuum Tank 1 MEG 5 
12 
a. Measuring the drop across a one megohm resistor to tank wall ground


which was in series with a 25,000 megohm resistor from the sample


substrate.


b. Measuring the drop across a 5 ohm resistor from the sample sub­

strate to ground.


c. Measuring the drop across the grounded 5 ohm resistor capacitively


coupled to the sample substrates.
 

The peak discharge currents changed. Similar tests were performed


with electrons on the coverglass with substrate loaded to-ground and also


on a kapton sample with the vacuum deposited aluminum loaded to ground.


The results of these tests showing the peak current in the discharge as a


function of the load are shown in Figure 1-2. Also shown in the figure
 

is the discharge pulse duration as a function of load resistor. In this


case the dependence is not as significant as in the case of the peak cur­

rent.


A variety of sample load impedances has been used in the arc param­

eter determination experiments performed to date. Usually the impedance


utilized is small (50 s or less) and frequently the sample load is not


given in the experiment report. Furthermore, little, if any, effort has


been expended to determine which load best simulates the space flight con­

dition.


1.1.5 Information Tabulated to Characterize the Arc


Inview of the earlier discussion we decided that 16 items of informa­

tion would be required to characterize the arc for each different dielectric


material considered. These are


* Sample Characteristics * Electrical Characteristics 
- Material - Breakdown voltage 
- Size - Beam voltage 
- Thickness - Beam current 
- Configuration - Total charge lost 
- Load to ground - Energy in discharge 
- Pulse duration 
- Peak pulse current 
* Experimental Approach - Charge in pulse 
- Area effect 
- Technique utilized - Pulse (EMI) characteristics 
Very few of the experiments reported in the literature set out to


characterize arcs systematically, but rather each experiment usually ex­

amines a limited number of parameters on one or two samples. In reviewing
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Figure 1-2. Effect of Diagnostic Load Resistor on Arc Pulse Characteristics
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the literature one notices that the experiments performed to date are not read­

ily compared or summarized since they have been performed .on a variety of sample


configurations, using different techniques and different chargeup conditions.


In many cases the descriptions of the sample, diagnostic and test eonfiguration,


upon which the results depend critically are incomplete.


1.1.6 Information Tabulation


The information obtained in the literature survey is tabulated in


Tables 1-2 through 1-9. Each table summarizes the results of experiments


performed on each of the spacecraft surface materials listed in Section


1.1.2. Each column in the table corresponds to an individual experiment 
identified in the column heading by the investigators' name and year of 
publication for correlation with the references given inTable 1-1. Each 
row in the table is one of the items of information or arc parameters dis­
cussed in Section 1.1.5. Where information isomitted, it was not available 
or could not be deduced from the published report. 
1.1.7 Discussion of Tables


1.1.7.1 Solar Cell Segments. Tables 1-2, -3 and -4 describe a set of


experiments performed on solar array segments. Several different types of


experiments are included. Inthe first set of experiments the solar cell


coverslide is exposed to electrons in an electron swarm tunnel and the re­

sulting discharge characteristics are observed. Inthe TRW experiment in


this category, the experiment is repeated using different load resistors.


In a second set of experiments, electrons were incident on the substrate and


ultraviolet radiation on the coverslides. Inthese experiments none of the 
arc characteristics except the breakdown voltage was reported. Furthermore, 
the diagnostics were capacitance coupled to the substrate. In a third set of 
experiments, the substrate was biased in the vacuum system by a power supply 
and the coverglass irradiated with ultraviolet radiation. Breakdown occurred 
at voltages as low as 1 kilovolt but the discharge pulse had a relatively 
small peak current, i.e., < 0.6 A, demonstrating the "zenering" effect of the 
cells when exposed to ultraviolet light. In this case, too, the diagnostics 
were capacitively loaded. Another experiment included was an old experiment 
performed at TRW to determine a solar array segment breakdown voltage in air. 
Aluminum plates were placed across the array and the power supply voltage 
raised until breakdown occurred. 
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Table 1-2. Solar Cells 

STEVENS ('77) TRW(78a) TRW('78a) TMi ('78a) TIN ('78&) TRE ('78a) 
1. SUBSTRATE KAPTON ONFIBERGLASS 
ONMETAL GROUND 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
INSULATOR 
LIGHTWEIGHT 
INSULATOR 
METALLIC PERFORATED KAPTON CONDUCTIVE COATED 
PERFORATED KAPTON 
PLATE 
2. COVERGLASS FUSED'SILICA CERIA GLASS CERIA UJSS FUSED SILICA CERIA GLASS CERIA GLASS 
MATERIAL 
3. COVERGLASS 12 mils 12 mils 12 mils 12 mils 
THICKNESS 
4. CELL THICKNESS 10 mils 10 mils 10 mils 10 mils 
S. SAMPLESIZE 96 cm 2 18.5 x23 w B.5 x 23 cm 28.6 x 35.6 cm 18.5 x 23 cm 18.5 x 23 cm 
6. CONFIGURATION 24, 2 x 2 cm CELLS 12, 2 x 4 am 12, 2 x 4 cm 48, 2 x 4 cm 20 CELLS 20 CELLS 
CELLS CELLS CELLS 
7. TECHNIQUE e" ON COVERGLASS e- ON COVER­ e- ON COVER UV ON COVERGLASS UV ON COVERGLASS UV ON COVERGLASS 
GLASS GLASS e- ONSUBSTRATE a-ON SUBSTRATE e- ONSUBSTRATE 
S. BEAM VOLTAGE 14 kV 20 kV* 20 kV* 16 kV. ONLY 15 kV. UV ON 15 kV. UV OFF 
AT BREAKDOWN WITH UV OFF AND OFF 
9. BEAM CURRENT 10 na/cm2 10 na/cm2 10 na/cm 10 na/cm2 10 na/cm2 
DENSITY 
10. 	 LOAD TO GROUND FEW OHMS R = 5 n Ra 100 kG R = 2.5 x 1010 Q. R = 2.5 x 1010 Q. R = 2.5 x iO l. 
FROM METALLIC C COUPLED TO C COUPLED TO C COUPLED TO 
PORTION OF CELLS DIAGNOSTICS. DIAGNOSTICS. DIAGNOSTICS. 
11. BREAKDOWN 
VOLTAGE 
12. PEAK PULSE 
CURRENT 
8.1 to 9.4 kV 
20 A 20 mA 
13. PULSE EMI 
CHARACTERISTICS 
14. PULSE DURATION 0.5 Is I PS 
15. ENERGY IN 
DISCHARGE 
25 to 62 mJ 
16. TOTAL CHARGE 
LOST 
4 - 12 UC 
17. CHARGE IN PULSE 
*NO BREAKDOWN AT 10 kV. 
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Table 1-3. Solar Cells 
1. SUBSTRATE 
TRW('78a) TRW('78.) TRW('78s) TRW('78.) TRW('7S.) 
- CONDUCTIVE COATED PERFORATED KAPTON 
TRW('78a) TRW('72) 
2. COVERGLASS 
MATERIAL 
CERIA GLASS 
3. COVERGLASS 
THICKNESS 
4 - 12 mils 
4. CELL THICKNESS 
- 10 Pills 
5. SAMPLE SIZE 
6. CONFIGURATION 
7. TECHNIQUE 
4O 
4 
-­ 18.5 x 23 cm. 
1 
20 CELLS(2 cn x 4 cm)I I 
UV ONCOVERGLASS.POWERSUPPLY BIASED SUBSTRATE b POIWERSUPPLY 
TERINALS IN 
AND 
AIR 
8 BEAMVOLTAGE 
ATBREAKDOWN 
9. BEAM CURRENT 
10. LOAD TO GROUND 
FROM METALLIC 
PORTION OF CELLS 
4 ' 2.5 x 10I 0 0, CAPACITMCE COUPLEDTODIAGNOSTICS -, 
11. BREAKDOWN 1.75 kV 2.0 kV 2.5 kY 5.0v I 10.0 kV 15 kV 7 kV 
VOLTAGE 1-L -BREAKDOWN OCCURS FOR V Z 1 KILOVOLT- - .* 
12. PEAK PULSE 
CURRENT 
0 6 A 0.8 A 0.9 A 1.6 A 2.8 A 3.6 A 
13. PULSE EMI 
CHARACTERISTICS 
14. PULSE DURATION 2 PS 2 'S 2 US 2 pS 2 US 2 pS 
15. ENERGY IN 
DISCHARGE 
16 TOTAL CHARGE 
LOST 
17 CHARGEIN PULSE 
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Table 1-4. Kapton Solar Cell Substrate


STEVENS('77) BOGUS('77) BOGUS('78) BOGUS('78)


2 180 cm2 3660 cm2

1. 	 SAMPLE SIZE 180 cm
 
2. 	 COVERGLASS CERIA GLASS CERIA GLASS CERIA GLASS CERIA GLASS


MATERIAL


3. COVERGLASS 4 mils 4 mils 4 mils 4 mils


THICKNESS


4. 	 CELL 8 mils 8 mils 8 mils 8 mils


THICKNESS


5. 	 SUBSTRATE ,1


THICKNESS 25 p KAPTON ON 35 p GLASS FIBER


6. 	 CONFIGURATION 27, 2 cm x 3 CELLS x 3 CELLS x


2 cm CELLS 9 CELLS 9 CELLS


7. TECHNIQUE THERMAL UV ON CELLS. UV ON CELLS. UV ON CELLS. 
LAMP ON e- ON SUB- e- ON SUB- e- ON SUB-
CELLS. e" STRATE STRATE STRATEON SUBSTRATEI 
8. 	 LOAD TO GROUND 	 2 Ka 
9. 	 BEAM VOLTAGE t 10 kV >15 kV > 15 kV > 15 kV


AT BREAKDOWN


10. 	 BEAM CURRENT 10 na/cm
2 60 na/cm2 
II. 	 BREAKDOWN 8-9 kV WITH - 15 kV 
VOLTAGE LAMPS OFF 
12. 	 PEAK PULSE 30 - 40 A 200 to 300 A 
CURRENT 
13. 	 PULSE (EMI)


CHARACTERISTICS


14. 	 PULSE DURATION 	 3 - 5 pS 0.5 TO 1.5 TO 
0.75 	 pS 1.75 pS


15. 	 ENERGY IN 100 mJ 0.25 1 5 1


DISCHARGE


16. 	 TOTAL CHARGE 60 1C


LOST


17. 	 CHARGE IN 13 iC 20 -30 pC 400 to 600 pC 
PULSE 
18. 	 AREA EFFECT 	 I = 1.2 A"
65 I = 1.2 A"65 
A different kind of solar cell test is summarized in Table 1-4. In


these experiments the substrate was irradiated with electrons and the cover­

slides were irradiated with ultraviolet, but in contrast to the UV experiment


discussed in the last paragraph, the ultraviolet lamps served primarily as a


thermal source so that thermal effects rather than photoemission effects were


studied. This test was primarily a test of the arc discharge on-the kapton


substrate.


No experimenter studied the effect of increasing the area of the solar


cell coverglass on the pulse characteristics. The effect of increasing the


area was studied by Bogus ('78) as shown in Table 1-4, but as we discussed
 

in the previous paragraph this test demonstrated the area effect for a kapton


substrate and not the solar cell coverglass. We have generated the expres­

sion for the current in the case of the kapton substrate by using the data from


Bogus ('78). The resulting expression is listed in Table 1-4 under Bogus ('78).
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In this expression I is in amperes and A in cm .


Furthermore, no measurements were made in any of the solar cell experi­

ments of the radiated electromagnetic energy emitted during the discharge,


i.e., the pulse EMI characteristics, and thus these entries are left blank.


1.1.7.2 Thermal Blankets. The experiments on thermal blankets consist


of electron-gun irradiations of thermal blankets with both sewn and open edges


as well as an experiment using a high voltage power supply with aluminum
 

plates across a mylar thermal blanket sample. The available results and in­

formation are shown in Table 1-5. In the case of this TRIJ ('72) experiment


performed in a bell jar, both t and B were measured during the discharge at


distance of 50 and 100 cm from the discharge. In none of the experiments on


thermal blankets was the effect of varying the blanket areas examined.


1.1.7.3 Teflon, Kapton and Mylar with VDA or Silvered Backing. Numerous


experiments have been performed on thin layers of dielectric (teflon, kapton


or mylar) with one side covered with VDA or silvered. The parameters and in­

formation obtained from these experiments are tabulated in Tables 1-6, -7and


-8. 
Three types of facilities have been used for these experiments, elec­

tron swarm tunnels (electron guns), scanning electron microscopes and


1. SAMPLE SIZE 
 
2. SAMPLE MATERIAL 
 
3. THICKNESS 
 
4. CONFIGURATION 
 
5. TECHNIQUE 
 
6. BEAM VOLTAGE 
AT BREAKDOWN


7. BEAM CURRENT 
 
8. LOAD TO 
 
GROUND 
9. BREAKDOWN 
 
VOLTAGE 
10. 	 PEAK PULSE


CURRENT


11. 	 PULSE (EMI) 
 
CHARACTERISTICS 
 
1-2. 	 PULSE DURATION


13. 	 ENERGY IN 
 
DISCHARGE


14. 	 TOTAL CHARGE 
 
LOST


15. 	 CHARGE IN PULSE


16. 	 AREA EFFECT 
Table 1-5. Thermal Blankets


STEVENS ('77) STEVENS('77) 
 
Kapton Kapton 
 
5 mil 5 mil 
 
Sewn Edge Open Edge 
 
Electron Swarm EST 
 
Tunnel (EST) 
 
1
0 kV


1 na/cm 2 1 na/cm2


Few ohms Few ohms


10.4 	 kV 16.5 kV 
 
0.3 to 0.7 J 2J


50-90 pC 200 iC 
TRW ('72)


20 cm x 20 cm


Mylar


10 Layers


Open 	 Edge


Power supply -
Terminals 
5 kV


Measure,E and 'B. Rise


time 	 15 ns each. E = 
700 V/m at 50 cm, 250 
y/m at 100 cm. 
B = < .02 Y for dis­
tances greater than 50 
cm.
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Table 1-6. Teflon (VDA or Silvered)


1. SAMPLE SIZE 
TM(' 72) 
20 cmx 20 c 
SrEvENS( '7) 
15 x 20 c 
Sm.MIN('77) 
1 xl c1i* 
STEYNS('77) 
15 x 20 cm 
B0EIN('77) 
3.8 cm dia. 
BALMAIN('78) 
10 cm 2 
BALMAII(' 78) 
4.5 x 10-4 cm .* 
2. THICKNESS 5 mils S mils 20 mils 5 mfls 5 mills 4 mils 4 - 32 mils 
3. CONFIGURATION 
4. TECHNIQUE POWER SUPPLY 
AND 
TERMINALS 
ELECTRON SWARM 
TUNNEL (EST) 
SCMNING 
ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPE 
(SEM) 
EST EST EST SEN 
5. BEAM VOLTAGE 
AT BREAKDOWN 
> 10 kV 18 ky > 12 kV 20 kY 15 - 30 kY 
6. BEAM 
CURRENT 
1 and 2 
10 na/cm 
1 na/cm2 1-2 iAlcm2 
7. LOAD TO 
GROUD FROM 
METALLIC BACK 
FEW OHMS 12.5 n FEWOHMS FEWOHMS 12.5 a 12.5a 
8. BREAKDOWN 
VOLTAGE 
4-kV 12 kV + 
1.5 kV 
9. PEAK PULSE 
CURRENT 
100 nA 20 - 100 A 10 - 250 A 20 A 25 - 150 ma 
10. PULSE (EMI) 
CHARACTERISTICS 
SPECTRUM t 
FLAT TO 
100 Mfz 
40 db/ 
DECADE 
DROPOFF 
NEAR FIELD 
ANTENNA . 
0.5 to 3 V 
11. PULSE 
DURATION 
200-300 nsec 2 - 3 nsec 500 nsec 20-300,nsec 125 nsec 1.2 - 22 nsec 
12. ENERGY IN 
DISCHARGE 
150 to 
400 MJ 
13. TOTAL CHARGE 
LOST 
20 ­ 6O pC 
14. CHARGE IN 
PULSE 
15 pC 
15. AREA EFFECT 
*EFFECTIVE AREA 10 cm 2 
I7AO575Amps t " 
(A In cn ) 
**EFFECTIVE AREA 
tBALMAIN ('75) 5 
ttEFFECTIVE AREAS FROM 10 - TO 20 
2 
cm 
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Table 1-7. Kapton (Silvered or VDA)


BALMIAN BALMAIN 
('75 & 177) ('78) TRW78b) TRI('78b) Tfl('7&,) T(-78b) TFU('78b) TINV78b) T('78b) 
1.SAMPLE SIZE 1O-5cm2 5 x 5 cm 14x28 cm 12x12 cm 8 x 8 cm 14x28 cm 14x28 cm 14x28 cm 14x28 cm 
2. THICKNESS 4 - 20 mils 2 mils 2 mils 2 mils 2 mils 2 mils 2 mils 2 mils 
3. CONFIGURATION EDGE EDGE EDGE FOLDED EDGE EDGE EDGE EDGE 
FOLDED FOLDED OVER METAL FOLDED FOLDED FOLDED FOLDED 
OVER OVER PLATE OVER OVER OVER OVER 
METAL 
PLATE 
M4ETAL 
PLATE 
(GUARD RING) METAL 
PLATE 
METAL 
PLATE 
METAL 
PLATE 
METAL 
PLATE 
4.TECHNIQUE SCANNING SEM ELECTRON EST EST EST EST EST EST 
ELECTRON MACRO- SWARM 
MICROSCOPE DISCHARGE TUNNEL 
(SEM)MICRO­ (EST) 
DISCHARGE 
5. BEAM VOLTAGE 16 - 18 kV 20 kV 20 KV 20 kV 20 kV 20 kV 20 kV 20 kV 20 kV 
AT BREAKDOWN 
6. BEAM CURRENT 10 nalcm 1-2 pA/cm2 10 na/cm2 10 na/cm2 10 na/cm2 10 na/cm 10 na/cm
2 10 na/cm2 10 na/cm 2 
7. LOAD TO FEW OHMS FEW OHMS 0.5 OHMS 0.5 OHMS 0.5 OHMS I OHM 10 OHMS 100 OHMS 1000 OHMS 
GROUND FROM 
METALLIC BACK 
8. BREAKDOWN 
VOLTAGE 
9. PEAK PULSE 100 mA** 9 A 500 A 1O0 A 12 A 400 A 1O A 30 A 3 A 
CURRENT 720 A*** 
10. PULSE (EMI) 
CHARACTER-
FLAT TO 
100 MHz 
ISTICS 40 db/DECADE 
DROPOFF 
11. PULSE 
DURATION 
5- 10ns** 200 ns 1.5 s 1 Is 
0.75 ps ** 1 
0.5 ps r 2.5 ps 2.5 p 2 ps I ps 
12. ENERGY IN 
DISCHARGE 
13. TOTAL 
CHARGE LOST 
14. CHARGE IN 
PULSE 
15. AREA EFFECT 
-EFFECTIVE AREA 
**BALMAIN '77 
***CURRENT AND DURATION CHANGED WHEN CONNECTIONS BROUGHT OUT WITH COPPER BARS 1/2" DIAMETER 
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Table 1-8. Mylar (VDA)


BALMAIN('77) BALMAIN ('78) BALMAIN ('78)
 

1. SAMPLE SIZE 	 2.6 x 4.8 cm 10 cm2
 4.5 x 10-4 cm2*


2. THICKNESS 	 5 mils 	 4 mils 4 mils


3. 	 CONFIGURATION


4. 	 TECHNIQUE SCANNING SEM SEM


ELECTRON


MICROSCOPE (SEM) 
5. 	 BEAM VOLTAGE 20 kV 20 kV 20, 25, 30 kV


AT BREAKDOWN


6. BEAM CURRENT 	 50 na/cm2 1-2 pA/cm2 1-2 pA/cm2


7. LOAD TO GROUND 	 12.5 Q 	 12.5 a 12.5 Q


8. BREAKDOWN


VOLTAGE


9. 	 PEAK PULSE 40 A 100 A 0.22 - .35 A


CURRENT


10. 	 PULSE EMI


CHARACTERISTICS


11. 	 PULSE DURATION 80 - 150 ns 20 - 50 ns 1.2 - 1.3 ns


12. 	 ENERGY IN 2 mJ
 

DISCHARGE


13. 	 TOTAL CHARGE


LOST


14. 	 CHARGE IN


PULSE


15. 	 AREA EFFECT I = 17.2 A"764 amps**
2)(Ain cm
 
* EFFECTIVE IRRADIATED 	 AREA 
-5		 2


•* EFFECTIVE AREAS FROM 5 x 10 cm2 TO 20 cm 
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power supply applied voltages. Almost all of the parameters required


have been examined by at least one investigator, but because of the dif­

ferent facilities, test configuration and sample configurations used, the


validity of combining the results of the different experiments is question­

able. Inmany of the experiments the sample configuration is not even
 

specified.


Balmain ('78) has performed detailed area effect studies on these


materials using an electron microscope as an electron source. This ap­

proach, however, limits the areas covered by electrons to values from


about 10 cm to 20 cm . The relationships between current and area


resulting from these efforts are given in the tables.


Furthermore, TRW ('78b) has examined the effect of varying diagnostic


load resistances on the peak discharge pulse current and pulse duration for


a thin kapton sample. The information and data resulting from this experi­

ment are also included inTable 1-7.


1.1.7.4 Second Surface Mirrors (SSM)


Two different experiments on the arc discharging of quartz window


second surface mirrors are summarized in Table 1-9. In the first experiment


(Adamo '75), the sample is irradiated with an electron gun in a bell jar


and the arc effluents measured. In this experiment the electric field of


the discharge pulse is recorded by a dipole placed three inches from the


sample.


Inthe second experiment the mirror is irradiated by an electron gun


in a 2' x 4' vacuum chamber and the current resulting from the discharge


is recorded by means of a 10 load resistor from an aluminum substrate to


ground.


Neither experiment yields sufficient information to examine any area
 

effect that would permit scaling of the experiment results to spacecraft


SSM array dimensions.
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Table 1-9. Second Surface Mirrors


ADAMO ('75) 	 TRW ('78c)


1. SAMPLE SIZE 1 in2 MIRRORS 	 15 cm x 2.5 cm


2. THICKNESS 	 8 mil SSM'S


3. 	 CONFIGURATION SSM'S ON METAL SUBSTRATE QUARTZ SSM'S ON


ALUMINUM PLATE


4. TECHNIQUE ELECTRON GUN. MEASURED EST


ARC EFFLUENTS


5. BEAM VOLTAGE 10 kV 	 20 kV


AT 	 BREAKDOWN


10 na/cm2

6. 	 BEAM CURRENT 1 na/cm2 
 
7. LOAD TO GROUND FEW OHMS 	 R = 1 o


8. 	 BREAKDOWN 2 - 3 kV 11 kV


VOLTAGE


9. 	 PEAK PULSE 40 A


CURRENT


10. 	 PULSE EMI MEASURED E AT 3" (DIPOLE)


CHARACTERISTICS 	 RISETIME - 5 pS


DURATION - 3 iS


60 mA PEAK


11. 	 PULSE DURATION 	 300 nsec


12. 	 ENERGY IN


DISCHARGE


13. 	 TOTAL CHARGE


LOST


14. 	 CHARGE IN


PULSE


15. 	 AREA EFFECT
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1.1.8 Experiment Result Analysis


In this section we attempt to meet the objective of the task, i.e.,


to obtain best-and worst-case estimates from the data obtained in the


literature survey.


As discussed in Section 1.1.5, the non-uniformity in facilities, test


configurations, techniques, sample sizes and configurations, sample history


and parameters measured in each experiment results in a large number of in­

dependent measurements of discharge parameters in dielectrics which cannot


be readily combined.


In order to obtain results as required by this task, we have taken


liberties to combine and average the results of experiments that were simi­

lar in a gross sense even though we were aware of some differences. We


combined the results of experiments that used similar materials even though


the material thickness varied from experiment to experiment. For example,


kapton sample thickness varied from 4 to 32 mils. Actually, in many cases,


thicknesses were not even given. Experiment results were put together in


spite of the difference in facilities used. We did, however, separate ex­

periments that used obviously different test and sample configurations such


as edges turned under a metal plate (see Section 1.1.8.1.1) rather than open


edges or experiments that used large substrate to ground load resistances


for diagnostics rather than the more commonly used low resistance (see Sec­

tion 1.1.4). Inthis regard we have examined the effect of the load resis­

tance on both the peak discharge pulse current and the discharge pulse width


(see Fig. 1-2) for both kapton and solar arrays. Furthermore, we separated


parameter results for each material by sample area and,where the data was


available, determined an area effect for both the peak discharge current and


the discharge pulse width.


1.1.8.1 Area Effect


Balmain (Balmain '78) has shown that peak discharge current of space­

craft dielectric materials apparently increases with sample area and the


increase over the range of sample areas that he investigated fit reasonably


well to a power law. In order to permit scaling up of the data given in the


tables to spacecraft areas, we have fit the peak discharge peak current


vs area, and discharge pulse width vs area data, with power law curves.
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Sufficient data for this effort were available only in the cases of kapton,


mylar and teflon samples, i.e., Tables 1-6, -7 and -8.


1.1.8.1.1 The Effect of Area on Peak Discharge"Current for Teflon


The peak discharge current from the experiment results summarized


in Table 1-7 is plotted versus the area of the sample and shown in Fig. 1-3.
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 The best-fit power law to all the data is given by I = 9.9A0. amps where


A is in cm2. The scatter in the data points in Fig. 1-3 is significantly


reduced if one ignores a set of data points taken on a special configura­

tion sample at TRW. In this sample, the kapton is wrapped around a plastic


frame, so that no edges are exposed. A second small piece of kapton with


exposed edges ismounted nearby to act as a trigger for the discharge. The


configuration is shown in Fig. 1-4. Experiments with this kind of sample


configuration have produced peak discharge currents of over 700 amperes


for areas of approximately 400 cm2. We have therefore used as a worst case


fit to the data for large areas the power law fit to the folded-over sample


configuration data. In this case, I = 0.002 A2. amps. This is a good


example of the effect of sample configuration on the arc discharge para­

meters.


Notice that in the curves of Fig. 1-3, the current in both the best­

fit and worst-case-fit increases with area with no apparent limit. This


is typical for all the materials examined as will be seen later in this


section. If limitations do exist to the area that contributes to the cur­

rent in a dielectric "wipe off", results of tests on samples of sufficient


area to demonstrate those limits have yet to be reported.


Teflon and Mylar Peak Discharge Current
1.1.8.1.2 
 
The relationships between the sample area and the discharge pulse


peak current for teflon and mylar were derived directly from the work of

Balmain ('78) and are shown in Fig. 1-5. The solid data points are the
 
actual data points taken by Balmain,who also derived the best fit value 
of the slopes. We have derived the power law expressions that fit those 
curves using the Balmain slopes and also made an estimate of the worst case 
fit to the data. We have also shown on the curves the data points for


other "similar" experiments from Tables 1-6 and 1 -8. 
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1.1.8.1.3 	 Area Dependence of Discharge Pulse-Width


As part of Task 1 .1, we have made an estimate of the best fit and worst


case fit to the area dependence of the discharge pulse width. As in the case


of the current-area effect, we have assumed that the data can be fit by a


power law curve,and once again only sufficient data were available for teflon,


kapton and mylar samples. The results are shown in Figures 1-6, -7 and -8.
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Figure 1-6. Area Dependence of Discharge Pulse-Width
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1.1.8.1.4 Estimated Charge-Area Effect 
The charge measured during the discharge is given by


Q = fI dt, where 
I is the discharge current and the integral is over the duration of the


discharge pulse. The charge is,therefore, roughly given by the product


of the peak discharge current and the pulse width. Therefore,


n nn . ni
 
Ans AnT
Q = A ' n, where


A is the area of the sample


n. is the area exponent for the peak current


n is the area exponent for the pulse width.


Averaging the values of ni over all the materials for which a power 
fit curve was made we find that ni = 0.59. Similarly we find that n = 
0.32. Therefore Q a A0 .91 which indicates that the charge is roughly


proportional to the area of the sample.
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1.1.9 Summary of Arc Discharge Characterization


A summary of the best and worst case estimates of the breakdown voltage,


peak pulse current and the pulse width for all the materials considered is


given in Table 1-10. Also shown are notes explaining the basis for each of


the entries in the matrix. These notes are identified in the matrix by numbers.


Table 1-10. Summary of Arc Discharge Characterization*


BREAKDOWN PEAK PULSE 
MATERIAL 	 WORST
VOLTAGE CURRENT (AMS) PULSE WIDTH (is) 
CASE 
ESTIMATE WORST ESTIMATE WORST CASE) ESTIMATE (CASE 

5 2 8 152A2 8
 
TEFLON 12 kV (2) 4 kY(3) 7A 5 75 162A " 54.9A
 (Ain cm2)

_____________(4) 	 (5) (4) 
"G
43  I 
8 kV (6) 
 1e9.9A I-.O2A2 2O3A*29. 44AKAPTON 1Ik (6) 

(7) (8) (7) (8)


3 	 39 
MYLAR 20 kV d0 kV 1t17.2A 764  I.12.5A
1 
- v24.9A. 39  5S6A 
(9) (9) (4) (10) (4) (5)


SOLAR CELLS 9 kV (11) 9.4 kV 20 (12) 20 (12) 500 600


COVERGLASS NEGATIVE (11) 1(12) (I)


SOLAR CELLS 1 kV - 1 kV (13) 0.5 (13) 0.6 (13) 2000 (13) 20O (13)
COVERGLASS (13)POSITIVE 
SECND SURFACE 7 kV 2 kV 40 (14) 40 (14) 300 300


MIRRORS(QUARTZ WINDOW) (14) (14)


THERMAL SEWN EDGE 10.4 kV 10.4 kV (17) (17) (17) (17)


BLANKETS OPEN EDGE 16.5 kV 5 ky (15) (17) (17) (17) (17)(is) 
* LOADFORDIAGNOSTICS FORAL USED IS A < 2000 
 n. INSUFFICIENT DATATODETERMINEEXPERIMENTS IN SUMMARY 
THICKNESS DEPENDNCE.

NOTES (1) 	 WORST CASE DEFINED AS LARGEST PEAK PULSE CURRENT AND PULSE WIDTH AND LOWEST


VOLTAGE AT WHICH BREAKDOWN OCCURS.


(2)BASED ON ONE EXPERIMENT ONLY. SAMPLE 5 MILS THICK,


(3)BASED 	 ON EXPERIMENT PERFORMED IN AIR.


(4) BASED PREDOMINANTLY ON MEASUREMENTS MADE WITH ELECTRON MICROSCOPE ON SMALL SIZE


SAMPLES,


(5)ASSUME AREA DEPENDENCE UNCHANGED FOR WORST CASE MEASUREMENT. 
(6) SAMPLE THICKNESS 1-2 MILS, BEAM VOLTAGES, 10 KV AND >15 KV.


(7) BASED ON SEVERAL EXPERIMENTS USING DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES AND CONFIGURATIONS.


(08)BASED ON TRW EXPERIMENT IN SWARM TUNNEL. SAMPLE EDGES FOLDED OVER METAL PLATE.


WORST CASE FOR LARGE AREAS.


(9) NO BREAKDOWN VOLTAGES REPORTED, BASED ON BEAM VOLTAGE AT BREAKDOWN. SAMPLE 
THICKNESS 4-5 MIL, 
(10) 	 BASED ON MEASUREMENTS MADE WITH ELECTRON MICROSCOPE ON SMALL SIZE SAMPLES,


WORST CASE 	 FOR LARGE AREAS. 
(11) 	 BASED ON ONE EXPERIMENT ONLY. FUSED SILICA COVERGLASS - 12 MILS THICK - 14 KV


BEAM VOLTAGE.


(12) 	 BASED ON N EXERIMENT ONLY, CERIA COVERGLASS - 12 MILS THICK - 20 KV BEAM 
VOLTAGE . X CMSAMPLE. 
(13) 	 BASED ON ONE EXPERIMENT ONLY. HIGHER BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE IS ASSUMED TO BE WORST


CASE,


(14) 	 BASED ON ONE PERIMENT. 15 x 2.5 CM SAMPLE. SIX QUARTZ SSM'S - 8 MIL THICK -
BEA VOLAG LUV. 
(15) 	 BASED ON ONE EXPERIMENT. 5MIL KAPTON BLANKETS.


(16) 	 BASED ON ONE EXPERIMENT IN AIR, 5 MIL MYLAR BLANKET.


(17) 	 NO DATA REPORTED.
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1.1.10 Assessment and Conclusions


The validity of the arc characterization performed in Task 1.1 is


questionable. A discharge is a stochastic process and the results of experi­

ments defining many of the parameters required for the characterization are


not repeatable. The results often depend on the condition of the sample sur­

face, as well as the history of exposure to the electron beam. Furthermore,


the results depend on a large number of factors (such as sample configuration,


test technique, etc.) which are clearly different from experiment-to-experiment.


Furthermore, very few of the experiments that have been reported in the litera­

ture and used in this study have set out to characterize the arcs systematically.


Most of the experiments were examining a specific aspect of the discharge and


in the process measured a limited number of the parameters of interest. For


this reason, descriptions and information required to fully utilize the data
 

were not given. For example, descriptions of the samples, facility, diagnos­

tics and even the techniques used were frequently not given or incomplete.


Often the beam voltage and current used in a swarm tunnel test are not included.


In spite of this, a rough cut of the parameters which characterize the 
arc discharges occurring in an environmentally induced chargeup has been made 
for several spacecraft materials. The area effect for both the peak discharge 
current and the pulse width has been estimated. There is some problem in us­

ing this data for an estimate of the current and pulse width that would result


from spacecraft size samples since the area effects derived to date have ap­

parently no current limit. Both experimental work on large samples and analy­

tical work to develop a good physical understanding of the discharge process


on spacecraft dielectrics are required to determine any limit to the current


that might exist.


Recent experiments performed at NASA LeRC have added a large amount of


data on the area effect of teflon (P. R. Aron and J. V. Staskus, "Area Scaling 
Investigations of Charging Phenomena"). We have obtained a preliminary report


of this data which was obtained after Task 1.1 had been completed and we, there­

fore, have modified the results of Task 1.1 accordingly and made this the sub­

ject of Appendix A to this report.
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1.2 TASK 1.2 - IDENTIFICATION OF REQUIREMENTS FOR ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS


In identifying the requirements for additional experiments that should


be performed i'n the laboratory to characterize arc discharges, it is important


to consider how the results of these tests will be used in the design and test


of spacecraft.


In this section, 1.2, the following elements will be considered:


a Spacecraft design and test requirements


- Impact on arc characterization


* Requirements for additional experiments 
- Measurement techniques improvements 
- Arc breakdown thresholds 
- Arc characterization 
a Recommended key experiments


Table 1-11 lists specific data requirements, and the corresponding applications 
of that data in spacecraft design and test procedures. With regard to the kind


of data required, it is clear from Task 1.1 that a systematic approach to ob­

taining useful data has not been undertaken. The experiments to be recommended


in this task have been broken down into three subtasks, Tasks 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and


1.2.3 as shown in Table 1-12. Task 1.2.1 considers those experiments which will


develop improved measurement techniques. Task 1.2.2 considers those experi­

ments which will characterize arc breakdown thresholds, and Task 1.2.3 those


which characterize the arc discharges per se. Note that a distinction is made


between arc breakdown thresholds and the arc discharge itself. As may be seen


in Table 1-12, each subtask has an associated set of recommended key experiments


that should be performed.


Under Task 1.2.1, experiments to develop improved measurement techniques,


a further subdivision into three areas is indicated in Table 1-12. These are


* Sample Configuration Experiments (Table 1-13)


* Environment Simulation Experiments (Table 1-14)


* Diagnostic Development Experiments (Table 1-15).
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These three areas are defined with objectives and rationales in the corres­

ponding tables as indicated. In Table 1-13, the lack of a consistent or com­

parable test sample configuration in prior experiments is discussed. As in­

dicated, a basic understanding of what the important features of'the test


samples are is not well understood at the present time. In Table 1-14, ex­

periments to define the adequacy or inadequacy of the environment simulation


in ground based vacuum system tests are discussed. Table 1-15 addresses the


experiments required to develop improved diagnostics. As our understanding


of the arc discharge phenomenon is improved, the quality of the diagnostics


must be "bootstrapped" to provide better information which is more useful and


appropriate in spacecraft design and test procedures. Figure 1-9 shows some


of the elements of an improved experimental setup. The test sample is a mini­

satellite in that it is electrically isolated from the test chamber. The on­

board diagnostics have their data transmitted to external recording equipment


via a wideband telemetry system. UV lamps for photoemission are included as


well as a source of high energy electrons. The output of Task 1.2.1, the key


recommended experiments to develop improved measurement techniques, is shown


in Table 1-16. Experiments to characterize arc breakdown thresholds are dis­

cussed in Table 1-17 with objectives and rationales. Key recommended experi­

ments are summarized in Table l.-18. The phenomena and spacecraft configura­

tion parameters associated with arc breakdown are distinct from the arc dis­

charge itself. For example, edge conditions are the most important factor in


defining the breakdown threshold, but the characteristics of the remainder of


the discharge may depend on many other factors which should be investigated


separately.


Experiments to characterize arc discharges are discussed in Table 1-19


with objectives and rationales. Key recommended experiments in this area are


summarized in Table 1-20. Since arc breakdown thresholds are to be studied


separately, a very useful and time-saving tool for this series of experiments


would be a "sure-fire" trigger which initiates a discharge independent of a


real-life trigger. Possible approaches are a spark coil or a laser-type trigger.
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Table 1.-I. 	 Specific Arc Data Requirements and their Applicability


to Spacecraft Design and Test


SPECIFIC DATA REQUIREMENTS DATA APPLICATIONS


I LOCATION OF ARC AND ITS SPATIAL EXTENT AFFECTS EMI COUPLING INTO SPECIFIC SUB-

SYSTEMS OR CABLING OR IN DEPOSITION OF


CONTAMINANTS


* CURRENT WAVEFORM, I(t)


- PEAK CURRENT, I 	 COUPLES DIRECTLY INTO CABLES, ETCJ ALSO 
COUPLES AS REPLACEMENT CURRENTS ON BOOMS, 
ANTENNAS, ETC. 
- PULSE WIDTH, w 	 AFFECTS COUPLIN@ AND HAZARD (VIA FRE-
QUENCY SPECTRUM) 
- PEAK dI 	 DIRECTLY RELATED TO INDUCED VOLTAGE 
* 	 VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS V(t) 
- BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE, Vb AFFECTS MATERIAL SELECTION AND CONFIGURA-
TION DESIGN 
- CHANGE IN VOLTAGE (=Vb?) COUPLES DIRECTLY AS A CAPACITANCE VOLTAGE 
DIVIDER


- PEAK dV/dt COUPLES CAPACITIVELY AS C-(dV/dt)


* OTHER DATA 
- STORED CHARGE 	 AFFECTS SELECTION OF MATERIALS AND CONFIG-

URATION DESIGN, AREA INVOLVED DEFINES

CHARGE IN PULSE 	 AVAILABLE CHARGE AND ENERGY AND ACTUAL


- STORED ENERGY 	 CHARGE AN ENERGY DISSIPATED IN THE DIS-

CHARGE. PULSE ENERGY AND PEAK POWER DE­

- ENERGY IN PULSE 
 FINES DAMAGE OR DETERIORATION OF ARCING


- PEAK POWER 	 MATERIAL AND THE POSSIBLE REDISTRIBUTION


OF CONTAMINANTS.


Table 1-12. Types of Recommended Experiments


TASK 	1.2.1 TASK 1.2.2 TASK 1.2.3EXPERIMENTS TO I EXPERIMENTS 	TO EXPERIMENTS TO 

DEVELOP IMPROVED CHARACTERIZE ARC CHARACTERIZE ARC 

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE BREAKDOWN THRESHOLDS DISCHARGE 

SAMPLE ENVIRONMENT DIAGNOSTICS


CONFIGURATION SIMULATION DEVELOPMENT


'EXPERIMENTS EXPERIMENTS EXPERIMENTS


EXPERIMENTS TO 	 R E COMMENDED KEY
EXPERIMENTS TO 	 EXPERIMENTS 	 TO
ECOMMENDED KEY 
 RNDE DC MEMYR
DEVELOP IMPROVED CHARACTERIZE ARC CHARACTERIZE ARC


MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES BREAKDOWN THRESHOLDS DISCHARGES
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Table 1-13. Sample Configuration Improvement Experiments 
EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVE RATIONALE


DETERMINE EFFECTS OF TEST 
 DEFINE A STANDARD TEST SAMPLE I ARC DISCHARGE CHARACTER-

ISTICS HAVE BEEN SHOWN TO


SAMPLE MOUNTING TECHNIQUES, MOUNTING CONFIGURATION BE AFFECTED BY SAMPLE


MOUNTING TECHNIQUES AND


SAMPLE LOADING RESISTANCES 
 LOAD RESISTANCES


AND LOCATION OF DIAGNOSTICS * 
 THE ACHIEVABILITY OF POS-

ITIVE DIELECTRIC STRESSES


HAS BEEN SHOWN TO BE LIM-

ITED BY THE LOAD RESISTANCE


DETERMINE EFFECTS OF SAMPLE 
 DEFINE WHAT SAMPLE CONFIGURA- * SAMPLE CLEANLINESS/CONTAM-

CONFIGURATION 
 INATION REQUIREMENTS FOR


TION PARAMETERS ARE IMPORTANT OBTAINING VALID TEST DATA


- CLEANLINESS, OUTGASSING, 
 HAVE NOT BEEN DETERMINED


PRIOR EXPOSURE, PRIOR IN ARC BREAKDOWN AND IN THE


ARCING S 
EFFECTS OF PRIOR EXPOSURE


RESULTING CHARACTERISTICS AND ARCING ON PROGRESSIVE


- EDGES, CORNERS, THICK-
 CHANGES HAS NOT BEEN DE-

NESS 
 TERMINED


- LOCATION OF ADJACENT 
 6 EDGES AND CORNER CONFIG-

METALS AND UNCHARGED 
 URATIONS AND THE LOCATION


DIELECTRICS 
 OF ADJACENT MATERIALS HAVE


BEEN SHOWN TO AFFECT ARC


BREAKDOWN CHARACTERISTICS


Table 1-14. Environment Simulation Improvement Experiments 
EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVE RATIONALE 
INVESTIGATE EFFECTS OF STRESS VERIFY THAT POSITIVE DIELEC- THE INITIAL EXPERIMENTS ON 
POLARITY TRICS HAVE DIFFERENT ARC DIS- THE TDRSS SOLAR ARRAY SAMPLE 
CHARGE CHARACTERISTICS FROM INDICATE THAT POSITIVE DI-
NEGATIVE DIELECTRICS ELECTRICS BEHAVE DIFFERENTLY 
FROM THE NEGATIVE DIELECTRIC 
STRESS CONFIGURATION 
INVESTIGATE EFFICACY OF UV DEFINE METHODS OF SIMULATING UV SIMULATION AT THE ONE-SUN 
SIMULATION PHOTOEMISSION AND THEIR LEVEL IS DIFFICULT TO 
- COMPARED TO ONE-SUN 
LIMITATIONS ACHIEVE, PARTICULARLY OVER 
LARGE AREAS. THE USE OF ION 
- THERMAL AS WELL AS PHOTO-
EMISSION AND PHOTOCONDUC-
TION EFFECTS 
SOURCES TO GENERATE POSITIVE 
STRESSES HAS BEEN SUGGESTED, 
INVESTIGATE EFFECTS OF LACK OF VERIFY THAT THE USE OF MONO- THE LACK OF ELECTRON OMNIDI-
ELECTRON OMNIDIRECTIONALITY ENERGETIC ELECTRON BEAMS IS RECTIONALITY AND SPREAD 
AND SPREAD ENERGY SPECTRUM. A VALID SIMULATION ENERGY SPECTRUM HAS BEEN 
ABSENCE OF IONS. CRITICIZED AS AN INCOMPLETE 
SIMULATION. ANY EXPERIMENTAL 
VERIFICATION THAT THESE 
SHORTCOMINGS ARE NOT CRUCIAL 
WILL HELP. 
INVESTIGATE ROLE OF ELECTRON DETERMINE UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS HIGHER ENERGY ELECTRONS PEN-
PENETRATION IN ARC DISCHARGES THE PENETRATION OF ELECTRONS ETRATE INTO THE SURFACE OF 
MUST BE CONSIDERED DIELECTRICS AND MAY CAUSE A 
INVESTIGATE CHAMBER EFFECTS DETERMINE EFFECTS OF VACUUM 
DIFFERENT ARCING MODE 
VACUUM CHAMBER EFFECTS ON 
- VACUUM LEVEL (1O-5-1O-8 torr) CHAMBER EFFECTS ON ARC DIS- THE ARC DISCHARGE TEST RE­
- ION GAUGES, FARADAY CUPS CHARGE CHARACTERISTICS SULTS HAVE BEEN OBSERVED AND 
- ELECTRON GUN EMISSION OF OTHERS HAVE BEEN POSTULATED, 
IONS AND IR/UV 
- NON-UNIFORMITY OF IRRADIA-
THE CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH 
VALID TEST RESULTS ARE O-
TION 
- VACUUM CHAMBER RESONANCES 
TAINABLE MUST BE DETERMINED, 
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Table 1-15. 	 Improved Diagnostics Development Experiments


EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVE 	 RATIONALE


DEVELOP STATIC AND DYANMIC DEVELOP DIAGNOSTICS 	 DIAGNOSTIC GROUNDING TO THE TANK


E-FIELD AND A-FIELD PROBES, COMPATIBLE WITH AN 	 WALL HAS BEEN USED EXTENSIVELY IN


ALSO, DATA TELEMETERING ISOLATED TEST SAMPLE 	 THE PAST, SAMPLE ISOLATION IS


METHODS, 	 MORE REALISTIC BUT REQUIRES IM-

PROVED DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES.


DEVELOP DETECTION TECHNIQUES 	 DETECT FLOWS OF 	 ARC DISCHARGES INVOLVE IONS AND


FOR IONS AND NEUTRALS 	 PARTICLES OTHER THAN NEUTRALS AS WELL AS ELECTRONS.


ELECTRONS IN AN ARC WHERE THESE PARTICLES GO IS AN
 

DISCHARGE IMPORTANT ASPECT OF CHARACTERIZ-

ING ARC DISCHARGES.


DEVELOP TECHNIQUES TO DE-	 DEVELOP TECHNIQUES TO 	 MULTIPLE OR PROPAGATING ARC DIS-

TERMINE TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL 	 STUDY MULTIPLE OR 	 CHARGES HAVE BEEN OBSERVED WHICH
 

HISTORY OF ARC DISCHARGES PROPAGATING DISCHARGE MAY BE RELATED TO THE AREA EFFECT.


WAVEFRONTS IN ADDITION TO THE AREA EFFECT


FURTHER ENHANCEMENT OF ARC CUR-

RENTS IS POSSIBLE WITH THESE


EFFECTS.


DEVELOP A SURE-FIRE TRIGGER 	 DEVELOP A TOOL FOR 	 THE STUDY OF ARC DISCHARGE CHARAC"


TO INITIATE ARC DISCHARGES 	 STUDYING ARC DIS- TERISTICS AS DISTINGUISHED FROM


CHARGES APART FROM ARC BREAKDOWN IS TIME CONSUMING


THE ARC BREAKDOWN IF ARCS DO NOT OCCUR. A SURE-

PROCESS FIRE TRIGGER WOULD PERMIT A MORE


COST EFFECTIVE USE OF EFFORT IN


CHARACTERIZING ARC DISCHARGES.


Table 1-16. 	 Output of Task 1.2.1: Recommended Key Experiments

to Develop Improved Measurement Techniques


* SAMPLE CONFIGURATION


- SELECT ONE TYPICAL THERMAL BLANKET CONFIGURATION, VIZ, FSC


OR DSCS II OR A TDRSS SOLAR ARRAY SAMPLE


- ISOLATE SAMPLE FROM TANK WALLS


- DETERMINE EFFECTS OF SAMPLE GROUNDING, EDGE TREATMENT, AD-

JACENT GROUNDED METALS AND UNCHARGED DIELECTRICS, PRIOR


EXPOSURE, ETC.


* ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION


- VERIFY DIFFERENCE OF TEST RESULTS DEPENDING ON STRESS


POLARITY


- IDENTIFY VACUUM CHAMBER EFFECTS: VACUUM LEVEL, ELECTRON
 

GUN, UNIFORMITY OF IRRADIATION


* DIAGNOSTICS


- DEVELOP E AND B SENSORS
 

- DEVELOP TECHNIQUES TO IDENTIFY DISCHARGE PARTICLE SPECIES


AND WHERE THEY GO


- DEVELOP A SURE-FIRE TRIGGER
 

UV LAMPS 
SOLAR 
THERMAL CELLS 
BLANKET 
ELECTRON 
GUN ZQRANSMITTER 
/
TEST SAMPLE ANTENNA 
SEXTERNAL 
DIAGNOSTICS 
TEST SAMPLE: S FLOATING AND ISOLATED FROM TANK WALLS 
* ON-BOARD DIAGNOSTICS 
.0 ON-BOARD POWER (BATTERIES) 
0 WIDEBAND TELEMETRY SYSTEM 
Figure 1-9. Laboratory Test Verification Study of the Validity of Swarm Tunnel Tests
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Table 1-17. Experiments to Characterize Arc Breakdown Thresholds 
EXPERIMENT - OBJECTIVE RATIONALE 
DETERMINE EFFECTS ON ARC BREAKDOWN DETERMINE WHAT A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO DEFINING 
OF PARAMETERS ARE ARC BREAKDOWN THRESHOLDS, APART 
* EDGES AND CORNERS 
IMPORTANT IN 
ARC BREAKDOWN. 
FROM THE ARC DISCHARGE ITSELF, IS 
NEEDED. HIS DISTINCTION HAS NOT 
0 LOCATION AND CONFIGURATION OF DEFINE A PRIORITY BEEN EMPHASIZED IN PRIOR TESTS. 
ADJACENT METALS AND UNCHARGED OF FACTORS. WE HAVE FOUND THAT ALL OF THE 
D C 
DI ELECTR I 
FACTORS LISTED DO AFFECT THE VOLT-
AGE AT WHICH BREAKDOWN OCCURS. 
* SAMPLE THICKNESS, CLEANLINESS, 
SMOOTHNESS 
* DIFFERENT MATERIALS 
* DEGRADATION FROM PRIOR EXPO-
SURE AND PRIOR ARCING 
DETERMINE EFFECTS ON ARC BREAK- VERIFY THAT STRESS WE HAVE OBTAINED INITIAL INDICA-
DOWN OF STRESS POLARITY POLARI.TY AFFECTS TIONS THAT STRESS POLARITY DOES 
ARC BREAKDOWN AFFECT ARC BREAKDOWN THRESHOLDS. 
THRESHOLDS IT IS IMPORTANT TO PURSUE THIS 
EFFECT FURTHER. 
DETERMINE EFFECTS OF NEARBY ARCS DETERMINE THE MAX- WE HAVE OBSERVED ARCS WHICH CAN 
IN TRIGGEPING OTHER ARC DISCHARGES IMUM DISTANCE THAT "JUMP' 1 cm. WHAT IS THE LIMIT 
AN ARC CAN BE TRIG- AND UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS( 
GERED FROM ANOTHER 
ARC 
DETERMINE EFFECTS ON ARC BREAKDOWN DEFINE OTHER FACTORS OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS 
OF WHICH MAY AFFECT HAVE BEEN POSTULATED AS HAVING 
- TEMPERATURE, OUTGASSING BREAKDOWN THRESHOLDS EFFECTS IN ARC BREAKDOWN-THESE 
- CHARGING RATE SHOULD BE INVESTIGATED TO ASSURETHE VALIDITY OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
- BEAM VOLTAGE SIMULATION 
INVESTIGATE THE ROLE OF PENETRAT- DETERMINE UNDER WHAT PENETRATING ELECTRONS COULD AFFECI 
ING ELECTRONS ON ARC DISCHARGE 
THRESHOLDS 
CONDITIONS THE PENE-
TRATION OF ELECTRONS 
ARC DISCHARGE BREAKDOWN THRES-
HOLDS. MALTER EFFECT AND 
MUST BE CONSIDERED MEULENBERG EFFECT) 
DETERMINE RELATIVE TIMING OF ARCS 
AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONS ON THE 
TEST SAMPLE 
DETERMIN WHETHER 
AND SOW LARGE 
ARC ARE CAUS D 
"LARGE ARCS" MAY BE HAZARDOUS AND 
THE STUDY OF HOW THEY ARISE IS 
IMPORTANT 
BY 9SMALL ARCS 
DETERMINE WHETHER OTHER SOURCES 
CAN CAUSE TRIGGERING 
DEFINE OTHER 
SOURCES OF ARC 
OTHER TRIGGERING SOURCES HAVE 
BEEN POSTULATED. THESE SHOULD BE 
- MECHANICAL ACOUSTIC, UV 
DISCHARGE TRIG-
GERING 
INVESTIGATED TO SEE WHETHER THEY 
APPLY TO SPACECRAFT IN ORBIT 
FLASH, ETC. 
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Table 1-18. 	 Output of Task 1.2.2: Recommended Key Experiments to


Characterize Arc Breakdown Thresholds


* SAMPLE CONFIGURATION


- USE THE TYPICAL SAMPLE CONFIGURATION SELECTED IN TASK 1,2,1


- INVESTIGATE EFFECTS OF SAMPLE EDGE TREATMENT, ADJACENT GROUNDED


METALS OR UNCHARGED DIELECTRICS, PRIOR ARCING, ETC.


* ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION


- DETERMINE 	 EFFECT ON BREAKDOWN THRESHOLD OF STRESS POLARITY


- DETERMINE 	 EFFICACY OF TRIGGERING FROM NEARBY SPARKS


- DETERMINE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE, OUTGASSING, CONTAMINATION,


ETC.


* DIAGNOSTICS


- USE DIAGNOSTICS DEVELOPED IN TASK 1.2.1 
Table 1-19. 	 Experiments to Characterize Arc Discharges


EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVE 	 RATIONALE 
DETERMINE 'SAPPLE AREA EFFECT VS CHARACTERIZE ARC DIS- A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH USING STAND-

CHARGE PARAMETERS IN ARDIZED TECHNIQUES IS NEEDED WHICH


- SAMPLE MATERIAL A SYSTEMATIC WAY. DE- YILL PRQVIDE VALID AND USEFUL DATA


- THICKNESS, EDGES AND FINE PRIORITY OF PARAM- 510 cm). A SURE-FIRE TRIGGER
CORNERS S 	 ETERS WHICH DETERMINE WILL BE EXTREMELY USEFUL IN THIS
ARC DISCHARGE CHARAC- STUDY WHICH IS DISTINCT FROM THAT


- SAMPLE UNIFORMITY, CLEAN- TERISTICS. OF TUE ARC BREAKDOWN PROCESS. E


LINESS, OUTGASSING, AND B PROBES AND/OR TELEMETERING


PRIOR EXPOSURE, PRIOR OF DATA MAY BE REQUIRED.


ARCING


- ADJACENT METALS AND


UNCHARGED DIELECTRICS


DETERMINE EFFECTS OF STRESS VERIFY THAT STRESS 
 WE HAVE OBTAINED INITIAL INDICA-

POLARITY ON ARC POLARITY MUST BE TAKEN TION THAT STRESS POLARITY STRONGLY

CHARACTERISTICS 
 INTO ACCOUNT 	 AFFECTS THE CHARACTER OF ARCING.


THE EMI IMPLICATIONS OF POSITIVE


AND NEGATIVE ARC DISCHARGE PULSES


ARE DIFFERENT


DETERMINE EFFECTS OF THE DEFINE ACCEPTABLE TEST THESE ENVIRONMENTAL SIMULATION


TEST ENVIRONMENT CHAMBER CONDITIONS FOR FACTORS MUST BE SHOWN TO NOT IN­

- SAMPLE POTENTIAL CHARACTERIZING ARC VALIDATE THE TEST-RESULTS. SAMPLE


DISCHARGES 	 ISOLATION MAY REQUIRE PROVISION


- BEAM CURRENT AND VOLTAGE FOR SUPPLYING REPLACEMENT CHARGE


TEMPERATURE, MAGNETIC OR CYRRENT tVIA CAPACITANCE TO
FIELDS VACUUM LEVEL 
 WALLY TO SIMULATE PROPER 	 SAMPLE
POTENTIAL DURING 	 THE ARC.


INVESTIGATE EFFECTS OF PENE- DETERMINE UNDER WHAT 
 PENETRATING ELECTRONS MAY AFFECT


TRATING ELECTRONS ON ARC CONDITIONS THE PENE- THE CHARACTER OF ARC DISCHARGES


CHARACTERISTICS 	 TRATION OF ELECTRONS 
 (MALTER EFFECT AND MEULENBERG


MUST BE CONSIDERED EFFECTS)


IDENTIFY DISCHARGE PARTICLE DETERMINE ALL VOLTAGES IONS AND NEUTRALS PARTICIPATE IN 
SPECIES AND WHERE THEY GO AND CURRENT FLOWS IN ARC DISCHARGES, WHERE THEY COME 
THE DISCHARGE FROM AND WHERE THEY GO AFFECT THE 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ARC DIS-
CHARGE 
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Table 1-20. Output of Task 1.2.3: Recommended Key


Experiments to Characterize Arc Discharges


S SAMPLE CONFIGURATION 
- USE THE TYPI Aj SAMPLE CONFGIGURATION SELECTED 
IN TASK 1.z.i 
-	 INVESTIGATE EFFECTS OF SAMPLE SIZE (AREA EFFECT) 
-	 INVESTIGATE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT SAMPLE MATERIALS 
* ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION


-	 DETERMINE EFFECT ON ARC CHARACTERISTICS OF STRESS 
POLARITY 
- DETERMINE EFFECT ON ARC CHARACTERISTICS OF CHARG-
ING RATE, TEMPERATURE, MAGNETIC FIELDS, ETC, 
* DIAGNOSTICS


USE SURE-FIRE TRIGGER AND OTHER DIAGNOSTICS


DEVELOPED IN TASK 1.2.1
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1.3 THE PHYSICS OF DIELECTRIC (CATHODE)-TO-METAL ARC DISCHARGES


An understanding of the physical phenomena involved in arc discharges


is a crucial element inperforming experiments to define the characteris­

tics of arc discharges. The type of diagnostic measurements taken, the


configuration of the test sample and the adequacy of environment simulation


are all influenced by the physical model of the arc discharge which is in
 

the mind of the experimenter performing the experiments. Furthermore, a


synergistic development of experiment and analytical modeling as with one


cross-coupling to the other isessential if a characterization of arcs


which truly reflects the in-flight situations isto be obtained inthe


shortest possible time.


This section will examine electron transport from the forward (exposed)
 

face of a dielectric film to a rear face metallized layer. The electron


transport to be examined specifically excludes "punch-through" inwhichithe


charge moves from the front surface to the rear surface via a (bulk) break­

down channel. Itshould be noted, however, that a bulk breakdown process


may be invoked as the triggering mechanism for the dielectric surface charge


clean off.


A discharge model has been advanced to describe the clean off of sur­

face charge on the dielectric surface. This discharge model has the follow­

ing tenets:


1. An initial breakdown point (either inthe bulk or on the surface)


creates a region of very high potential gradient on the dielectric
 

surface.


2. Electron extraction from the uppermost monolayers of the dielec­

tric occurs at the region of high negative potential and high


surface gradient.


3. Electrons extracted from the dielectric move along the surface and


re-intercept the surface with sufficient energy to emit secondary

electrons at greater than unity gain.


4. The secondary electron cloud released from and generated by the


surface istransported to regions of more positive potential via


one or another of several possible transport modes.
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5. 	 Steepening of the potential gradients on the dielectric surface


by secondary electron multiplication causes the discharge wave


to propagate and thus causes a clean off of surface charge over


large areas of the dielectric. In summary to the above, the sur­

face discharge wave requires a triggering mechanism, a discharge


wave propagating mechanism, and an electron transport process.


now examine the electron transport processes.
The 	 discussion will 

1.3.1 Electron Transport Modes


1.3 	 1.1 Electron Transport in Vacuum


The subject of electron transport in vacuum has been examined at very


great lengths in the development of vacuum tubes. The principal feature


of this previous (and extensive) work as it affects dielectric-to-metal


arcs is the recognition that space charge forces in the electron flow will


limit the total current which may be transported across an intervening


space. The term usually involved in such charge transport treatments is


3/2
 
that of "perveance" (I/V , where I is the electron current transported


by the potential difference V). If the electrons must be transported over


large distances, say meters, the perveance is comparatively low (of the 
order of 10-6 ampere/volt3/2) and, even for potential differences of the


order of 1O4 volts, electron currents are limited to the order of a few


amperes. It is for this current limitation reason that "blow off" (elec­

tron transport to space from a spacecraft surface) is probably not a sig­

nificant threat to spacecraft systems. Figure 1-16 (top) illustrates the


transport mode over large distances from the discharge wave.


As the electron transport distance is reduced, the perveance of the


flow increases and larger electron currents can be transported for a given


potential difference, V. Reducing the distance to tens of centimeters can


increase allowable electron transport to tens of amperes (for the example


of V -104 volts) and reduction of the transport distance to a few centi­

meters can cause the allowable electron transport to rise to levels of the


order of 100 A. Such discharge paths could take place, for example, in a
 

discharge between a spacecraft dielectric surface and a nearby metal portion


of the spacecraft. Figure 1-10 (bottom) illustrates such a transport process.


It should be noted, however, that the total area of a spacecraft dielectric


DIELECTRIC


>S


PROPAGATING WAVE AND TRANSPORT


(OVER-LARGE DISTANCES) IN VACUUM


DIELECTRIC NEARBY METAL


< - PROPAGATING WAVE AND TRANSPORT


(OVER MID-RANGE, OR SMALL) DISTANCES


IN VACUUM.


Figure 1-10. Surface Discharge and Transport Model I
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within a few centimeters of a given spacecraft metal surface is limited and


that the high current portion of the discharge would be limited to the clean


off of these "nearby" areas. Inthis transport-in-vacuum case the electrons


moving from more distant regions of the dielectric surface to the metal would


become progressively fewer as the discharge wave propagated away from the


nearby metal. The experimental results, however, indicate that comparatively
 

large areas of dielectric can clean off at very high current levels during


the 	 majority of the clean off. This observed behavior clearly violates


the perveance limitations of the electron transport-in-vacuum model and 
causes the model to consider other (and lower impedance) transport modes.


Specifically, the discharge model is driven toward plasma processes in


order 	 to have high current electron flow over increasing distances and for


(presumably) small transport potentials.


1.3.1.2 	 Electron Transport-in-Plasma


Ifthe electrons from the discharge wave to the nearby metal can


cause the formation of a surface plasma, then large currents of electrons


can be transported over the required distance from the discharge wave to


the 	 metal with only small required potential gradients. Figure 1-11 (top)


illustrates such a surface plasma film.


The model for the surface plasma conduction has the following postula­

ted processes:


1. 	 Impacting electrons cause desorption of adsorbed surface atoms.
 

2. 	 Impacting electrons also cause depolymerization of dielectric


molecules.


3. 	 Ionization of the released atoms causes the release of still


further electrons and the formation of a charge neutralizing


layer of positive ions.


4. 	 The diminution of electron transport resistance causes still


further growths in the transported electron current.
 

5. Because of the low resistance transport, large surface areas of


the dielectric'may clean off to nearby metals at high current


levels.


6. 	 Plasma constriction (pinch effects) may occur.


7. 	 Plasma film blow off may occur at higher currents (from J x B
 

effects).


SURFACE PLASMA
 

DIELECTRIC REGION NEARBY METAL


PROPAGATING,WAVE AND TRANSPORT 
'(IN SURFACE PLASMA) TO A NEARBY 
METAL 
DIELECTRIC 
S. 
BULK QUASI/TRANSIENT 
CONDUCTOR 
.. °....~.o o° °° °° ° • •• °• •° 
NEARBY METAL 
PROPAGATING WAVE AND TRANSPORT 
(IN QUASI AND TRANSIENT) BULK 
CONDUCTING LAYER 
Figure -1. Surface Discharge and Transport Model II
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The plasma film model described above issomewhat conjectural in nature.


The model is,however, supported by the observed high discharge currents


(nu 500 amperes) for dielectric-to-metal arcs inelectron swarm tunnels, and


from the previous work in "sliding spark" discharges and those pulsed plasma


thrusters which use surface discharges of solid dielectric materials to


create the plasma thrust plume.


1.3.1.3 Electron Transport in (Quasi/Transient) Bulk Conductor


Figure 1-11 (bottom) has illustrated an electron transport model in


which the bulk of the dielectric becomes a quasi-conductor on a transient


basis and under the action of the discharge wave currents. Figure 1-12


provides an additional illustration of this model.


Itshould be emphasized that the quasi/transient bulk conduction model


ishighly conjectural and is advanced largely inthe interests of examining


all possible modes of electron transport and inthe hope that discussion of


the various transport processes may lead to additional insights into these


(rather complex) processes.


The bulk (transient/quasi) conduction model has the following (postulated)


processes:


1. Secondary electron impact inthe (multiplied) flow causes a tran­

sient "conduction band" group of electrons inthe dielectric


material.


2. The depth of the transiently condu ting dielectric material is


small (of the order of 10 X to 50 A) but the electron conduction


density is high (of the order of a metal).


3. Continued secondary electron impact over the period of the discharge 
(a' 1 sec) keeps the quasi-conduction band populated. 
The model described above does appear to require higher potential gradients


inthe electron transport direction than the surface plasma conduction model.


Some estimates of required properties to create the transiently conducting


zone are that for a region lIm inwidth and 100 A in depth, anI a conduction


band density of 1022 electrons/cm3 , a current of a.1000 amperes would be con­

ducted, provided that the average velocity of the (electron) charge carriers


remains at %MO7 cm/sec. For electrons to retain these flow velocities in
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Figure Ib12. Bulk (Transient/Quasi) Conduction Model II
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the bulk of the material may require larger potential gradients than can, in


the ultimate reality, be sustained over any appreciable distance. In prin­

ciple the energy storage in the dielectric film is sufficient to create a


very high density of "conduction band" electrons in the material. For a


-3


kapton film, for example, at 20 kilovolts chargeup potential and at 3 x 10
 
inch thickness, the energy density is 'u5 x 1017 eV/cm2 . If this stored


energy were to be converted to conduction band electrons at a cost of 10 eV


per electron, the conduction band electrons would have a surface (area)


density of 5 x 1016 electrons/cm2. If the conduction layer were 100 A in
 

022 3
thickness, the conduction band density would be 5 x 10 electrons/cm


As noted above, the model does have problems in maintaining-the electron


in the conduction band for sufficient times (rx1 lsec) before its return


to a valence band state. The model also has problems in terms of the


comparatively high energy expenditure for the conduction band alone (con­

sidering that other elements of the total discharge process are al-so en­

ergy absorbing and that the overall driver for the discharge is the stored


electrical energy in the polymer film). The model is,nevertheless, of


some interest and should be examined further, possibly in terms of the


presence of this process in the dielectric material during the (more


limited) period of the passage of the discharge wave (steeply varying po­

tential portion) over a surface element.


1.3.2 Potential Watersheds and the Depth of Deposited Charge


The surface discharge model discussed in Sections 1 .3 and 1.3.1 has


treated all charge on the dielectric as though it was deposited in the very


uppermost monolayers of the dielectric and, thus, would be easily accessible


to the secondary electron multiplication method of clean off proposed in the


discharge model. In practice the charge in the dielectric is at somewhat


greater depths. An estimate of the mean depth of charge deposition can be


gained from the known chargeup potential on the surface and the subsequent


range of electrons entering the dielectric with an energy given by their


"initial" energy (at infinity) minus the potential of the surface.
 

For an incident flow of electrons at a single acceleration energy in


an electron swarm tunnel (and for sufficient deposition rates to reach the


"saturation" potential), the surface ultimately moves to aU2 
 kilovolts from


the apparent source potential of the electrons. For 20 keV electrons, for


5O


example, the surface will charge to x -18 kilovolts and electrons will im­
pact on the surface at 2 keV of energy which is approximately at the second 
crossover for secondary electron emission (i.e., one secondary electron re­
leased for each incident electron). The primary electrons encountering the 
dielectric will possess 'u 2 keV and will have ranges in the dielectric ma­
terial of 'x 1000 A. The presence of charge within the dielectric also sets 
up a retarding electric field for the penetratihg primary electrons, but


the potential increment of this in-bulk electric field is probably only


of the order of 10 to 100 volts between the surface and the potential


watershed (most negative potential in the dielectric) and, thus will not


materially reduce the range of the primaries.
 

From their principal deposition point at rC000 A beneath the dielec­

tric surface, the electrons then move in two, opposite, directions. A


portion of the flow (which deposits beyond the watershed) moves to the


rear face metal film of the dielectric, and the electrons which deposit in


the region between the watershed and the front surface move back to the


front surface to replace the electrons released by secondary emission.


The average depth of the deposited negative charge in the dielec­

tric is determined by integrating the depth of penetration for incident


electrons from the time that the surface is at 0 volts to its final value.


In the example considered above, the integration would proceed from the


time that the surface is at 0 volts to the time that it reaches -18 kV or


when the beam in turned off. For 20 key electrons the depth of the deposited


negative charge will range from 1000 A to a few microns. When the surface


discharge wave propagates across the surface, these "buried" charges make


their way to the surface and participate in the surface discharge. It is


not particularly difficult to move the electrons back to the surface in view


of the relative small required voltage ("1000 volts) over this very small


distance (10-4 centimeters) in order to attain breakdown field levels (,bl07


volts/cm) in the dielectric. The surface discharge wave process does, thus,


also create a certain amount of bulk breakdown in the dielectric in the re­

gion from 0 to "1000 A below the surface.


1.3.3 Discharge Wave Propagation Problem Areas


The discharge waves discussed in the preceeding sections are presently


advanced as a simple, two dimensional clean off of the surface with a single


broad wavefront propagating over the surface in a single direction of motion.
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Inpractice, it is known, that the discharges of these surfaces exhibit fila­

mentary structures inthe emitted light. This "pinching" of the light emis­

sion patterns was particularly true for the ORCON-1O samples in the TRW Elec­

tron Swarm Tunnel measurements. Thus, while the discharge wave model may be


of some use in understanding dielectric clean off behavior, there are many


problem areas in the total discharge modeling. A list of problem areas in­

cludes the following:


1. Although propagation isan essential element of all models,


wave propagation speeds have not been measured directly, but


have been inferred from sample size and discharge duration.
 

2. The very high current (500 A) discharges observed inthe


electron swarm tunnel have not yet been demonstrated to be


discharges which could occur on spacecraft and in space.


3. Transport of electrons in a plasma film has been postulated

but has not been experimentally verified.


4. The significance of the light emission patterns observed dur­

ing surface discharge clean off has not yet been determined


relative to the total surface discharge.


5. The possible role of surface contaminant gas layers has not


been evaluated interms of their possible contributions to a


conducting plasma film inthe surface plasma conduction model.


6. Transient bulk conduction has been postulated but there isno


direct experimental evidence to support this aspect of the


discharge model.


7. Q and I limitations and dependence on area, chargeup voltage,

and incident JE have not yet been rigorously determined.


The observed behavior relative to Item 7 in the list above isthat


the majority of dielectric-to-metal arcs have increasing peak discharge


current with increasing surface area. By altering the dielectric/metal


configuration, however, the discharge current-area relationship can be


dramatically altered so that even small dielectric samples can produce


large peak discharge currents. It is probable that only Q


(=flcdt) is area-dependent in the strict sense and that Imax and Imax are


more strongly dependent on dielectric/metal configuration than on dielec­

tric surface area. For the (somewhat analogous) cases of metal-to-metal 
arcs, the R-C limited transmission of energy into the arc and the blow


offs of arc current (from J x B forces) tend to limit the role of di­

electric surface area in both Imax and Imax" Arc currents may also be


limited by inductive effects (LI) for rapidly rising arc currents (for


example, I > 1010 amperes/second).
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A final area to note here in the discussion of problems is that of


sample alteration. For electric stress levels above 106 V/cm, bulk con­

ductivity in dielectrics undergoes a comparatively rapid growth as a


function of continued exposure. For further increases in potentials and


electric stress, surface discharges do occur and do cause alteration of


both bulk and surface properties in the dielectric. For these reasons,


arc discharge behavior cannot be expected to result in repetitive Imax

,


Imax' and Q. For the (somewhat analogous) case of metal-to-metal arcs,


material blow offs affect not only the metals but also the intervening


dielectric surfaces.


1.3.4 Metal(Cathode)-to-Dielectric Arcs


The discussion in Sections 1.3 through 1.3'3 has been concerned with


negative dielectrics discharging to positive metals. The situation of


"reversed polarity" (negative metals and positive dielectrics) can occur,


however, for certain 3-axis stabilized spacecraft (those having large


areas of dark metals and equally large areas of sununlit dielectrics). For


the metal cathode discharges, electron release (for electrons stored over


a broad area of the metal) does not require a propagating wave but can


use a single electron emissive point and the natural conductivity of the


metal. The high release of electrons at the single emissive point has been


observed to cause vaporization of the metal for both metal-to-metal arcs


and metal-to-dielectric arcs. There are questions over the discharge of


large areas of dielectric by a metal cathode in a metal-to-dielectric arc


and whether the dielectric portion of this total discharge process may or


may not require a propagating wave. Conclusions regarding the behavior of


both metals and dielectrics in those arcs must be limited because of the


limited number of experiments and because of the limited diagnostics in


these experiments. There is some evidence to suggest that the discharge


process in these metal-to-dielectric areas may be strongly dependent (in


the initial phases of the discharge) on the details of the dielectric-to­

metal interface.
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2. TASK 2 - COUPLING DETERMINATION
 

The coupling of arc discharges to typical spacecraft systems has been


determined utilizing the computer program SEMCAP. The specific spacecraft


system considered was the Voyager, for which a SEMCAP analysis was implemented


on two prior instances. The first instance was for the EIC -purpose in which


only the usual interactions of spacecraft electrical subsystems are considered.


The second application (I) of SEMCAP to Voyager was implemented to verify its


immunity to arc discharges in the Jovian magnetosphere. The techniques used


were very similar to those for the present work. The major difference is in
 

the characterization of the arc discharges. In the earlier effort, the arcs


were characterized by special vacuum chamber tests performed at Boeing
(2)
 

under contract from JPL. In the present work, the arc characteristics derived


from a survey of existing literature, in Task 1, have been utilized. The


Boeing work was included in the survey.


2.1 TASK 2.1 - MODELING OF SOURCES FOR SEMCAP 
Arc discharges of dielectric or insulated conductor surfaces create re­

mote structural replacement currents as well as producing local capacitively


and inductively coupled currents. Two surface discharge source models were


required to simulate these effects. The structure replacement current effect


is shown in Figure 2-1 for a surface discharge on a box situated on one of


the payload booms. The replacement current restores potential equilibrium 
in the structure as the surface is discharged. The boom current will be


a small fraction of the arc current and can be modeled by a filter which has


a current transfer ratio equal to the ratio of impedances of the two paths


shown in Figure 2-1. These impedances were approximated by a simplified elec­

trically equivalent model of the structure. The necessary equations are also


shown in Figure 2-1. The induced voltage on the boom was modeled by a second


filter function multiplied by the boom current. This filter is characterized


by a "gain", G'', equal to the impedance of the boom groundstrap at 109 Hz.


The localized capacitive and inductive coupling effects of the surface discharge


are most easily modeled by translating the surface into an approximately


equivalent fat wire as shown in Figure 2-2. This equivalent wire capacitive


coupling is driven directly by the step voltage change, V, of the discharged


surface, and the arc current, Iarc' drives the inductive coupling.
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Figure 2-1. Model for Boom Replacement Current
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CX = 	 CAPACITANCE OF ACTUAL (OR IMAGINARY) 
METAL FOIL.SEPARATED BY A DIELECTRIC 
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(b) LOCALIZED DISCHARGE LOOP 
Figure 2-2. Surface Discharge Model for Local Replacement Current Coupling
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For the Voyager spacecraft, twelve exposed dielectric surfaces were


identified as potentially hazardous arc discharge sources. These are shown
 

across the top of Table 2-1 which lists the parameters of these generators


for Run 8. Run 8 corresponds to the case which was analyzed using the arc


parameters derived from the Boeing tests, and constitutes the baseline case.


These parameters are not the direct test results, but rather, represent the


best estimates of parameters as expected to be appropriate to inflight con­

ditions as derived from the Boeing test data.


As per the requirements for this task, three of the sources were modele'd 
to represent thermal blankets, optical solar reflectors and-boom-mounted 
solar arrays. The items on Voyager selected were, respectively, the high 
gain antenna outboard paint (HGA OB Paint), the Brewster Plate and the 
radioisotope thermal generator oxide layer (RTG Oxide). The physical geo­
metry, size and location of these three sources were retained unchanged.


Thus the coupling from these sources to the 77 receptors aboard the space­

craft are unchanged from Run 8. Runs 11 and 12 are the worst-case and best­

estimate values of the three sources obtained from the literature survey of


Task I.I. The summary chart of Task 1.1 is reproduced as Table 2-2.


For an arcing source of known capacitance, the peak arc current, Iarc '


is not independently specifiable if the breakdown voltage, VBreakdown' and


the pulse waveform are characterized. Assuming that the waveform is describ­

able as the sum of two exponentials of the form


Iarc (t)= 1 (e-at - et)where B = 10a, 
it may be shown that the pulsewidth, tp, risetime, tr, charge, Q, and peak


current, Imax' are given by


tp = 1/, tr = 1/S, Imax = .697 10 
Q =Cx VBreakdown =f Idt = .91o tp = 1.291 max t 
0 
1
max = .774 Q/tp = .774 Cx VBreakdown/tp" 
Table 2-1. Generator Parameters for Voyager SEMCAP Run 8


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
BREWSTER MAG SEP MAG HGA 03 PLUME SN LECP FSS HGA 1B PLUME SN RTG MIRIS 
PLATE CABLE CONN TEFLON PAINT SEP CONN TEFLON PAINT RTG OXIDE KAPTON 
BREAKDOWN4 VOLTAGE, V(kV) 1 5 5 1 1 1 7 1 1 3.5 1 
ARC CURRENT, IA (AMPS) 2 20 36 3 150 16 .26 80 150 16 925 160 
RISETIME, t 
r 
(ns) 3 10 10 5 5 20 3 8 5 20 20 5 
PULSE WIDTH, tp (ns) 10 1700 15 13 3000 285 8 80 2400 330 3700 26 
REPLACEMENT CURRENT 
PATH INDUCTANCE, LB(ph) 
DISCHARGE CAPACITANCE, 
Cx (Pf) 
0.25 
2E4 
2.3 
5E4 
1.5 
150 
7.7 
38 
0.4 
4E5 
1.5 
4500 
1.8 
12 
1.9 
14 
0.4 
3E5 
0.8 
5200 
2.8 
3.4E5 
4 
40 
STRAY CAPACITANCE, Cf(pf) 12 30 1.0 1.5 500 .2 4 53 70 2.5 90 .032 
Vrepi./Iarc G " (ohms) 1.25E3 82E3 9.5E3 3.8E4 1.25E3 9.4E3 1.6E4 12E3 1.25E3 9.5E3 1.1E4 2.5E4 
CORNER FREQUENCY, fc(MHz) 102 8 159 81 15.9 290 49 34 42 83 12 12 
LOOP LENGTH, Z (m) .2 .6 .025 .025 1.8 .2 .1 -.35 1.0 .17 .85 .24 
LOOP HEIGHT, h (m) .006 6E-5 .025 1.6E-3 2E-4 SE-5 3E-3 .025 2E-4 5E-5 7.6E-5 5E-5 
WIRE RADIUS, r (m) 5E-5­ 2.5E-4 4E-4 2E-4 5E-5 2.5E-5 1.6E-3 5E-5 5E-5 2.5E-5 3.8E-5 2.5E-5 
14 
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Table 2-2. Arc Discharge Characterization Summary*


(From Task 1.1)


BREAKDOWNVOLTAGE PEAK PULSE CURRENT (AMPS) PULSE WIDTH (ns)
MATERIAL WRTCS 
ESTIMATE WORSTCASE ESTIMATE WORSTCASEO) ESTIVAT WORSTCA 
"575  "28  2TEFLON 12 kV (2) 4 kV (3) 	 I-7A 75  I-62A -4.9A ".152A " 
(A In C,2) 
(4) 	 (5) (4) 
"43  1 "6KAPTON 12 kV (6) 8 kY (6) 	 1=9.9A I-.OA2 " -203A29  44A(7) (8) (7) (8) 
"39  MYLAR <20 kV 420 kV 	 1t17.2A' 764 . I=12.5A1 33 -24.9A -wS6A"39 
(9) (9) (4) (10) (4) (5)


SOLAR CELLS 9 kV (11) 9.4 kV 20 (12) 20 (12) 5o0 500


COVERGLASS NEGATIVE (11) (12) (12)


SOLAR CELLS 1 kV I kVI 3) 0.5 (13) 0.6 (13) 2000 (13) 20D (13)


COVERGLASS POSITIVE (13)


SECOND SURFACE 7 kV Z kV 40 (14) 40 (14) 300 300 
MIRRORS(QUARTZ WINEDW) (14) (14) 
THERMALSEWN EDGE 	 10.4 kV 10.4 kY (17) (17) (17) (17) 
.1_ (_
BLANKETS OPEN EDGE 	 16.5 kV 5 kV (16)
(15)		 (17) 117) (17) (17) 
* 	 LOADFORDIAGNOSTICS 	 FOR ALL EXPERIMENTS USEDIN SUKtAURYIS R < 2000 0. INSUFFICIENT 
 DATATO ETERINE 
THICKNESS DEPENDENCE.

NOTES(1)	WORST CASE DEFINED AS LARGEST PEAK PULSE CURRENT AND PULSE WIDTH AND LOWEST 
VOLTAGE AT WHICH BREAKDOWN OCCURS. 
(2)BASED ON ONE EXPERIMENT ONLY. SAMPLE 5 MILS THICK. 
(3) BASED ON EXPERIMENT PERFORMED IN AIR.


(4) BASED PREDOMINANTLY ON MEASUREMENTS MADE WITH ELECTRON MICROSCOPE ON SMALL SIZE


SAMPLES, 
(5) ASSUME AREA DEPENDENCE UNCHANGED FOR 	 WORST CASE MEASUREMENT.


(6) 	 SAMPLE THICKNESS 1-2 MILS. BEAM VOLTAGES, 10 KV AND >15 KV.


(7) BASED ON SEVERAL EXPERIMENTS USING DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES AND CONFIGURATIONS,


(8) BASED ON TRW EXPERIMENT IN SWARM TUNNEL. SAMPLE EDGES FOLDED OVER METAL PLATE.


WORST CASE FOR LARGE AREAS.


(9) 	 NO BREAKDOWN VOLTAGES REPORTED. BASED ON BEAM VOLTAGE AT BREAKDOWN. SAMPLE 
THICKNESS 4-5 miLS. 
(10) 	 BASED ON MEASUREMENTS MADE WITH ELECTRON MICROSCOPE ON SMALL SIZE SAMPLES.


WORST CASE FOR LARGE AREAS,


(11) 	 BASED ON ONE EXPERIMENT ONLY. FUSED SILICA COVERGLASS - 12 MILS THICK - 14 KV 
BEAM VOLTAGE. 
(12) 	 BASED ON,QNj EX5SRIMENT ONLY. CERIA COVERGLASS - 12 MILS THICK - 20 KV BEAM 
VOLTAGE .L X /)CM SAMPLE. 
(13) 	 BASED ON ONE EXPERIMENT ONLY, HIGHER BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE IS ASSUMED TO BE WORST
 

CASE.


(14) 	 BASED ONONE XPIMENT. 15 x 2,5 CM SAMPLE. SIX QUARTZ SSM'S - 8 MIL THICK -
BEA VOTG KZiY 
(15) 	BASED 	 ON ONE EXPERIMENT. 5 NIL KAPTON BLANKETS.


(16) 	 BASED ON ONE EXPERIMENT IN AIR, 5 NIL MYLAR BLANKET.


(17) 	 NO DATA REPORTED.
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The equation for Imax , or arc' gives the largest value for smallest tp.


Thus, the expression for area dependent tp which gave the smaller tp was


used for the kapton thermal blanket:


203 A"292 
 t = = 3805 nanoseconds.
p


2 2
The area of the thermal blanket (HGA OB Paint) was 22,857 cm or 2.3 m


Using the above value for Imax' and the largest breakdown voltage,


12 kV, the peak arc current was obtained as


.774 CV - .774.410-7.12-103 
tp 3805-10-9 = 977 amperes.
arc 

For the best estimate'case, the peak current was obtained from


Iarc = 9.9 A"43 = 741 amperes, 
and the pulse width, tp, was calculated using the 8 kV breakdown voltage as:


t .774 C 3.3 microseconds.


Iarc


Using the Task 1.1 expression giving the largest tp gives:


tp = 44 A16 = 18.15 microseconds.


This value of tp was considered to be too large, and therefore the 6.9 micro­

seconds value was used for the best estimate case, Run 12. Similarly, u~ing


the worst case expression for the peak current:


lar c = .002 A2 . 1
 = 2.85.106 amperes


gave a result which seemed to be much too large and therefore the 977 ampere


current was used for the worst case, Run 11.
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For the optical solar reflector (Brewster Plate), the capacitance


2
and area, 20,000 pf and 571 cm were retained unchanged. The pulse width,


300 nanoseconds, as obtained from the literature survey, as well as the


worst and best estimate breakdown voltages, 7 kV and 2 kV, were used. The


peak arc currents were computed as


arc 7 CV = 121 amperes and 34.4 amperes. 
tp 
For the solar array (RTG Oxide), the area of 9714 cm2 was retained, but the


capacitance was reduced by a factor of 3 to .113 microfarads because solar


cell coverglasses are typically 6 mils thickness rather than the 2 mils of


the RTG oxide layer. As with the optical solar reflector, the literature


survey value for tp of 500 nanoseconds was used, and the peak arc current


values calculated from the 9 kV and I kV breakdown voltages


a774CV = 1575 amperes and 43.8 amperes.


Table 2-3 lists the generator parameters for the kapton thermal blanket,


optical solar reflector and solar array as they were simulated for running 
on the Voyager SEMCAP model.*


Although only kapton thermal blankets were considered, the results for


mylar and teflon could have been considered also. The worst case parameters


are compared below as derived from the literature survey


Kapton Mylar Teflon 
Voltage (kilovolts) 12 9.4 12 
imax (amperes) 977 2232 4074 
tp (microseconds) 3.81 1.25 0.91 
A factor of 2 or 6 dB was inadvertently included in the magnitude of the


arc current. The induced voltages shown in Tables 2-7, -8,-11, -12 and -14


through -18 are therefore high by a factor of two. To obtain the correct


values, the induced voltages or currents should be decreased by a factor


of 2 and the negative margins of immunity should be decreased by 6 dB as


noted in the appropriate tables. These numerical corrections do not affect


any of the conclusions resulting from the analysis.
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Table 2-3. SEMCAP Generator Parameters for Runs 11 and 12 
Kapton Optical 
Thermal Solar Solar 
Blanket Reflector Array 
RUN 11 (WORST CASE) 
VBreakdown(kilovolts) 12 7 9 
Peak Current Iarc (amperes) 977 121 1575 
Risetime tr (nanoseconds) 380.5 30 50 
Pulse Width t (nanoseconds) 3805 300 500 
RUN 12 (BEST-ESTIMATE CASE) 
VBreakdown (kilovolts) 8 2 1 
Peak Current Iarc (amperes) 741 34.4 43.8 
Risetime t (nanoseconds)r 330 30 200 
Pulse Width t (nanoseconds)P 3300 300 2000 
PARAMETERS COMMON TO RUNS 11 AND 12 
Dielectric Thickness (mils) 2 6 6 
Area (cm2) 22,857 571 9,714 
Capacitance Cx (,f) 0.4 0.02 0.113 
Stray Capacitance Cf (pf) 500 12 90 
G' (Irepl /ar c) (ratio) 1.25E-3 1.8E-3 7.5E-4 
LBoom(ph) 0.4 0.25 2.8 
G" (Vrepl/ arc ) (ohms) 1,250 1,250 11,000 
fc (mhz) 15.9 104 12 
Loop Length (meters) 1.8 0.2 0.85 
Loop Height (meters) 2E-4 .006 7.6E-5 
Wire Radius (meters) 5E-5 5E-5 3.8E-5 
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For voltage related effects the induced voltages would not be materially


affected. However, for current related coupling, the induced voltages


on mylar would be roughly twice that for kapton, and four times larger


for teflon.


2.2 TASK 2.2 - COUPLED VOLTAGES


The voltages coupled into the various receptor circuits are printed in 
the computer output of each SEMCAP run. For the Voyager spacecraft, 77 re­
ceptor circuits were modeled and these are shown inTable 2-4. As a part of 
the receptor characterization, the anomalous operation voltage threshold is 
listed for each receptor inTable 2-4. SEMCAP, as a part of its printout, 
lists db's of margin of the induced voltages for each threshold. Other parts 
of the printout summarize, inquickly recognizable form, those receptors for 
which margins are negative or near zero. Itshould be re-emphasized at this 
point that the three arcing sources modeled do not exist on Voyager. The 
Voyager SEMCAP model was used because itwas available and had been used 
before for analysts of effects- of arc discharges, Thus, the voltages coupled 
into the various receptors do not represent in any manner the actual voltages 
to be expected on Voyager in its encounter with the Jovian magnetosphere. 
What these results do represent are examples of the induced voltages that


would be expected for a spacecraft which issimilar to Voyager if it had


kapton thermal blankets, second surface mirrors and solar arrays with the


characteristics assumed for this analysis. The coupling between the twelve


generators and 77 receptors is defined by four different matrices involving


all generators and receptors:


1. Close Coupling (DW) (Two 13 x 13 matrices)


2. Field Coupling (DF) (27 x 27 matrix)


3. Bulkhead Attenuation (FT) (27 x 27 matrix)


4. Common Resistance (RC) (Two 24 x 24 matrices)


These matrices have been retained unchanged for all of the cases considered.


The actual numerical values for these matrices are available as a part of the


computer printout for each SEMCAP run. Details of inputting the data for the


coupling matrices and for reading the printouts are given in "SEMCAP Engineer­

ing Handbook Electromagnetic Compatibility Analysis Program, Version 7.3,.


TABLE 2-4. VOYAGER PARAMETER'S AND SUSCEPTIBILITY 
THRESHOLDS 
WIRE ,. 
;
LOAD
HEIGHT SOURCELOAD
SOURCE 	 CAPAC-
RCPOSVOLTAGE THRES" 
CUTOFF 
FRED- RESIS- RESIS WRE ABOVE CAPAC-RCPO	S
	 GROUND ]TANCE ITAN BE HOLD UENcy TANCE TANCS 	 LENGTH 

"WIRE 	 k (CM) (M (PF) PF)E 	 I OHMS 
0-. 	 L TYPE (VOLTSI (HZI OHMS)NAM f380 1.00 5 . 1 24 TP 0 01 1.00 58 5.00 2 1.00 E6 TLM BAY 6 TEMP1 	 
2.0 1,00 1 .00 7 3. 0 E4 1 10 9 1.0 
20 
24T P2 -T 	 TA , STAT 
24 TP 1000 1.0 E8 7.20 4 45 6 18 
10 
-TTAI ON STAT< 
3 	
--i H 2.00 ,00 E D 7.5052 
 1.00 E4 210 1,00 
20 5

4 	 50K H 02 04 ­ 100 5 1 COD30 10 E8 3.5 5 100 56 1424TP 0,015 TLM S-BAN TWT REG V 0 .0 5 1,0
0,01 .00 EB 9,OD 3 0105 
24SHS-W A RF DR MONITOR 1 16 
RCVR 1 TO CDU-A 24 TPS 0.01 
 TOD OF 4. Ob53 1 
.0055 74 1 00 
7 	 CMPST CMD, 210 1.00 5 7,000,000E8 1.10 03 2.205724 SO 0.01 1.008 	 TLM S-BAND EX BURR 1,200 
24 TP 0.01 1 .005ED 7.00 E2 1.005E6 210 1.00 
5 
9 TLM RCVR VCO TEMP 

24 TP 
 210 1,00 
5 10


10 TLM RCVR LO DR 
 
24 TP 0.01 1 00 E S 3.905SO 1 .0056D 210. 
1,00 5 5 

0.01 AD058 4.5053 1 -006 
11 TLM S-BAND TWT DR 	 E 

C 2 0 1 ,00 8 I-'M D 1.0056D 142 1.00 
100 1 

12 CDU-A COMMAND DATA, XR 	 24 S 
1.00 	 58D 5.00 52 2 .0053 176 1 .00 5 
5 
1 00 1 
24 S IT 2.0TM U A SYM BOL YNC1 3 
RAT E CHAN D A T A TMU A 4 T P 	 1.5 1,00 E D 1 
.00 SO 0 53S 176 	 1 
, 
24 C 4-5 100 9 1,005 D 5,D E D 7 4	
10 1014 HGH 	 1 
15 CC STROBE XR 
24 C 4.5 1 .0058D 1.00 56D 1.0 E6 74 1.00 
10 D 	 1 
16 	 CCS IT SY NC I 
 
24 S C 4 .0 1 00 E D 1,00 E6 3. 0 E4 1 6 B 1 00 
1 1


17 C C S DA T A T O AA S XR 
5E8 .00 2 1.00 E2 108 1.00 100 1.2100 21BE B XR2 
 O C1P W R 
1.0 10 1

OTEOT 	XR 0
 
4 C 1.0 	 10 8 10 5 .0 5 1 
8 10
 
ES 1.000 E 0 E 74 
24 0 S 1,2 1009 
20 - POWER CODE 
24 SO 1.0 1.00 E 9 2 1 
0 cD 300 100
 
2 1 POWE R CODE 

.005 El 1.0 0I 4 
238 .0 D 10 24 TP 0,01 1 .005ES 5.00 2 1.00 5E6 	
5 
2:2 	 TL . L; E S R T M 	 74 1 00 I{) 5 

2AA S DATA 
 C 4 0 7 .4054 1.00 
56 5.00 IRS24 S 
2, 1 .005E 00 E2 	 2 .00E4 74 .00 10 
10 
24 AACS ADDRESS DATA 248C 
 
.00 10 10

C 4 ,0 7 40 5 IN .00 E D 5 .0053 176 1 5 T LM PY R O AMP IND A 	 1.00 5 10 
1 24 H 01 1,0 E8 5.0052 '1.0057 
182 

26 TLM TCAPU TANK TEMP 
 
24 H 4.0 1 .005E8 4. OD 2 7. 0 E3 108 1,00 
1 1


27 CC DATA 2 
1.00 1 	 t 1 
28 pL Y AK1T 	 24 SH 	 4.0 7.40 E4 1.00 EB 
5.0 E4 108 
 
0.(] 1.00 E8 1,O E2 	 1.0055 108 1 .00 1 1
C29 T M D 8M T RV24 
.20 E4 5 0052 5.60 E4 	 177 1.00 10 1 24 S . 4.030 C S CMD WORD 
.0 5 1


3 1 C S T E L E S C O P E T E M P 
 15
I,D E D 17 17 02 4 TP 0 .0 1 .Go 5.0 0 52 
7 2 DE5 .00E2 .00E4 0 .00 47 10
32 - pWS A DD BIT SYNC 	 24 TP 2.0 
 5 
1 1 1 
as


MUX DATA 24 Tp 0.01 	 1.00 E D 	 1.0053 ,005 E 
19IS 1 .00 5 
33 PRA ANALOG 5 
T EM I 2 4 T P - 0.0 1 0 8 , -E. 10 0 E6-- 18
0 -1 .0 5S 
34 -1 -PR EL E T R N C 
ISO 1,00 10 10 
2z 1.00 ED .,005E2 1.00 E4 24 TP 25 Z4 0S 4. D 7.40 E4 5.0 0 52 5 .60PA CM WORD 54 177 1,00 
70 5


NG6 tLE PCMD W ORDZA 
 
10 1.000,1 ~ ~E -TOD 5EOMAN 777 
.  15 
31ALG7,33 ~EC9838AT~ ~ 2 C G~ 	 40 74 -T .02, E3 
1,0' 565 
W1D2A ~ 	 I.0533 10 

PPSSOARSENOR24SO 

68 5.005E30.01 1.00 
1.00 10 SO 40 7.40 E4 5.00 E2 	 5.60 E4 373 	
5 
US40OECNRL24
24 C 0 .01 1.00 E8 , 1.00 E4 1.00 E7 393 1.00 5 
10 
41 UVS HV MONITOR 
42 UVS SCIENCE DATA I 24 SC 2.0 7.40'54 5.0052 5.6054 
393 1 .00 10 1 
24 SC 4.0 8,2054 5.00 E2 5.6054 176 1,00 10 
1 
43 MAG SAMPLE B 
5 E 00 2 .63 4 176 1,00 5 44 MAG BH FM CLOCK 50.4 KH 24 SH 4.0 S0 
1 
1 
45 - MAG 0OBLFMSENSO R TEMP 	 24 TPS 1.0O057 
166 6 1.00 50.01 6.00 E S 5.00 E2 
4 368 1.00 10 1 24 TP 2.a .60E5 5.0052 5.60 46 ISS-WA A C START 
24 TP AD0 4, HE 5 .00 2 5 .604 368 1.00 10 
1 
47 ISS-W A ADC VIDEO DATA 
24TP 0.01 1.00 SS 2.00 E3 1 .00 ED 36 1.00 10 
. 0 
48B SS-NA A NA LOG EN R TLM 
5 1 24 TP S 01 6 0055E 5.0052 1.00 7 386 1.00 49 MAG O LFM SENSO R TEMP 
50 1 RIS F RAME START 	 24 C 4.0 18.15 E4 15 .0052 5.00 
3 368 1.00 5 6 
03 	 1.0 1)7 3 6 8 1 .0 0 	 6 5 I R AD M T R F LOAN A L O G 	 24 S H 0.0 7 1,00 E S 8 0 0 

24 SH 0.2 1.0 0 ED 5.00 2 5 .00 1 3 8 1.00

5 1 IR 6 5 B


2 - I IS PLL C A R R IE R 
 
POS H 24 SI 0.0 1 4.50 5SO 2 	 00 2 1.00 
 E 238 1L OS 
10 (000 5


63 PITCH C R UISE $8/1 

&.W03 5 6 14 215 1 1.0 0 1 1

54 C ST I C O E ANG L E C M D A 24 C 3, 6 3.00 E 2 
IT 0.0 1 .00E2 1.00 ES 1.00 E5 215 1 .0I N I 65 CST ST AR INT ENS IT Y 	 24 S 
 
24 S C 0.6 3 .00E2 1 00 4 1.0055D 215 1.00 1 1

56 CSTI CONE ANGLE POSITION ' 5..10 
0-. EZ-. I.00;EB- -1,0El51 .=160574 9_.J0 	 {
- SOL ID­
- -BL-F OT-% CPX 
-57 LOS0 5 ' 10 a1 
 
58 IBHEM X OUT % COAX < 
 
D2 1 .,O0 D 177 
SOLID .9999 E7 1.0 El 101, 1.304 10
 
E 1.00 	 1 1 J 
5 ) CRS ANA LOG DATA 24 	 SC 0.01 1.00 ED 5.0 
2 .20E7 402 1.00 	 moo05 ~ MP AL TP 1 0 8.00 54 	 .00 5260 H G A BA ND FE ED T 

5000 5
 ,0 E4 5,00LS P 10 &8. DF 2 	 2.20 7 42 1.00 61~EDT M 
I.OD BE 5.00 E2 2.20 E7 388 1.00 1000 10 62 	 1IRIS SEC MiR OR TEMP 	 24 TP 1 0 
1 0 0 5E8 1 .0 0 54 2 .20 5 7 3 8 8 	 1 .0 0 l o w0 8 m0 63 I IS E CM IR RA C TH T R A N L G 	 24 	 S C 1 .0 
24 H 1 0 1.60 5 .80 5BE 2.00 54 238 1, 0 100 5 64 S 1 SY N C 
1.0 L wo1E5 1.00 3 	 8.00 4 238 1.0 0 5,0 ffl,o00 5
65 PITC H SS B lA S 
 24 SH 

280 1.00 wo0o 5
 
66 T CASE TEM P A LSTP 1 0 6 O0055 5.00 52 2 .2057 

D 280 1.00 500 o,0000 200


V7 RTG POWER 
 A LFTP 1.0 1.00 8 	 16 .00E D 1.00 
E 
A LSTP 1.0 .00E4 5.00 2 2 .207 342 L.oo 5 
5"

68 X-BAND FEED TEMP 
 
1.0 8.0054 5.002 2.20 E7 342 10 69 X-AND FEED TEMP 	 ALSTP 	 510 5 
 
70 XBAND FEED TEMP 5

.04 505 2257 32 ALSTP 1.0 
2.20 E7 342 
 1.00 	 50 8.005E4 5.00 E2 
71 XBNFE EP 1 LT . 342 1.00 005 5
 
71 X-BAND FEED TEMP 
 5.00 
G2 2.20 E7ALSTP 1.0 8.00 E4 
T E AL T P 1.0 8 00 4 5 .0 0 2 21 0 SO 3 2 
1 ,O 0 5 5 
7 2 X A N EDIS M~P 
5 5, >.0E 
73 HGA DISH TEMP 
,07 32 10}ALSTP 1.0 8.00 E4 
1.0 B.O0 E4 5.00 E2 2.20 E7 302 1.009 75 HGA DHTMPALSTP 
8.00 E4 5SADE2 2.20 E7 202 	 1.0]0 50 5
ALSTP 1.076HA IH TEMP 
 5302 1.00 502.05D 
8.00 E4 S.00 E2ALSTP 1.0 77 HG A D:ISH TEMVP 
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April 1973" by the TRW Electromagnetic Compatibility Department. These ma­

trices are not all of the maximum si-ze, 77 x 77, because many of the wires


run in harnesses with common routing, and therefore the input information re­

quired is not as great as 772 or 5929 per matrix. Table 2-5 shows the common


run separation matrix which has 13 x 13 elements. Itmay be noted, first of


all, that aij and aji elements are equal. Furthermore, many other elements


are identical in a systematic way.. Table 2-6 shows all of the necessary


array elements as they are put into the SEMCAP program.


Tables 2-7 and 2-8 are the voltages coupled into the 77 receptors by 
each of the three sources. There are six generators listed because each 
source was modeled as a replacement current generator and a close coupling 
"loop" generator. Table 2-7 (Run 11) is for the worst-case generator param­
eters,, and Table 2-8 (Run 12) is for the best-estimate generator parameters. 
Also shown inTables 2-7 and 2-8 are the threshold voltages for each receptor


and the db margin of immunity ifthe margin is negative, i.e., the induced


voltage is greater than the threshold.


The induced vol.tages for Run 8, the run with the arc parameters de­

rived from the Boeing tests are shown in Table 2-9. 24 generators, for 12


sources, are included. InTable 2-10, the threshold voltage and the nega­

tive db margins for Run 8 are shown. Leaving out the positive margins per­

mits easy visual identification of possibly hazardous induced voltage levels.


The fact that negative db margins are shown inthe tables isnot necessarily


an indication that a real hazard exists. Inthe first place, itmust be


recognized that the threshold voltage listed for each receptor isthat


level which gives an erroneous reading. Inthe temperature reading of


Receptor No. 1 (TLM Bay 6 Temp), for example,'the threshold of .01 volt


probably represents one quantization increment of the telemetry system.


Itdoes not represent any damage threshold. Furthermore, inthe case of


temperature readings, for example, the probability that a perturbation


occurs during readout isremote, and even more, successive readouts will


indicate whether any particular readout was anomalous or not.


Another example inwhich negative margins should be viewed with sim­

ilar caution are Receptors 57 and 58 (OBLFM X out coax and IBHFM X out


coax), the coaxial signal cables from the outboard low-field and inboard
 

Table 2-5. One of the Two Close Coupling Parameter Matrices (DW) 
(Common Run Separation Distance in Meters) 
GENERATORS - " 
RECEPTORS 1. 2 3 4 5 6 '7 8 9 10 '11 12. '13 
1 .005 .049 .036 .2 .005 .008 .02 .15 .02 .01 .005 .004 .004 
2 .049 .005 .023 .005 I005 .008 .02 .15 .02 .01 .005 .004 .004 
3 .04 .05 .0305 .005 .005 .008 .02 .15 .02 .01 .005 .004 .004 
4 .2 .005 .005 .005 .02 .008 .02 .15 .02 .01 .2 .004 .004 
5 .005 .05 .005 .02 .005 .008 .02 .15 .02 .01 .005 004 .004 
6 .008 .008 .008 .008 .008 .005 .02 .15 .02 .01 .005 .004 .004 
7 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .005 .15 .02 .01 .005 .004 .004 
8 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15 .02 .01 .005 .004 .004 
9 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .01 .005 .004 .004 
3D .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01 .01' .01 .01 .005 .004 .004 
]1 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .005 .004 .004 
12 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004. 
3 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 .004 
Table 2-6. DW Matrix Input Data for SEMCAP 
DW ARRAY INPUT CARDS


G:N RCC 
CLASS CLASS 
ow i 13 1 13 4.00000E-03 1.00000E 00 0.0 0.0 
DiL 12 12 2 2 4.00000E-03 1.00000E 00 0.0 0.0 
DW 2 2 12 12 4.00000E-03 .0000E 00 0.0 0.0 
DW I II 1 It 5.00000E-03 1.00000E-01 0.0 0.0 
DW I i0 1 10 1.00000r-02 1.00000E 00 0.0 0.0 
DW 1 9 1 9 2.00000E-02 1.00000E 00 0.0 0.0 
DW 1 8 1 8 1.50000E-01 100000E 00 0.0 0.0 A I 
DW 1 7 1 7 5OOOOOF-03 1*O0000 00 0.0 0.0 A 1 
DW 2 2 1 1 4.900002-02 3.160002-01 0.0 0.0 B 2 
DW 1 1 2 2 4.900002-02 3.16000E-01 0.0 0.0 B 3 
DW 3 3 1 1 3,60000E-02 1,00000E 00 0.0 0.0 C 4 
DW 1 1 3 3 3.600002-02 1.00000E 00 0.0 0.0 C 5 
DW 2 2 3 3 2.30000--02 3,16000E-01 0.0 0.0 D 6 
OW 3 3 2 2 2,30000E-02 3,16000E-01 0.0 0.0 0 7 
OW 6 6 1 5 8.000002-03 1.00000E 00 0.0 0.0 E 8 
OW 1 5 6 6 8.OOOOOE-03 1900000E 00 0.0 0.0 E 9 
OW 7 7 1 6 2.000002-02 1.00000E-02 0.0 0.0 F 10 
OW 1 6 7 7 2.OOOOOE-02 1.0000E-02 0.0 0.0 F-1I 
DW 5 5 4 4 2,OOOOOE-fli 3,16000E-01 00 0.0 G 12 
OW 4 4 5 5 2.00000-01 3,16000E-01 0.0 0.0 G 13 
DW 1 1 4 4 2.00000E-01 10000E-01 0.0 0.0 
OW 4 4 1 1 2,000OE-01 1.000002-01 0.0 0.0 
.DW 1 1 5 5 5OOOOOE-03 1.OOOOOE-01 0.0 0.0 
DW 5 5 1 1 5.0000E-03 1.O0000E-01 0.0 0.0 
DW 4 4 11 Ii 2,000002-01 1.00000E-01 0.0 0.0 
DW 11 ii 4 4 2.000C0-01 1.00000F-01 0.0 0.0 
/ 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
FOLDOUT FRAMEF 
FMO IT FJdjy 
T RAME 
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Table 2-7. Voltage Thresholds, Induced Voltages, and Negative dB Margins of Immunity Run 11 10/19/78 
RECEPTORS GENERATOR PARAMETERS 
NAME VOLTAGE SECOND SURFACE MIRROR I KAPTON THERMAL BLANKET SOLAR ARRAY 
NO THRESHOL RECPL LOOP RECPL J LOOP RECPL I LOOP 
1 TLM BAY 6 TEMP 0.01 1.52E-3 1.59E-1 -24 1.99E-2 1.84E-2 -5 1.57E-2 4 6.17E4
2 S-TWTA RI/LO STAT 2.00 2752-6 4A22-2 5.EBE-3 -5.67E-3 6.43E-3 8,06E-5 
3 S-TWTAI ON STAT< 10.00 8.24E-4 1.25E-1 8.76E-3 1.4E-2 5.75E-3 4.27E-4 
4 50.4 KI-z % 02-06 2.00 8.10E-3 6.76E-1 336E-2 1-3E-1 4.28E-3 3.09E-3 

5 TLM S-BAND TWT REG V 0.01 1.69E-6 1,67E-2 -4 6.21E-3 3.83E4 -16 6.54E-3 1.74E-5 

6 S-TWTA RF DR MONITOR 0.01 5.20E-3 4.31E-1 -33 2.0OE-2 6.30E-2 2.28E-3 2.03E-3 

CMPST CMD, RCVR 1 TO CDU-A 0.01 743E-5 2.88E-2 -9 2.54E 3 3.12E-3 -21 2.04E-3 6.98E-5 

8 TLM S-BAND EX CURE 0.01 8.87E-3 7.16E-1 -37 4.23E-2 1.121-1 1.09E-2 1 3.38E-3 

9 TLM RCVR VCO TEMP 0.01 1.35E4 3.34E-2 -11 9,42E 3 2.36E-3 -4 9.45E-3 7.75E-5 

10 TLM RCVR LO DR 0.01 1.14E-3 1.33E-1 -22 1.38E-2 1.65E-2 -4 1.O1E-2 4.09E4 
11 TLM S-BAND TWT OR 0.01 1.181-3 1.351-1 -23 1.39E-2 1.66E-2 1.1E-2 5.07E4 
12 CDU-A COMMAND DATA, XR 2.00 3.29E-3 3.10E-1 1.85E-2 4.94E-2 7.31E-3 1.34E-3 
13 TMU A-SYMBOL SYNC 2.00 1.68E-3 1.43E-1 9,54E-3 2.31E-2 3,08E-3 6.55E4 
14 HGH RATE CHAN DATA TMU-A - 1.50 4.50E-4 5.76E-2 914E3 4.46E-3 8.36E-3 1.89E4 
15 CC STROBE XR 4.60 1.92E-5 2.29E-2 4.02E-3 1.57E 3 3,80E-3 3.92E-5 
16 CCS BIT SYNC 1 4.50 1.932E-3 187E 1 9.99E-3 2.31E-2 3.66E 3 7.981-4 
17 CS DATA TO AACS XR 4.00 1.79E.4 6.60E 2 6.72E 3 8.13E-3 5.78E-3 1.62E-4 
18 POWER CODE B XR 1.20 1.26E-3 1.09E-1 9.922E-3 1.72E-2 5.20E-3 4.91174 
19 BOT/EOT XR 1.20 1.93E-3 1.87E-1 9.99E-3 281.E 2 3.66E 3 7.982EE4 
20 POWER CODE 1.00 1.06E-3 1.07E 1 8.54E-3 1.53E-2 5.15E 4.37E-4 
21 POWER CODE 1.00 5.20E-3 4.32E 1 2.33E-2 6.31E 2 5.83E-3 2.00E-3 
22 TLM SUN SENSOR TEMP 0.01 6.62E-4 168E-2 5 2.792-3 2.84E-3 6.39E-3 3.06E4 
23 AACS DATA 4.00 1.79E 7 2.08E-3 1.94E-5 4.53E4 6.101-6 4.79E-6 
24 AACS ADDRESS DATA 2.00 374E-3 3.20E-1 164E-2 4.47E-2 4.17E 3 1.46E3 
25 TLM PYRO AMP IND A 4.00 4.02E-7 4.30E-3 3.62E 5 9.92E4 1.21 E-5 1.OOE-5 
26 TLM TCAPU TANK TEMP 1 0.01 " 7.07E-3 6.37E-1 -36 3.16E-2 9.26E-2 -20 3.45E-3 3.04E-3 
27 CDATA2 4.00 1.17E-3 10IE-1 6.06E-3 1.02E-2 1.79E 3 4.58E-4 
28 PLAYBACK DATA - 4,00 • 2,73E-6 1.5CF-2 7.09E-5 4.84E-3 5.12F-6 3.77E-6 
29 TLM DS MOTOR V 0.01 5,29E-3 4AOE-1 -33 2.37E-2 6.38E-2 -16 6.11E-3 204E-3 
30 CR5 CMO WORD 4.00 6.61E-6 -3.66E-4 2.39E-5 7.78-5I 2.472-B 3.37E-6 
31 CRS TELESCOPE TEMP 0.01 -4.97E-2 5.31E-3 1.72E-4 1.592-4 6.87E-4 3.00E-5 
32 PW2ADO BIT SYNC 2.00 1.39E-4 1.26E-2 1.05E-3 3.26E-3 1.22E-4 6.22E-5 
33 PRA ANALOG MUX DATA 0.01 6.976-4 8.14E 2 -18 1.04E-2 8.61E-3 8.57E-3 2.9414 
34 PRA ELECTRONICS TEMP 0.01 9.282-4 9.962-2 -20 1.10E-2 1.01E-2 8.76E-3 3.76E4 
35 PRACMDWORD 2.00 8.95E-5 9.82E-3 7.39E-4 2.11E-3 1.58E4 4-27E-5 
36 LECP CMD WORD A 4.00 4.27E-6 3A0E 4 2.25E5 7.33E5 2.28E-6 313E6 
37 LECP ANALOG DATA 0.01 4.102 4 3.432-2 -11 5.83E4 1.54E-3 7.90E4 2.37E4 
38 PPSCOMMAND WORD 4.00 8.37E-6 6.65E-4 466E5 152-E4 4.45E 6 6.227-6 
39 PPSSOLAR SENSOR 0.01 6.96E-4 5.662-2 -15 107E 3 2.2E-3 139E3 4.00E4 
VOLTAGES SHOULD BE DIVIDED BY 2 AND NEGATIVE MARGINS BY 6 DB. 
FOLDOUT FRAME 2- 68 
FOLDOUT FRAME / 
Table 2-7. Voltage Thresholds, Induced Voltages, and Negative dB Margins of Immunity (Cont) Run 11 10/19/78 
RECEPTORS GENERATOR PARAMETERS 
SOLAR ARRAY * iI VOLTAGE SECOND SURFACE MIRROR * KAPTON THERMAL BLANKET J NO. ~ NAME REPL I LOP R L I LOOPNAME.JTHRESHOLD[ RECPL LOOP 
 ECPL 
 
40 UVS MODE CONTROL 4,00 8.77E-6 696E-4 4.90E-5 1.60E-4 4.66E-6 6.52E-6 
41 UVS HV MONITOR 001 7.24E-4 591 E-2 -15 112E-3 2.98E-3 1.44E-3 4.18E-4 
42 UVS SCIENCE DATA I 2.0a 8.771-6 6.96E-4 4.90E-5 1.60E-4 4,66E-6 6.53E-6 
43 MAG SAMPLE B 4.00 8.69E-5 6.90E-3 1.52E-3 4.95E-3 3.11 E-5 4.25E-5 
44 MAG IBHFM CLOCK 504 KHz 4.00 5.52E-4 418E-2 6.46E-3 2.09E-2 1.45E- 2.53E 
45 MAG OBLFM SENSOR TEMP 0.01 1.93E-8 3.53E-6 204E-6 5.35E 6 3.08E-3 3.62E-4 
46 ISS-WA ADD START 2.00 9.02E-6 9.54E-4 2A6E-5 7.28E-5 2.23E-5 6.55E-6 
47 ISS-WAADCVIDEO DATA 4.00 - - 4.79E-6 5.71E-4 143E-5 4.60'-5 1.14E-5 3.75E-6 
48 ISS-NA ANALOG-ENGR TLM 0.01 9.38E-5 9.88E-3 3.32E-4 3.84E4 1.21E23 5.82E-5 
49 MAG OLFM SENSOR TEMP 0.01 1.68E-6 3.32E-4 2.71E-6 1.10E-5 1.17E-3 3.80E-4 
50 IRIS FRAME START 4.00 8.05E-6 6.39E-4 4.45E-5 IA5E4 4.44E-6 5.99E-6 
51 IRIS RAD-MTR H-G ANALOG 0.01 6.93E4 5.39E-2 -15 9.71E4 2.76E3 3,97E4 3.93-4 
52 IRIS PLL CARRIER 0.20 9.40E-6 1.14E-3 7.59E-5 5.06-5 3.29E-4 625F-6 
63 PITCH CRUISE SS1/ POSN 0.01 8.74E-8 6.88E-5 2.88E-6 9.43E-6 1.30E 7 2.02E 7 
54 CSTI CONE ANGLE CMD A 3,50 3.78E-7 1.24E-4 8.16E-6 6.02A-5 3.8E-7 4.151-7 
55 CSTI STAR INTENSITY 0.01 4.19E-7 5.05E-5 8.69E-6 3.46-5 1.61E-7 2.50E-7 
56 CSTI CONE ANGLE POSITION 0.60 3.82E-7 1.66E 4 8.33E-6 7.73 5 3.92E-7 5.21E-7 
57 OBLFM X OUT % COAX < 1.00E-7 7.74E-8 2.10E-5 -46 3.34E-5 -50 6.58L-6 -35 1.02E-1 -124 1.3aE-3 -82 
58 IBHFMXOUT%COAX< 9.99E-7 4,93E-6 -14 7.11F-4 -57 1.78E -25 7.141-6 -17 3.78E-2 - 92 7.27E4 -57 
59 CRS ANALOG DATA 0.01 4.11E4 3.37E-2 -11 S.80E4 1.524-3 78E4 235E-4 
SO HGAS-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 6.79E-6 5.16E4 5.92E4 1.91E-3 2.78E-8 4.09E-8 
61 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 5.74E-8 4.41E-4 1.54E4 5.OE4 2.05E-6 3.00E-6 
62 IRIS SEC MIRROR TSMP 1.00 5.62E-4 4.50E-2 8.50E4 2.08L-3 1.36E-3 3.18E4 
63 IRIS SECMIRROR HTR ANLG 1.00 7.182-4 5.70E-2 1.09E-3 2.BBE-3 1.40E-3 4.09E4 
64 SS1 SYNC 1.00 2.06E-5 1.91E-3 5.09E4 1.79E-3 157E-5 4.96E-5 
66 PITCH SSBIAS 1.00 2.37E-9 2.12E-7 6.25E-8 2.08E-7 6.60E-9 5.391-9 
66 RTG CASE TEMP 1.00 4.09E-5 301 -3 4.77E4 1.53E-3 3.03E-1 2.992-1 
67 RTG POWER 1.00 6.55E-6 8-89E-4 4.67E-4 2.37E-4 3.22E-1 7.90E-2 
68 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 7.59E-8 8.88E-5 2.26E-6 1.92 B 8.11E-7 2.23E-7 
69 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 7.59E-8 8.88E-5 2.26E-6 1.92E-5 8.11E-7 2,23E-7 
70 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 7.59E-8 8.85E-5 2.26E-6 1.92E-5 8.11E-7 2.23E-7 
71 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.20 5.82E6 4.45E 4 1.59E2 5.15E4 2.07E-6 3.M4EZ 
72 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 1.71E-8 3S5E-5 1.15E-6 6.91E-6 7.27E7 8.42E-8 
73 HGA DISH TEMP 1.00 2.73F-7 2.0024 2.82-7 2.41E-6 2.95E-7 .68E­
74 HGA DISH TEMP 1.00 2.73E-7 3.00-24 2.82E 7 2416 296E 8.68E-8 
75 HGA DISH TEMP 1.00 2.73E7 3.0-4 281 -7 2.41E-6 2.96E-7 868E-8 
76 HGA DISH TEMP 1.00 1.91E-5 1SES-3 1.86E-5 6.04E-5 7.47E-7 1.112-6 
77 HCA DISH TEMP 1.00 6.16E-8 1.20E-4 1 1E-7 8.63E-7 2.61E7 31262 
*VOLTAGES SHOULD BE DIVIDED BY 2 AND NEGATIVE MARGINS BY 6 nf. 
FOLDOUT FRAM Z9 
FOLDOUT FPAMP I 
Table 2-8. Voltage Thresholds, Induced Voltages, and Negative dB Margins of Immunity 	 Run 12 10120/78 
RECEPTORS T GENERATOR PARAMETERS 
VOLTAGE SECOND SURFACE MIRROR * KAPTON THERMAL BLANKET SOLAR ARRAY * 
NO. NAME THRESHOLD, RECPL I 	 REOPL LOOP RECPL LOOP 
1 TLM BAYS TEMP 0.01 2.66E-3 	 4 E5-2 -13 4.15E-3 6-37E-1 -36 1.16E4 1.77E-3 
2 S-TWTA HI/LO STAT 2.00 8.09E 4 	 1.26E-2 1.15E-3 231E-0 -3 4.04E 5 4.64E-3 
3 S-TWTAI ON STAT< 10.00 1.07E-3 	 3.57E-2 1.89E-3 4.25E-3 4.38E-5 6.94E-3 
4 50.4 KHz %02-06 2.00 273E-3 1.84E-1 7.80E-3 4.23E-1 3.76E-5 9,16E4


5 TLM S-BAND TINT REG V B0f 9.64E-4 4.70E-3 1,26E-3 1.386-1 -23 4.71E-5 4.77E4


6 S-TWTA RF DR MONITOR 0.01 1.72E-3 1,23E-1 -22 4.61E 3 1.64E-1 -24 1.99E 5 2.72E4


7 CMPST CMD, RCVR 1 TO CDU-A 0.01 3.25E4 8.23E-3 6.36E-4 1.05L-0 40 1.61E-5 2.09E-3


8 TLM S-BAND EX CURR 0.01 390E-3 2.0E-1 -26 9.63E-3 1.98E-1 -26 8.56E5 6.61E-4
2.77E-37.5E-5n -42 
-
1.26E­9 TLM RCVR VCO TEMP 0.01 1.41E 3 	 9.69E-3 1.93E-3 3.041-1 -30 6.8SE- 8.61E-4
 
3.84E-2
 2.94E-3 28-3 -12 LO DR 0.01 01 1 3.79E-2 2.912-3 -43 	 2.916-310 TLM RCVR 1.77E-3 -12 	 1.35E-0 7.52E-5 
11 TLM S-BAND TWT DR 
12 CDU-A COMMAND DATA, XR 2.00 1.93E-3 8.84-2 4.13E 3 5.15E-0 -8 5.56E-5 6.55E 3 
13 TMU A SYMBOL SYNC 20 8.87E-4 4,08E-2 - 2.20E 3 3.11 E-1 242E-5 7.30E4 
14 II H RATE CHAN DATA TMU-A 1.50 1.34E-3 1.64E-2 1.85E-3 1.95E-1 6.0SE-S 6.54E4 
15 CCSTROBE XR 4.50 8.1E 4 6.54E 3 8.306-4 5.70D-1 2.84EZ5 1.32E-3 
16 CCSBIT SYNC 1 4.60 1.06E-3 5.34E 2 2.22E 3 2.95E-0 2.79E-5 3.80E-3 
17 CCSDATA TO AACS XR 4.00 9.06E-4 1.89E-2 1.41E-3 2.78E-0 4.39E-5 5.12E-3 
18 POWER CODE B XR 120 1.1 6F3 3.10E 2 2.19E-3 1.07E-1 3.85E-5 3.6464 
19 BOT/EOT XR 1.20 1.06E-3 5.341-2 2.22E 3 2.95E0 8 2.78E 5 3.80E 3 
20 POWER CODE 1.00 1.05E-3 3.04E-2 1.85E 3 1.412-0 3 3.79E-5E 1.94E-3 
21 POWER CODE 2.0u 2.23E-3 1.23E-1 5.27E-3 1.20E-1 4.54E-5 4.08E4 
22 TLM SUN SENSOR TEMP 0.01 2.44-4 4.81E 3 5.81 E 4 8.44E 2 19 4.72E 5 7.1864 
23 AACS DATA 4.00 9.27E 7 6.94E 4 5.26E-6 2.20E-1 7.81 E 8 3.41E4 
24 AACS ADDRESS DATA 2.00 1.61E 3 9.18E-2 3.71E-3 1.60E-1 3.27E 5 4.72E4 
25 TLM PYRO AMP IND A 4.00 1.82E-6 1.23E-3 9.98E-6 4.87E-1 1.43E7 7.36E4 
26 TLM TCAPU TANK TEMP 1 0.01 2.58E-3 1.82E 1 -25 7.34E-3 2.29E-I -27 3.10E-5 5.18E4 
27 CCDATA 2 	 4.00 5.72E4 2.89E-2 1.40E-3 1.78E-1 1.42E-5 4.36E4 
28 PLAYBACK DATA 4.00 1.396-B 4,28E-3 2.31E-5 2.59E-0 1.03E-7 3,23E-3 
29 TLM OSS MOTOR V 0.01 2.28E-3 1.26E-1 -22 5.36E-3 1.44E-1 -23 4.76F-S 4.68E4 
30 CRS CMD WORD 4.00 1 0E-6 1.04E-4 7.86E-6 9.40E4 5.05E-8 7.64E-6 
31 CRS TEL.ESCOPE TEMP 0.01 7.98E 5 1.52E-3 	 .3.556-5,46E-3 5.07E-6 7.91 E-5 
32 PWSADC BIT SYNC 2.00 5.33E-5 3.58E 3 2.56E 1.28E1 1.25E-6 2.57E4 
33 PRA ANALOG MUX DATA 0.01 1.43E-3 2.33E-3 -7 2.16E-3 4.50E-1 -33 6.298E-5 1.13E-3 
34 PRA ELECTRONICS TEMP 0.01 1.52E 3 2.84E 2 -9 2.296-3 3.52E-1 -31 6.46E-5 1.10E-3 
35 PRA CMBWORD 2.00 4.59E-5 2.816-3 1.75E4 1.466-1 1.48E-6 3.07E4 
36 LECP CMDWORD A 4.00 1.29E-6 9.70E-5 747E6 9.26E4 4.71E-8 7.43E 
37 LBCP ANALOG DATA 0.01 1,84E-4 9.79E-3 133E4 1.62E-2 -4 8.2SF- 1.85E4 
38 PPSCOMMAND WORD 4.00 2.53E-6 1.901-4 1.65E- 1.91E-3 9.53E- 1.62E-5 
39 PPS SOLAR SENSOR 0.01 3.156E4 1.626-2 -4 2464 31662 10 1.116-5 335E4 
*VOLTAGES SHOULD BE DIVIDED BY 2 AND NEGATIVE MARGINS BY 6 DB. 
FPUL T FRAM / FOLDOUT FRAME 2- 70 
Table 2-8. Voltage Thresholds, Induced Voltages, and Negative dB Margins of ImnIunity (Cont) Run 12 10/20/78 
RECEPTORS GENERATOR PARAMETERS . 
VOLTAGE SECOND SURFACEMIRROR KAPTON THERMAL BLANKET SOLAR ARRAY* 
NO. NAME THRESHOLD RECPL JPRECPL LOOP RECPL LOOP 
40 UVS MODE CONTROL 4.00 2.65E-6 1.99124 1.63E5 2.01E-3 1.002-7 1.59E-5 
41 UVS HV MONITOR 0.01 327E-4 1.69E 2 -5 2.57E-4 7.74E-2 -14 1.15E-5 4.54E4 
42 UVS SCIENCE DATA I 2.00 2.652-6 1.99E-4 1.63E-5 2.012-3 1.001-7 1.60E5 
43 MAG SAMPLE B 4.00 2,64E-5 1.97E 3 5.01E4 5.99E 2 3.36E 7 9.67E-5 
44 MAG IBHFM CLOCK 50.4 KHz 4.00 1.61E 4 1.19E-2 1.87E-3 1.39E-1 2.87E-5 2.6004 
45 MAD OBLFM SENSOR TEMP 0.01 2.1SE-8 1.01E-6 5.07E-7 7.26E-4 2.9SE-5 6.560-3 
46 ISS-WAADCSTART 2.00 4.44E-6 273EA 5.991-6 4.482-3 2.151-7 4.6TE-5 
47 ISS-WA ADC VIDEO DATA 4.00 2.31E-6 1.63E-4 3.60E-6 3.931-3 1.14E-7 3.84E-5 
48 ISS-NA ANALOG ENGR TLM 0.01 1.422E4 282E-3 7.03E5 1.972-2 -6 9.06E-6 2.30E4 
49 MAG OBLFM SENSOR TEMP 0.01 9.37E-7 9.48E-5 6.23E-7 2.19E-3 t.192-5, 8.77E-3 
50 IRIS FRAME START 4.00 2.45E-6 1.83E-4 1.47-5 1.76L-3 9.272­ 1.42E.5 
51 IRIS RAD-MTR H-G ANALOG 0.01 2.19E4 1.54L-2 -4 2.05E4 1.41E-2 -3 3.77E-6 1.17114 
52 IRrS ILL CARRIER 0.20 3.39E-5 3.26E-4 1.62E-5 1.86E-3 2.43E6 2.71E-5 
53 PITCH CRUISE SSl POSN 0-01 2.62E-8 1.9GE-6 1.06E-6 1.55-4 3.06E-9 4.46E-7 
54 CSTI CONE ANGLE CMD A 3.50 1.57E-7 3.55E-5 2.96E-6 2.16E-2 5.01F-9 2.252-5 
55 CSTI STAR INTENSITY 0.01 1.30E-7 1.4-5 3.20E-6 4.22E-3 3.55E-9 4.40E-6 
56 CSTI CONE ANGLE POSITION 0.60 1.59E-7 4.740-5 3.02E-6 3.192-2 5.12E-9 3.292-5 
57 OELFM X OUT %COAX < 1.00E-7 8.782 7 -19 6.DE-6 -36 6.86E-6 -37 8.98E-4 -79 7.24E-3 -82 1.51E-2 -104 
58 IBHFM X OUT %COAX < 9.99E-7 1.80-5 -25 2.03E-4 -46 3.62E-6 -11 3.244 -50 2.7424 49 2.542-3 -68 
5S CRS ANALOG DATA 0.01 1.83E-4 9.64E-3 1.32E-4 5.39E-3 6.14E-6 7.73E-5 
60 HGA S-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 2.05E-6 1.47E-4 2,19E-4 1.41t-2 7.55E-10 1.54E-7 
61 X-AND FEED TEMP 1.00 1.72E-6 1.26E 4 5.61E-5 446 E3 5.36E-0 6.02E-6 
62 IRIS SECMIRROR TEMP 1.00 2.78E-4 1.29E-2 1.89E4 7.97E-3 1.05E-5 1.12-4 
63 IRIS SECMIR ROR HTR ANLG 1.00 3.2204 1.630-2 2.52E4 1.50E-2 1.112-5 1.49E4 
64 SS ISYNC 1.00 6.000-6 6.47E-4 1.61E-4 8.64L-2 6.06E-7 3.74EA , 
65 PITCH SS BIAS 1.00 7.87E-10 6.05E-8 227E-8 5.81E-6 8.40E-11 1.63E B 
66 RTG CASE TEMP 1.00 1.24E-5 8.59E-4 1.36E-4 7.01 E-3 6.68E3 2.97E-2 
67 RTG POWER 1.DO 6.47E-5 2.54F-4 1.022-4 4.35E-3 2.98E-3 1.640-2 
68 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 1.33E-7 2.54E 5 5.96E-7 7.93E-3 8.06E-9 1.30E-5 
69 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 1.33E-7 2.54E-5 5.750-7 7.43E3 8.06E-9 1.30E-5 
70 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 1.33E-7 2.54E-5 5.95E-7 7.93E-3 8.06E-9 1.30E-5 
71 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 1.75E-6 1.27E-4 5.82E-5 430E3 5.49E-8 5.76E-6 
72 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 1.07E-7 1.022-5 2.70-7 3.08E-3 8.37E-9 5.12E-6 
73 HGA DISH TEMP 1.00 4.40E-7 8.57E-5 7.39E-8 9.93E4 2.98E-9 5.01 -6 
74 HGA DISH TEMP 1.00 4.40E-7 8.57 5 7.39-8 9.93E-4 2.982-9 51DE-6 
76 HGA DISH TEMP 1.00 I4.40E 7 8.57E-5 7.39E 2 9.9334 2698-9 6.10E­
76 RGA DISH TEMP 1.00 5.71E-6 4.16E-4 6.762-6 5.35-4 1.95E-8 2.201­
77 HGA DISH TEMP 1.00 3.43E-7 3.43E-5 3.30E-8 384-4 2.31E-9 1.97E-6 
A2

*VOLTAGES SHOULD BE DIVIDED BY 2 AND NEGATIVE MARGINS BY 6 DB.


71 
WWDOUI EAAMg Z_. 
'TABLE 240. TABLE OFiNDUCED VOLTAGES. RUNS, 6-17-78 
q GENERATORPARAMETERSRECEPTORS 
NPAEBREWSTER PLATEf AGCAMtLj SEPC2N MAO N HRA 00 PAINT FOUMO SN SERCONO LEOPTOPLN P8s HGAElPAINT PLUMESHR400 510 OXIDE [IlM APTON 
RECPL] RE 	 NECLI LOO REOPL I LOOP RECPLI L LOOP RECPL{ LOOP RCPL [ LOOP RECPL [ LOOP RECPL[ LOOP 
1 TLMBAY6 TRAP 1.216-4 1.02E 1 5176-B 0.275 2.46E-2 5.2604 ROSE-S 2.826-4 	 198-2275-2 .33E-2 C 1.99.. 7,1E-5 2.67E-5 6.4254 4.68E-2 251 S 32-3 1555-2 1.15E- 2776-5 155-4 304E-4 428E­
2 S-T5VTA HILO STAT 4. B5 E 9.62E3 3.70E4 9.444 2.22E5 1.00E4 1.06E-3 05.95E4 6.2E4 3.96E-. 2.34E-5 5AE.5 5.E.E B .28E-365-E.2 .7E5 5.156-2 0.46E-3 52164 3.23E-5 3.64,-4 .46E2 1365 
 
3 S-TWTAI ON STAT< 4.B2E5 5.486 3.34E-S 7.27G- 9.77ET3 7.03E.2 2.464E. 4.5E66 226E- 1.2-29 32.211GS 2.5E- 1.0E4 430E4 163-2 1.OEI 1.35E-3 1.30E2 4.22E-5 S2E 5 774. 0.025-4 706-3 2.06E


4 	 60.4 Hz M02-05 .16E. 297E 2.32E-5 8.730- 520-E3 6.80E-2 455E-3 2.06E4 1.31E-2 108E- i 1.69E- 5.67E5- 006-5 1.54 1.1E.2 532E.3 4845-3 10BE1 BIBBE- A6GNE 1605-4 0.64E3 507-3 1.25E­
5 TLMS-BANDT7T REGV 606-5 5.01E-2 1.46E-5 5.070-0 1.19E-2 2.70E 2 1.00E-2 2.50E 4 5.52E4 6.5 3.54-E 56-6 1.24E-4 2.64E4 168E-2 7.09E-4 1.05-3 7.73E5 4.80E-5 5406-5 33E05 1.43E- 6.74E 3 6.05E-7 
6 S-WTA RF DR MONTO .4E 9 1,90E-2 S.20-7 5.6.5 ;3.65-1 4.34E-2 244E-3 1.0E0 74E3 7.70E-2 164-5 3.622-6 2E-. 063E5 769E-3 3.72E-s 2.75-E3 7.65S-2 13E-5 409E 7-47. 1.11E5- 2..153 9.20-5

7 CMPKTCMD. ROVR 1 TO COU-A 1.54E 206-2 2.02E-0 2.00E- 3.18E-3 20E 2.88E3- 1,05E4 6775 112sA R 03E.S2- j S, 12.64 R.401E 5 .67B-4 4.1264 1.45E 3 1400-5 4.110- 246-0 0.305-0
 7.65E 7 0,5-5 .226-6 
TL4 S-BAND EN CUSR 1.006-4 7.51EB- B3-0 9.19E-2 1.51E 2 4.0E4 1.5E.-2 185-1 631 ES5 20E2 0.90E6 1.196-1 7.05-0 .,60E-3 145E 5336 1.08E-2 5.48ES 1,86E-4 3.63E 6.38E-3 .30-0 1E -4 1.28E-2 
5 TLA ROVO VCO TEMP 7.50-5 60E-2 251E5 425-5 1.2E-2 3.00E-2 1.49E-2 3.4954 1,5SEX 1192E-2 5.26E 9.41- 1.76E-4 29E.4 2.520- 1.05E 3 1.62D3 I.03E3 5.975- 5.486-0 5.2S5 .54E8 1.04E2 1.T4., 
10 TLM RVR LOOR 811E5 7.42E-2 4.43'- 3.0050 1.64E2 7.012-2 1.01 E2 4,93S04 45-S3 1.5E2 .33E5 2.72E- 1.2E 4.5-4 2BE-2 2.02E-3 2.23B3 1.96-.3 7.435 2.05S5 1.08D4 230E4 1.24E4 3.39E-5 
E 
11 TLMSBAND TWT D 8.13-5 7.43E2 4.5M- 2.90E 1.0E4 7.03E- 2 .5- 4.9464 S 1ME2 .225-5 2.705 1.82E4 490E4 2.9OE-2 2.04E3 2.26E3 1.56E. 2.86E5 9.10E4 2.45E 1.25662 3455-6.523 7.46E5 
12 COMMANDDATA.XR .5E-5 5,0E2 2G5R5 9.03E5 1.22E-2 7.27E-2 .0E.2-2 4.0764 A.015- 4226-2 4.05-E 4I.E5 1,2E5 2.0E4 2,05E-2 E4-3 Z7E3 4.7202 5.4E-5 4 5 9.33E 704E4 8.36E-3 SERS 
13 TMUA SYMOL SYNC 2.70E- 2.202 1.45E5 2.35E-5 4.75E 2.91E2 4.28-3 15254 3183 2.22-2 1.6-5 1.615-6 5,22X 1.42.4 9.20E 1.3E 3 1.20E 2225E2 2.32E-5 2.7C076 5.57E5 3.42- 4 4.0IE-3 2545-5 
14 HGHRATE CHAN DATA TMU-A 5.04E-s 5.93E2 2.40E5 T19- 5.43E.2 .9-2 1.30E-2 3.1704 1.77B-3 7.20U4 4.67-5 1.65E-6 1505-E 32E.4 230E. 1210-3 1.59E 7206-5 &17E-5 1.00E-5 .98E-5 0.67E-5 9143 261E 
15 CC STROBEXR 3.26E- 3.9E2 3.10E 1.35E56 6.83E3 3.215-2 5.52E 2.47 - 7.92E4 4.454B .36E- 1.D1-5 7.6065E 2.47&4 .0BS6 S90E4 .62E4 4.054 2.77E5 I.04E5 4.055 2.412-0 4.07-3 057E.7 
0 CCS IT SYNC 1 2.956-5 0.0352 0.205-5 N.41E 6.71E-3 4.4353&2 55E53 2.400 3.226-3 299E3 2. 4E55 2. 0 6.71-5 2-7 9.006-S 2.0E-3 1.405- 2.98E-2 27350 2.93E5 I7ME9 4.235E4 4660- 43MES6 
17 COS DATA TO ASCSXA 4.0E5 5.38E2 3.26E E 0.06E-0 .70- S.26-2 673E 4.32M4 1,4565- 234.- 3.35E-5 2.765 1.044E 4.25-4 1. I2.232E-3 1.40E 33 2- 22E5 2,95E.5 7.68E.5 6.14. 7.69E3 1.75-.6 
18 POWERCODEBX 4.806-0 0.540-2 1.37ES 1.5-E5 2.%-2 505.3 17 4 2.70-3 15E.-2 366 .15E-ME 9.6E 1.54 1.36E.2 1.24E-2 1.42E 1.50E3 2545-0 1.27E-5 4.73E5 2.52E4 -5.555E 2 1E610E-3 	  
19 BOT/EOT XA 2.50-5 3.9E202 .28E5 0.41E- 6.7164-3 4.430-2 5.561-3 2.424 3.2E3 2099E-2 2.346-5 26650E5 .7IE. 227-4 5.7E.3 ES-2 10A5T- 259E 3 2.73E-5 2.9E- 4.78E 5 4,22E4 4.496-3 4.26-B 
20 POWERCOD5 49.70-5 442E.2 48-5 0.83E-5 0.4)I53 3.505-2 5.18ET3 2.45R4 220E3 D7E-2 2.200-5 L.05 9.60-S 2,42E-4 1.33E-2 1.39E-3 1316E 1.96S2 2.M05 1.72E5 4.29-5 2225-4 5.39E3 265E-6 
21 POWERCO E 5.006-5 4.82-2 10250 0.76E-S 9.ARE3 77E.2 E.28E 249E4 024E3 7.55-2 3.06.5 2I5- 1.61IE4 2.17C 4 1.66B 2 4 22E2. 7.0E2-2 4425.5 4.30E-5 0.47E.5 1.09E 45E 3 9.47E-6 
22 TLM SUN SENSOFTEMP 1.12E-S 05-3 25.20.5 1.55-s 2.520E. 595-3 1.65E-2 20,834 7.12 4 3.08-3 0.15E-8 .52E 2,00E 4.60E4 .006-1 4.81E-3 3.DE4 2.22-3 2.42E0 65.5- .0IE65 1.56E04 1.00E-2 5,. 6 
23 AACSDATA 2.81E-8 4.204 I 242-7 3.1166 5.695-6 I.-3E 8.05E-6 8,25E-6 4.40E-6 4.62 5 2.09E-8 1I7MAS 0.05ES 7.160-5 2.A5E5 2.72E- 1.34E6 9.825 3.27E 1.29E6 4.23E7 104E-6 10-E-5 59-8 
24 AACS ADDRESS DATA 4.2E-0 2.99E-2 1.6.... 4.406-0 7.02- 4..2 5.25-E0 200.4 576-2 5.0002 2.42-. 299E-6 7.236 1.91S4 1.24E-2 3.11E-3 2AOE 0.67E2 3.17E 132E-5 7.64E- 7.98E4 -5.11E3 L.SE-E 
2 TLMPYO AMPINDA EI E.-112 8,2554 3.58E-7 6.57E.6 1.27E-5 3.04ES 1.26E.5 1+63E.5 7.38E.6 10064 4.15E-8 2.42E4 1.5E7 1.4155 3.69E-5 SASE5 2.50E 1.5E4 8,17620 2.66E 5.55-7 2.27E5 2J0-5 5.00 8 
20 TLM TCAPU TANK TEMP1 4.62E5 2.41-2 1.3E5 8.36E 2.946-3 4.25E2 3.35E3 1,6214 1280E-2 E-I 1.2E5 8425-S 4.5555 1.09E4 .26E-2 5.26E-3 4.2753 109E-1 2,70E 6.02E-5 125E-4 1.3E-2S .7E-S 1.260-5 
27 CC DATA 2 1.77E-5 1.64-2 1.1E. 1.6- 2.006-3 204E2 2.456-S 1.0564 2076- 196E-2 9.636-0 1.11- 3,2 75 -1013 5.4764 1.7- 465 1.22-5 2563-0 2.4- 4 2.456-3 2.250-6 
35 PLAYBACKDATA 1.575-0 2.245-3 772.7 I725 0.15ES 2.75E6 4.84E-5 1.78-0 464 1.055-0 6.33E 2.56E8 4.135-I 1.42E-5 1.71E4 2.905-0 0.064 05E8 g.250 5.56E-7 1.09E.55 2.776-0 TI9.51.07 -7 
29 TUL DA5MOTOR V 870E 4.055-2 TRI2B5 5 1.00E 2 5.506-2 8.57E-3 768E 3.35E 5 3.575-5 2.2E4 1.79E-2 
30 CS CMD WORD .12E-9 1.13E5S 0155.8 .00-7 5.72E-6 2.0E4 1.70E6 2,54-7 SIRE06 114SE-S 2.59E08 2.25E- 5,00E. .5S4 1.626-5 5.005-0 6.25E6 4.73I0 4E73-10 2.14E-5 21 7 1.806 4.436-2 29DE 6 
21 CRSTELESCOPETEMP .7965 3.32E3 207E-6 2.42S0 .116-3 2.005 2 1.52E3 434E8 4.2X6- 2.17E 1O9IE- aSE6 4.01E 2 .600.2 05-E3 24504 2.2 04 1.74E 3 1.49E 7 .090- &66E.6 1.54E5 4.695 1725-4 
32 PWSADC BIT SYNC 8.01E-7 1.17E3 1.6-6 3.52-6 TB5. 0BE3 0.24E.4 1.6E5 36E4 034E-3 4.24E7 2.13m- 1.56E26 1.465 3.900-4 9,54-5 5.43E-5 1.24E3 8 1E-7 2.34E-0 K005-0 2.79E-5 1,98E 1.435-7 
33 PA ANALOGMU. DATA 7.09E-5 6.276-2 2.56-15 .915 .,5E2 4.715-3 1.32E2 2 624 2.323 093-2.3 47E-5 .E2- .5-4 3.72E4 2.36E-2 1.4+0-3 1.74E 3 0.645-3 5.225-5 I.6E-5 7.20E-5 1.464 6. 60-3 2.0-0 
34 PRA ELECTRONICS TEMP 7.256-E 5.5E2 .3155 2.01-E5 1.46E 2 4.9E-2 L.2- 320E4 259E 1.35E2 4.78-9 1.53E 5 1.0054 3.790 2,47.2 9.5153 1.0E-3 9.05E-2 2.40.5 1.70E-5 8.14.-5 1.02E4 1.06.2 2.56-C6 
35 PRA CMDWORD 2.00E-6 2.31E3 2.35E05 2.72E6 1.8464 4.4EM .79E4 23.72E 2.3954 0.044 0.026-7 2.30-6 2.24E 246E5 5230-4 915-0 6.90-5 0,054 1.14E6 2.65-6 0.246-0 1005 2.7654 1442-7 
20 LEGP CDC WOR A 7.44E 1.065-5 4.6- a .01E7 5.16E6 2.89E4 1.526-2 3.71E-7 2.925-4 0246-5 2.3054 3.056-7 0,25-5 1.06E 3 9.810-5 4.73n- 5.51E- 1.04E4 47-10 2.15-0 226-7 - .675-6 4.075-2 2.7656 
37 LEP ANALOG DATA 5.156 23.2ED 5I776'0 1.196-S 5.326-2 4.405- 094-E 0.945-0 20054 1.8E76-2 2.07E-0 2.00-6 4.45- 1.250-I 3.82E 5.19E4 5.5-4 1.322-3 1.760-7 1-72E 57E- 1254 6.090 2.1054 
38 1 0PPS 1.258E B 1.95E5 0.140-5 2.070-5 4.4 2.E 6 7.005-7 7.B58 24505-5 4.2054 6.24E-7 32E4 1.17.3 6-. 0396 1.100.0 2.03E4 0.426-15 2247 0.472-3 2.309-4 3.026- 4.E-0 
1.56 	 3.55E-4 8+41E 1.00E4 4.15E-3 242E-3 7.67E 2 4 54E6 4,35-5 1.03E4 1.10-2 7.105.- 0.745-5 
COMMANDWORD 3.700-7 
5 PESSOLAR SENSOR 2].245- 0.16-3 5.540-5 1.95E55 1.0/5-2 6.90-2 2.75E- 5.20E5 3.0054 2.5- . 430-0 4.606- 2.755-1 1.6E.I 7.0303 1.42E-3 1.190-2 2.0762 21-7 2.0E.7 2.1E- 2.0724 6.0322 0.256-
ORINAL 'A ' 
72 
NM -O 
RECPL I LOOP R 
LLDOWr~l4Mt 
] OCPLLOOP RECPL I L 
TABLE 2-9- TABLE OF INDUCEDVOLTAGES. 
OOPRECPL ]LOOP P S ]L COPRECPL RUN8, 6-17-78 (CONT'O)[LOOP 
RECPL LOOP RECEL 
]LOOP R OELOOP RECPL 
_o(oUT 
LOOP RECPL 
m 2 
LOOP ROCPL LOOP 
40 VMO08DCONTROL 1.328 203E5 2.57­ . 6 2-2 1.110-5 572F4 297E6 7.407 725E-6 14E.5 4 37E8 .54E27 5.14E­ 1.23-3 01ES S17ES 1.20E0­ 2.1254 0.88-10 4.12S-0 574-7 .810-0 P.SE 0 502E 
41 FM0EMONITOR215-B 8.41F-3 9.93E 2.100-5 1.88E-2 7.30E-2 2"5E-3 8320E5 3.9E4 2­ 8-3 3.52 5 4.ME-5 251-1 1.6-1 7,30E-3 10-3 1.193 I 2.14E-2 3ME7 6.00E-7 2.92E-5 26E4 E.41E-2 6.2E-3 
42 UVS SCIENCEDATA 132E 8 204E 5 9.61E.8 3.92E-7 .11EJ &74E4 2.97E-6 7.446-7 7.6E 6 274E-5 4.37E-8 56-7 520E7 1.23E 2.02E-5 9.18E60 4.98E-5 2.126-4 .6.-10 4.38-6 5.762-7 3S15E6 06E0 5.0020 
42 MAC SAMPLES 1.52E-7 2.15E­ 434E 7 1.3E­ .59E S 7.39E4 1.43E­ 3.35-62 0 40- 9.FE 4 6.120E2 802E-7 1.66E.7 2X6-6 .06 334F-5 450-6 8,950 2 2E-7 -1E-7 3.7E2 27-S 4.0I; - 4.97E 
48 MAGIBHFMCLOCK 50.4 KHz 70E-7 7.572­ 2.7­ 6E 602EI 8 0,-5 3.1E-3 2 E.5 1.22E 1,33E-3 -022­ 1,080.7 3.06-6 6572-7 902-0 4.18E4 1.8E04 82-A4 230E­ 9E-7 4260-6 1.­ 5 1,2E4 IB4E-4 313E 7 
40 M8G OELFMSENSORTEMP 31E-10 1.12E-6 8.14&-3 836E-3 2.868-5 140-3 022E2 25024 630-7 I-P7E-6 8.75E.­ 4.Z12-7 4.76E-3 &71E.7 6308E .I70.2 1.20E0 6.M08 5210.9 924E5 1.93E-4 1.32L4 428 7.71E 8 
46 I55-WA ADDSTART 5.34E-8 1.42E 4 ,906-7 046E-7 1.24EA 25E3 3,57E 4.3E 6 7,36E-6 2p32­ 303E 7 1.76e-, 845E-3 &25E.-3 1.24E4 2.47E 5 1.63E 5 4,760.9 t-C02-41.08-0 044E7 2I77­ .6 81 1.31E 
67 ISS-WAADCVIDEO DATA 4.18E,8 2.61E5 2.61E7 50E 6.66-5 13E-3 1.78E.5 2.02­ 3,27E-6 1.362-0 1.072-7 1.236 3.242-3 ,25 3 027E5 1,l6 0.57E6 1.1124 2.420-9 7.4E 5ME-7 1.556- 1.81E0 7..73E6 
48 156-NA ANALOGENGRTLM 627E-6 5.42E-3 257E6 5.48E-6 2.0-2 0E02 2.69E-3 7.700-2 6.50E-5 SUE8E-. 265 11A5.5 2 347-1 1.54EI .70E3 4.17E4 4.3E 24E-3 2 676 7 624E 121E-5 2.82-5 5.012-2 277E4 
43 MAGOBLF SENSORTEMP 1,40 6.10E 5 2,8423 1.4E-2 4.706E­ 2.60-2 4.30-2 .74E.4 7.62E-7 226E6 1.50E.7 1.776­ .11E-7 .0RCE 2.520­ 1.0E2-3 5.94E 7.6NE 5 158E-5 1.00E4 E.14E-6 12404 37E 2.77E8 
00 IRISPR80ASTART 1.20E-0 1.42-6 .112- 22B4E-7 1.14E-2 52424 3.058-8 672-7 7.01E-6. .1E.5 4.3BES .000-7 6.2J-4 . 1.14M3 1.642.8 0472­ 1.922-6 - 1.14 5.28-10 3.702­ 0202-7 0212.6 6.42E2 4 E,6 
51 IRIS RAD-MTR H-GANALOG 3-30.­ 1.613 2.32E2 1.200E­ 209-3 3.8-2 608E4 2I8E 342-4 20E3 279EA2 2840-5 7.4362 125E 2 2.44E-3 .0E3 37224 7.00-2 9442.6 2.31E-7 1.22-5 2.064 1.47E2 1.082,3 
52 IRISPLL CARRIER 1.61E.6 1.06E3 1.ME 6 0 5E6-7 2.726- 7.05E 3 7.33E 4 1.42 5 12 608-0 23E-5 0RE2-6 1.82-8 4.21E-2 3.11F-2 1.06E3 880-6 1.06 4 226E4 7.22E-8 1.11-E8 S E-6 030-2 .0E I 3,72E 5 
53 PITCHCRUISES I PU.0E00 1 4.13E-7 1.420­ S.042-02 0-0 2.182-7 2.16­ 1.68E-6 4.0E-7 l .IE6 .01E-11 7.66-10 1.54E-9 2.07E-6 6.22 2.6E7 D.DE2­. 1.01E-6 42M.6-I 1.4 1.72E­ 1.16-7 3.41E7 6602-10 
54 STI CONE ANACLECMDA 3.202-9 2.720-0 3,0E9 1.00E-7 2300-7 .30E-5 5.087 3.77E7 1.160­ .7.00F-6 2-0 5.51 6286 2 190-7 5.63-7 1.30C a 200­ 7.72E6 2.70E2 0.14E-8 2.00E. 1.83E-7 4.44E7 1.47ER9 
5 CSTISTAR INTENSITY 1.2286 5.63E6 1.75E9 401E 10o.7 1.34F­ 1.06 -7 7.60E 1.23E-6 5030 5.82F-10 1.27E 1.48- 02-2E0 6E-7 &73E-7 2.50E7 6.67S6 1.066-9 1SE 1.10-0 , 176­ 1.73E7 S220-1 
O8 CSTICONE ANGLEPOSITION .22E E 3.33E S.1M. 2.740-7 620E-7 .710-I 6.-7 9.03E7 1.19E 5.26E 2.49- 9 7.8024 224E9 4,26-7 .709 7 1.75E.8 272E7 .30E2 2.2E9 8.72E 2072- 2.20F 7 404-7 1.6E6 
57 
68 
OBLFM X OUT V,COAX < 
IHFM X OUT%COAX< 
0.70E 
96-7GI 
347E 
2E4 
4.19E-2 
28E0­
2.ME-2 
3O9E-2 
2.63E 
2.73E3 
1.24E-2 
67 E 
2.240 0 
6.82E-1 
3.702-3 
.73E4 
9720­
264E 
0.672-06 270-6 
1.48-5 080E 
2.50E-6 
1.70E 
3.75 6 
2.29E 
1.12E-5 
4.58E 
32E-1 
608E2 
2.708.2 
7.,9E-2 
4.07E4 
6.3E-5 
3.67ER4 
40DE4 
2.852S 
962E4 
4,762.4 
6.0E-4 
304E3 
Z1E4 
4 ME4 
3.00E 
1.33E 
5. 0 
E 
4 
1.202.6 
1'0E-7 
59 CRSANALOGDATA 5.15E-6 3O2E3 4.2 .8 1 5 2220-2 2802-2 1.02-3 4.62E 2.07E4 1.MES 2.06E-0 2.602-5 42ME02 5.622E 3.77E3 0.8E .2­ 1.-4E2 1.74E-7 1.5E47 I.4E 5 1.26-4 24E 0 7.9E4 
60 LOAS-B D FEEDTEMP 5.72E-0 9.00E 6 223­ 1.19E-8 1 11E7 738E0 90E-8 1.31E­ 7.09E-0 i86-. 4.70-18 320-9 7.666-8 0.972-7 2S3-E1 2.200-2 2.040-7 ..71EF 1.71E-10 7.618.-ID 4.6-­ 2.026- 15ME7-5 1E-S 
81 X-6AD FED TEMP 7.79E 9 E422- 2.326E 150-7 8.46E-7 296E-5 607 1.202-7 1C60-6 S. 227E 4.44E-0 120.0 1.026-7L.07o-0 1.70E-6 oME 5 6.47E 5 1.270-0 518E0 2.89E 1.826-8 217E 2522­
62 IRISSEC MIRRORTEMP 5.06E6 5.74E3 7.7E-6 140 1.070 5.23E-2 2 00E3 7.370-5 .M0E4 2.10E-3 .40-5 331E 1.140.I 1.3601 2.730-3 1.100-3 5.6 9.702 3.046-7 2.0.7 2208-5 1.260.4 1.30E-2 0.79E4 
67 IRIS SEECMIRROR HIT ANL 8.E-6 5.87E3 7.2E6 1.71E-5 1.0 22 E 2 2.81E-3 220E-5 26004 2!6-E3 307E 40E-6 1.1- 1.37E 1 702E3 1.329-3 1.17E3 2.1- 3.14E 7 2.5.E-7 2.1E 2.13-4 11IE2 10E3 
64 0S 1SYNC 2.418-0 0,27i.6 4.058-7 4.45E. 1.45E 3.7E 11E-6 8.106 &74E,5 32,b4 749-8 3.93F-7 1.42 -7 1.2-0 2. 24 2.07E 1.D. 2.14 4 6.2728 20 3 .E712E 2.48E-5 7.722-6 1.72E.7 
65 PITCHSSBIAS 1.33E11 S422­ 38E-33 2.7M10 1.711-9 6724 62024 1.200-0 9.22­ 66870-2 7.006-12 2.712-11 1.261 0 1.400­ 088E-8045 0 6­ 1.46-9 3.47E-8 20E-I I 6.41E11 3 81-10 .142­ 1.47E-8 4.28E-11 
86 RTC CASETEMP .35E-S 4.7205 1.6306 5.152-6 1.22E4 3780­ 875E0 59 2-0 9,ES.5 A260-4 7.110-7 2.18-0 1.13E-5 4.X1E­ 1.100­ 3.71-3 2.0-5 360S 4 17268 522-2 4.43E S926 1 8E5 4.3322E 
67 RTG POWER .E-8 1.130-3 1.766E5 2.58E-6 1.010-338.41-5 2.642-3 7.93E­.342-0 0.2-8 450 5 32-EA 0.070-4 1.-3 4.008. 60463 73-3E 5 [ .202­ 0.142-5 3.670-6 042E3 1.04E-1 1.19-2 6.2EZ 
00 X-BAND FE. TEMP 2.72E 0 500­ 1.72.8 1.170-7 7.67- 7 272­ 0652-7 2200-7 6.420-7 2.32-2E6 2OFE­ 4D2E2 .IVE 8 3.27E-7 I.M.-0 1.19E A250E-7 2.53.­ .752 5.26.­ 3.30-8 5.442 8 1.58E 1.79E-9 
68 X-EAND FED TEMP 3.72. 150­ 5 1.72E-8 1.1727 7.67E-7 6.77E-5A 65-7 3200-7 5.420-7 2S82-2 2340-6 4,2H0.0 1.11E-8 2.276-7 2.M000. 1.180­ 25E37 2.212­520 5.706-0 30-0 5.448-8 1.08­ 1.706­
70 X-BAND FEED TEMp 3.720-9 008E5 1.72E 1.17E.7 6 .7-76.77E 0.222-7 6708-7 2.422-7 20DE 2248-9 4.-2E­ 91118­ 0.27-7 2.278-2 1.10EL6 2.03E.7 2.03E 5.76-9 52E0 0.2 E­ 244E 1E 1.75E-9 
71 X-BAND FEED TEMP 7.022-8 2.1.E,. 32-2M 1.04E-7 8.46E-7 2.85-5 8.20E7 120E-7 1.2ME5 2.22E5 0.28E9 4029E 1.20E 1.01-7 5. 8-6 1.69-6 375- 6 6.60E-5 1.28E 5.092­ 2.96-7 I E­ 2.17E-0 2.5E 
72 X-8AND PEED TESP 3.912E 1.00E5 1.12C-8 4.63E8 7.07E 7 .3 2-B .52-E7 1.73­ 2.00E-7 0.0E-7 270-9 1.2Q0-S 1.10E-0 1.54-7 2.702-2 5.20E7 1.060-7 0.730-7 5.300-0 7.19- 0 2.208 1.3. 1.7E 6 7.E0E-10 
73 HGA DISHTEMP 121E-0 71E­ 252E 1.78E-7 1.07E-6 6.650-0 1.25E,5 5.0-7 660­ 300-7 320-9 8. 6-0 .120-8 - 22E-6 4. .98107 26F222 2.08­ 2 1.202 .128- 3.040 5 3.04­
74 HGA D69 TEMP 13E-0 6.712-5E .870 1.76E 7 1.070 6 5.0-9 1.25E6 5.60E-7 6E 3.00-7 3.32E9 .3E 2.12E- 1.01E 6 8.220-6 4.02- 6 1.022-7 2.6E 2.02- 2.20S 1 30E 8 2.12E8 3.64- 5 2.00­
7970 HCADISH TEMPHGADISH TEMP 1 238-02.64-8 6.71E-02.71E-5 2-0E4R-0 1.702-71.5E-7 0.872-6E.10 8.086-53.08I- 1.0E.124.6 630-7112276 2.9182.3.6 3.060-762E0­ .022-04,280.0 6930-0.12­ 2.122-606-5 1.21 -674-7 0.22-01.6365 4020-86 06 1.927.062-2 2.262-06.2368 2.000-94.3-0 2.020-01OE-0 1.300-2.0227 2.122-0.71-7 3.64-04 025 3.005E-872-0 
77 T GA DISH TEMP 1.1ES­ 3.202­ 1.082-0 6022-6 1.06 4.300-0 1.240-6 2.6-7 3778 1.02E-7 3.218-0 2.SEE1­ 2.10-5 922-7 0.30.6 2.14E-6 I4E6-7 0.76 -7 L.2E-6 823.0 6146E9 7.07E 9 .134F-8 
73 
FOCO~. FRAME 2~


Table 2-10. Voltage Thnaholds and Negatve dB Maroins of Immntory Run 8 8/177 
RECEPTORS [ GENERATOR PARAMETERS 
I VOLTACE EBEWSTERPLATE MAG CABLE SEPCONN MACTEPLON HGAQEPAINT PLUME H SEpCONE LECPTEFLON F HGAIIBpAINT PLUMESH RTG OXIDE MIRIS PTON 
___.__ NAM_______________LD RECPL LOP OO'LO 
.0.______________ 1___AND__ HEGE______Loo REP LOOP IRECPL I LOOP IRECPL I LOOP I6ECPL LOOP IRECPL, I LOOP I ECPL. LOOP jRPCPL ILOOPI 
 RECPL I LOOP 
I TLE BAY6 TEMP 0ol -20 -i -7 -1 -6


2 S-WTA HI.-O STAT 2.03


3 -TWTAI ONSTAT< lam


4 50.4KHe%02-06 2.00


5 TLMS-AND TAT REGV 0.n -14 -2 6 4


6 S-TWTARP DR MONITOR 0.01 -6 13 -l8 -1


I CMTCMO CVR1TO CDU-A 0.61 -6 9


STLM S-BAND EXCURR 18 .5 19 A 2 10 -2 
TLM RCVRVCOTEMP a.al -16 -4 .12 -3 _8


nTo T TMRLOOR R.oIl7 -4 .17 4 -4 -9 4
 -2


11 TL S-BANDTWTDR 0.01 -17 4 -17 . h 4 - -4 -2


12 COD-ACOMMANDDATA,X0 200


13 TIMUA SYMBOLSYNC 2.00 
14 HGHRATECHANOATA TMU-A 160 
1 oCc STROBEXn 4.50 
I? CC0DATATO AACEXR 4.00 
1 POEB CODE B .B 1.20 
is BOTJEOTXR 1.20 
20 POWE CODE 1n S


21 POWERCODE 1.00


22 TLMSUNSENSORTEMP 001 -21 .S


23 AAE DATA 4.0


24 AACSADORESGDATA 2.0o


25 TLM PYR AMP INOA 4.00 
26 TLMTCAPUTANKTEMP1 0.01 -8 -T -2 -21 -2 -21 
27 CODATA2 4.00 
28 PLAYEACCOITA 4OR 
29 TLM DSSMOTORV 0.1 14 -16 -18 -n1 
I0 CBSO D 10 
 4I0C IS 

31 CRSTELESOPETEMPI6 01 -12 -19 -54


32 FWSAOCEITSYNC . 2.00 
33 PRAANALOG MUX DATA 0.01 -6 3 13 -2 . 
34 PRA ELECTRONICSTEMP 0.01 -16 - -14 B .3 . I =3 
35 PRA CMOWORD 20 
3a LECPCMDWORDA 400


37 LEP ANALOGDATA 001 -63 2 S


25 PPSCOMMANDWORD 4.00


39 PP SOLAR SENSOR 001 -17 -26 -24 6 96


74 
NO AME 
al VS EV MONITOR 
2 UV$ SCIENICE DATA 1 
. MAN SAMPLE B 
.MAG 1HFM CLOCeK 0.4 HI 
45MAO8 LFMSESOR TERE 
4ISWA AC STAR7 
IP~kJAIDC VtDO DAIA: 
48ISS-NA ANALOGEN TLM 
tAg LM SENSORlTOMEI... 
1.1R PSFRAMHEST*ART 
 
C2IR ISPILLCARRIR 
5PITCH CRIUISESI1 POSPN 
3CSTI DONEANGLEEM[DA, 
PCSTI TAR INENSITY 
PSTI CN ANGLE PITION 
Sn IP ANALOGDATA 
HGAS BAND D TEMP 
61X-BAND FEEO TEMP 
PS IRS SECMIRRORHTOARLO 
P, ] 1YNC 
BI.C
61PITCHSES 

65 TG CASETEMP 

68X-PAND FEEDTMP 
 
6 -BAND FEED M 
 
10X-BAND) FEED TEMP 
 
X-BAND FEED TEMP 
7 -SAN FEED TEMA 
HGA DISHTOMP 
75HGA DISHTEMP 
 
HGA DISH -M-P 
 
THA0P7HA DIS
VLAEBRIERlPLATEE 
THESOL X rOOPBAItel 
MADTL.N N 
ECTO . 
Table 2 10. Voltage ThReholds and Negatie dB Margins of Imrun ky [Co t) 
CORPIT LUESSEPCONN I EFEFLON 
E~lIUIIIREM U,I -r I RpLI OP 
PO 
RECPLI OOP 
HAPIT 
E.PLI E. 
Run 8 61777 
PUES T 
ECLOOPI0 
T XD 
RECP 
UIKPO 
EPL LO 
0,-. -1E 
.1 
F 
4.0 
00 
9 
2.i 
4i 
i0 12-
MR G 
4Q 
-
.iS i7 
-
i. 
0.0 
.. E 
00 1 3 i 
TO 
10 
G 
1.0 
10 
-
U __ 
1.0­
io 
1.0 
1I u 
N 
-- T -
10 
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high-field magnetometers. These cables carry narrow-band (u20 Hz) signals


'and thus the threshold levels have been set to 0.1lpV and 1.0 pv, respectively.


A 1 volt signal level in these cases would therefore correspond to -140 db


and -120 db margins. Digital or bilevel signal lines have much hi'gher


thresholds. Receptor No. 38 (LECP CMD WORD A) a command line for the Low


Energy Charged Particle Experiment has a threshold of 4.0 volts. Whether


a bilevel threshold is crucial or not depends on its particular function and


whether or not further protection against anomalous operation, e.g., coinci­

dence gating or sequential signal recognition, has been implemented. The


more crucial the function, the greater the protection should be.


2.3 STUDY OF COUPLING EFFECTS OF ARCS TO SPACE


The modeling of the replacement current generators as shown in Figure


2-1 involved coupling only via the stray capacitance to space. The boom


replacement current was calculated by


Iboom Iarc • IfM 
[GI (4Tr2 f2 Ceq Lboom + )-I
Pl(f) = Iboom/arc = 
G, = CF/(CF + Cx) (in-band gain).


Thus, PM(f), the ratio of boom replacement current or its frequency-independent


component, V, is essentially the ratio of the capacitance to space, C., to


the capacitance of the arcing item, Cx. G' is therefore , usually, a very small


--4
ratio, in the order of 10 . What is being assumed, then, is that the arc


discharges are of the "flashover" type inwhich all of the stored charge is


released inthe front-to-back mode, and the replacement currents arise only as


a result of displacement currents. Runs 9 and 10 were performed to study the


effects of increasing G'over the pure displacement current value. Since Runs


11 and 12 were made to investigate the simulated kapton thermal blanket, opti­

cal solar reflector, and solar array, the remaining nine sources were in­

cluded in this study with other intermediate and larger values of G'.
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In Run 9, an increase of the currents-to-space was incorporated by in­

.
creasing the value of G' If the arcs were to be completely of the arcs-to­

space variety, then G' would be unity. Instead of unity, the value of G'


for Run 9 was computed on the basis that the boom voltage, Vboom' due to the


boom replacement current, Iboom' was 10% of the breakdownvoltage, V. The


boom impedance, Zboom' was evaluated at a frequency, f' , defined by


f= (3 t p)1 
Table 2-11 compares the parameters, including G', between Runs 8 and 9,


and also shows the parameters which were unchanged. Also shown in Table 2-11


are the areas, A, and thickness, d, of dielectric surfaces associated with


each generator. The area, A, satisfies the equation
 

Cx r Co Aid (4KS units), or A(cm2) = Cx(pf) - d(mils)/70


cr = 2, and o= 8.85 •10-12.
for 
 
Itmay be noted in Table 2-11 that the G' values are appreciably (,100 times)


larger for Run 9 than for Run 8. In only two cases, the LECP teflon and the


FSS, are G' values equal to unity.


Table 2-12 lists the parameters of the twelve generators for four


cases in addition to Run 8. Runs 9, 10, 11, and 12 are various representa­

tions of arc parameters which were derived from the literature survey, Task


1.1 of the present study. In Table 2-12, the lower eight generator param­

eters in Table 2-1, having to do with their physical position and geometrical
 

configuration on the spacecraft,are not repeated. These parameters were re­

tained unchanged for all of the cases. The receptor parameters, which in­

clude the harnessing layout, were also unchanged throughout. In all of the


four runs in which variable G' effects were studied, the breakdown voltages


of Run 8 were retained. The discharge waveform was, however, taken to be as


per one of the area dependent expressions from the literature survey:


t = 54.9 A'28; tr = 0.10 t I


and the peak arc current was then computed from


Iarc .774 Cx V/t


Table 2-11. Voyager Arc Characterization Comparison Between Runs 8 and 9


COMMON PARAMETERS OLD PARAMETERS (RUN 8) NEW PARAMETERS (RUN 9) 
GENERATOR V (kV) Cx (Pf) fc (MHz) G"(Q) G' tr (ns) t (ns) 
P 
I (A) tG' A (cm2) 
d (Mils) 
*t 
P 
(ns) I (A)** 
'A 
BREWSTER PLATE 1 2E4 104 1250 6E-4 3 10 2 .08 571/2 325 98 
MAGNETIC CABLE 5 5E4 8 82E3 5E-4 10 1700 20 .002 7143/10 659 607 
SEP. CONN. 6 150 159 9500 6.6E-3 10 15 36 .161 12.9/6 112 11 
MAG. TEFLON 1 38 81 3.8E4 4E-2 5 13 3 .10 5.43/10 88 .69 
HGA PAINT (OB) I 4E5 15.9 1250 1.25E-3 5 3000 150 .031 22,857/4 912 702 
PLUME SHIELD 1 4500 290 9400 4E-5 20 8 .26 1.0 42.9 157 .12 
(SEP. COHN.) 
LECP TEFLON 1 12 -9 1.6E4 0.25 3 8 .26 1.0 42.9/250 157 .12 
FSS 7 14 34 12E3 1.0 8 80 80 1.0 4750/-­ 588 .27 
HGA PAINT (IB) 1 3E5 42 1250 2.3E-4 5 2400 150 .035 17,143/4 842 570 
PLUME SHIELD 1 5200 83 9500 2.5E-4 20 330 16 .046 743/10 349 24 
(RTG) 
RTG OXIDE 3.5 3.4E5 12 1.1E4 2.5E-4 20 3700 925 .0026 9,714/2 718 2652 
MIRIS KAPTON 1 40 
(5400) 
12 2.5E4 1.0 5 26 150 .086 103/2 786 11 
tG FOR NEW VALUE IS ADJUSTED TO MAKE VBOOM 1% OF V AT x= 1/(3t)


OF PULSE WIDTH, tPP
*RISETIME, tr, FOR NEW VALUE IS 10% 
 
**Currents should be divided by 2.


Table 2-12. Generator Parameters for Voyager SEMCAP Runs


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12 
RUN BREWSTERPLATE MAOCABLE SEPCONN MAGTEFLON NGA 
00
PAINT 
PLUME SH 
SEP CONN 
LECP 
TEFLON 
Fs REA 18 
PAINT 
PLUME SN 
RTG 
RTG 
OXIDE 
MIRIS 
KAPTON 
VBREAKDOWN (kV) 
IARC (amps) 
8 ' (ratio) 
tr (ns) 
t (s) 
1 
2 
6E-4 
3 
10 
5 
20 
5E-4 
10 
1700 
5 
36 
6.6E-3 
10 
15 
1 
3 
4E-2 
5 
13 
1 
150 
1.25E-3 
5 
3000 
1 
16 
4E-5 
20 
285 
1 
.26 
.25 
3 
8 
7 
80 
1.0 
8 
80 
1 
150 
2.3E-4 
5 
2400 
1 
16 
2.5E-4 
20 
330 
3.5 
925 
2.5E-4 
20 
3700 
1 
160 
1.0 
5 
26 
9 
VfREAKDOWN (kV) 
1ARC (amps)* 
G' (ratio) 
tr (hs) 
1 
98 
.08 
32.5 
5 
607 
.002 
65.9 
5 
11 
.161 
11.2 
1 
.69 
.10 
8.8 
1 
702 
.031 
91.2 
1 
18 
.06 
33.6 
1 
.12 
1.0 
15.7 
7 
.27 
1.0 
58.8 
1 
570 
.035 
84,2 
1 
24 
.046 
34.9 
3.5 
2652 
.0026 
71.8 
1 
11 
.086 
78.6 
tp (us) 325 659 112 88 912 336 157 588 842 349 718 786 
VBREAKDOWN (kV) 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 7 1 1 3.5 1 
10 
'ARC (amps) * 
G' (ratio) 
tr (ns) 
98 
6E-4 
32.5 
607 
5E-4 
65.9 
11 
6.6E-3 
11.2 
.69 
4E-2 
8.8 
702 
1.25E-3 
91.2 
18 
,4E-5 
33.6 
.12 
.25 
15.7 
.27 
1.0 
58 8 
570 
2.3E-4 
84.2 
24 
2.5E-4 
34.9 
2652 
2.5E-4 
71.8 
11 
1.0 
78.6 
tp (ns) 325 659 112 88 912 336 157 588 842 349 718 786 
VBREAKDOWN (kV) 
IARC (amps)* 
7 
249 
5 
607 
5 
11 
1 
.69 
12 
2018 
1 
18 
1 
.12 
7 
.27 
1 
670 
1 
24 
9 
3254 
1 
11 
11 G' (ratio) 
tr (ns) 
18E-4 
30 
1E-3 
65.9 
2E-2 
11.2 
7E-2 
8.8 
1.256-3 
380.5 
2E-3 
33.6 
.50 
15.7 
1.0 
58.8 
56-4 
84.2 
IE-3 
34.9 
7.56-4 
50 
1.0 
78.6 
tp (ns) 300 659 112 88 3805 336 157 588 842 349 500 786 
VBREAKDOW N (kV) 
1ARC (amps)* 
2 
71.1 
5 
607 
5 
11 
1 
.69 
8 
741 
1 
18 
1 
.12 
7 
.27 
1 
570 
1 
24 
1 
90.4 
1 
11 
12 G' (ratio) 
tr (ns) 
t(s) 
186-4 
30 
300 
4E-3 
65.9 
659 
56-2 
11.2 
112 
.2 
8.8 
88 
1.256-3 
690 
6900 
IE-2 
33.6 
336 
.75 
15.7 
157 
1.0 
58.8 
588 
56-3 
84.2 
842 
1E-2 
34.9 
349 
7.56-4 
200 
2000 
1.0 
78.6 
785 
*Currents should be divided by 2.
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InRun 10, the G values were returned to those for Run 8, displacement cur­

rents only, but with tp, tr and Iarc values the same as for Run 9. InRuns


11 and 12 intermediate values were assumed as shown inTable 2-12 except for


the Brewster Plate, high gain antenna outboard paint (HGA OB Paint), and RTG


,Oxide. Table 2-13 summarizes the G' values for all of the runs for the 12


sources. Itshould be noted that the G' values do not increase or decrease


with run number inany systematic manner.
 

The results of Runs 9,10, 11, and 12 are shown inTables 2-14, 2-15,


2-16 and 2-17, respectively. Each table lists the threshold voltage at each


receptor and the db margin over the threshold if negative.


Runs 8 and 10 had the same G-value and breakdown voltage, but different


peak arc currents and waveforms. Comparing Table 2-15 (Run 10) with Table


2-10 (Run 8), the comparable negative db margin tables, itmay be noted that


the frequency of negative db entries isnot significantly increased. Even


though the Run 10 currents are larger, the pulse widths are also larger,


tending to equalize the induced voltages.


Comparing the results of these runs for the effect of increasing G' 
shows, as may have been expected, that the induced voltage varies directly 
as G'. For example, the replacement current induced voltage margin in 
Receptor No. 1 is tabulated below in the order of increasing G': 
RECEPTOR NO. 1 
RUN G db MARGIN 
10 .0005 0-8 
11 .001 4-14


9 .002 8-20


12 .004 -26


Each succeeding value of G' doubles the previous value and the -db mar­

gin increases by 6 db; i.e., the induced voltage also doubles. At the bottom
 

of Table 2-13 are listed the db's required to increase the V values from


those inRun 9 to a value of unity; i.e., all of the stored charge goes off


to space. Thus, adding these db's to those for Run 9 will give the db margins


for a completely-to-space discharge model. Table 2-18 lists the negative db


margins that would be obtained for this model. It isemphasized that such a


Table 2-13. G' Values for the Various Runs 
BREWSTER NAG SEP MAG HGA OB PLUME SH LECP FSS HGA IB PLUME SH RTG MIRIS 
PLATE CABLE CONN TEFLON PAINT SEP CONN TEFLON PAINT RTG OXIDE KAPTON 
RUN 
8 .0006 .0005 .0066 - .04 .00125 .00004 .25 1.0 .00023 .00025 .00025 1.0 
9 .08 .002 .161 .10 .031 .06 1.0 1.0 .035 .046 .0026 .086 
10 .0006 .0005 .0066 .04 .00125 .00004 .25 1.0 .00023 .00025 .00025 1.0 
11 .0018 .001 .02 .07 .00125 .002 .5 1.0 .0005 .001 .00075 1.0 
12 .0018 .004 .05 .2 .00125 .01 .75 1.0 .005 .01 .00075 1.0 
db's to 1 
from -22 db -54 db -16 db -20 db -30 db -24 db 0 db 0 db -29 db -27 db -52 db 0 db 
Run 9 
0o 
81 
FQLOOM7 FRAkE 
'"OTFR& 
4.f 
-%.... 
RECEPTO 
R 
S 
Table2-14. Voloag, ThraMhIo1ds and rNegadve B Mal gins of Imnunlitv 
GENERATOR PARAMETERS 
Run9­ 9/14/7 -
VOLTAGE BREWSTERPLATE MAG CABLE . SEP CONN MAG TFLON 8SA 06 PAINT PLUMESISEP CONN LECPTEFLON RE HGA B PAINT PLUMESH ET 1 RTS OXIDE MIRISKAPTON 
NO. NAMEi EL [ LOOP LLOOP .6CPL LOOP 1ECPL 1 LOO 10CPL I LOOP E [ LO EOL [LOOP] ARt[ LOOP RECPL LOOP 
I TLM SAY 6 TEMP . -24 -14 -21 -20 -7 -2 -24 5 
S-TWTAWILD STAT 200 
2 S ITIAI ONSTAT< 10.00 
4 50.4 K, 0-06 2.00 
5 TLM S-BANDOTVT REGV 0.01 15 -12 -13 27 1 -2 
6 S-TiYTARE DR MONITOR 0,01 -20 -24 544-S 1 
7 CMPST CMD SCVR I TO COU-A 001 -5 -2 2 -E -
0 TLM 0-BAD EX CURB Aaol -27 -28 .16 -17 11 _2_ 410 1 H­ 5 1 
9 TLM RCVE VCO TEMP 00 18 -16 -6 -1 0 t -6 
10 TLM RCVE LODR 001 -20 -12 -16 -16 -10 -3 3 1 133 .2 1 I 
S TL.I S-BANDTRT DR 0.01 20 -12 -1. -16 -10 33 24 -
12 COO-ACOMMANDDATA, XR 2.00 
13 TMU A SYMBOLSYNC 2I00 
14 HGHRATE CHANDATA TMU-A 1.60 
IS CCSTROBE XR 45 
1 CGSBIT SYNC 1 4.0 
17 GS DATATOAAE XTR 4.00 
6 PO0E6 CODEBR 1.20 
16 BOTAEOTXR 1.0 -
20 POWER CODE 1-00 I 
21 POWER WOE 1.00 
22 TLM SUN SENSOR EMP 001 3 -13 19 -16 I 2 
23 AAGS DATA 4.0L 
24 AACSADO665E50ATA 2.00 
26 TLM FY00 AMP IND A 4.00 
26 TLM TCAPUTANKTEMP 1 0.61 -24 -28 -2 - -9 30 .-20 - I i 8 
27 CDATA2 4.00 
28 PLAYEACKDATA 4.60 
29 TLM DESMOTOR V 01 22 24 11 -12 -7 -t6 0 -6 -15 2 
30 CRSC O WORD 4.0 
31 CS TELESCOPETEMP aol -7 -19 1 13 I 15 
32 PS ADC.IT SYNC .00 
22 PEA ANALOG MUM OATA 0.01 -18 -8 -15 -15 
34 PRA EL6CTOONICITEMP 001 -19 -10 .I5 .15 -5 -21 2 -i -2 0 
35 PRACMDWORD 2.01 -31 -2 -31 -" -5 
36 LEEPCMDWORDA 4.00 
37 LECPANALOG DATA 0.02 -1 .2 .8 -B -20 10 21 i -10 
10 uPSCOMMANDWORD 4.00 
39 PP$SOLARSENSOR 0.01 s -6 1 .1 -10 - 1 37 -I5 2 0 -5 
"NEGATIVE MARGINS SHOULD BE REDUCED By 6 DB. 
rOUDOUT FRAME FOUnom. FRAW 2-
Table 2-14. Voltage Thresholds and Negative dS Margins of Imurnity Cant)* Run 9 9/14,78 
RECEPTOR5 
NAME 
40 UVS MODECONTROL 
41 UVEHTVMONITOR 
42 UVS SCIENCEDATA I 
43 MAE SAMPLE 
VOL.TAGE EREVSTENtPLATE 
THIESHOOLDRCPL LOOP 
4.OS 
0.0 - ~ -
-. 00 
4.0. 
515 CABLE 
RECPL ( LOOP 
2 ___ 
SEP0NN 
FOELOOP L 
-1. 1 
MAG TEFLON 
CL 
S 
O PAINP 
LOOP 
GENERATOR PARAMETERS 
LOP TEFLON 
RECEPL LOOP RECPL LOOP 
-1 ad -I2 
FOGA$9HG 
EECPL I LOOP 
ISPAINT 
RECPLI LOOP 
-27 5 
PLUME 5IT RT G TOOIDO 
RECPL I LOOP ]ECPL I LOOP MIRnISKAPTON EECPL I LOOP 
-5 
45 NAG OGLFMSENSORTEMOP 
46 IS-WA ADCSTART 
47 SS-WAAOC VIDEODATA 
42 ISS-NA ANALOGFENGFILM 
49 .AG ONLFMOE190 .EMp 
50 IR15FRACE START 
Si 1lRtSRAO-MTR F-G ANALOD 
62 IISPLL CARRIER 
5 PITCHCRUIS Soo1POEN 
54 CCONEANGLE0M A 
55 CSTISTAR INTENSITY 
ES _CSI CONEANGLEPOSITION 
Sn IBHM COUT% COA < 
95 R NALOGDAA 
O 
SE 
4.0 
00 
0.0] 
4.C 
0.01 
.0 
0 
50 
000 
DE 
9 
0 
50-7 
-1 
.65 
-I 
B 
45 
-2 
-31 
-1 
-33 
-025 
-2 
-20 
-]07 
-12 
I 
-SE 
-E 
.4 
-B 
60 
"4 
-2P 
.11 
1 9 -44 
0 
.55 
4 
I 
-02 -65 -5 
-35 
4 
-30 
-12 
-0 
-47 -92 
isS[-54 
24 
-1 
-20 
5 
-46 
I 
E1S1 32 -20 2 
.43 
-
-25 
12 
6 I gS IAS 
4 S 1 SN¢ 
PIT 100
100 1 
36-0 
72 4-A-ND74IT [H O X 
FEETE0P 
UT %EN V 
.052 
1.011 l -0 1 m -0 0 6 
1 4 5 1 . 3 S 2 
A 8 -1 4 0 F 2 
7760 G 
61 ATX- V A 
AD FEETEM A 
RN 1N SHOUL 
]1000 
1.0E0U E B 6 
2 X-fP100 
6?ER Ra 1.0$a,~ SO 1 SYN1.0 ipfl& 
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Table 2-1S. Voltage Throshold and Negotine38 Marginsof Immunity B 1uI0/ 578 
RECEPTORS GENE__________________PORATOR PARAMIETES 
_________V____ 
NO.P MX6E 
TROLG 
. VOLTAGE BSECE PLOOPTMAO MAG__CABLOAOLP 
PC TOTC,ILOOP 
SEpCONM 
R~EL LOOP 
MAGTEFLON 
RECPLj LOOP 
HGA ORPAINT 
LOSECEL I OOp 
PLMESSEPCNNILSN SOPCONS 
EL ICIS COL j LOOP FP 
TETEFLON 
PSEC L j LOOP BELUMEFHS ______RECL LOOP HGA IS PAINT SECOL j LOOP PLUMES RTG RECPL LOOP TG OXIDE RECpL LOOP MIRIS RAPTON RECPL LOOP 
I 
2 
TLM BAY 6 TEMP 
-TOTA HIOLOSTAT 
0,01 
2.00 
-14 -n 9 -_ 5 
3 -TW7AI ON STAT 10.0o 
4 50.4 KH % 02-06 2.00 
5 TLM SBAND TWRREG V 0.01 
6 S-TWTARF OR MONITOR G0.0 -24 -e 4 16 -I 
7 CMPSTCMD, RCVR 1 TO CDU-A 001 -5 
S TLM 0-RAND EX CUORR 001 -2 1 -11 1 -21 -10 
9 TLM SCVR VCO TEMP 0.01 4 -1 2 
10 TLM tCV LO tR 0.01 12 - -10 4 -2 
1- LM S-BANDTWT DR 0.01 12 -103 2 
12 COU-ACOMMANODATA X0 2.00 
03 5iUASYMBOL SYNC 2.00I 
14 RON RATECHAPNDATA TMU-A 1.0 
15 CC STRODE XR 4.0 
IS CCSRIT SYNEC1 450 
17 CASDATA TO AAC0 XR 4.00 
18 POWE CODEAXR 1,A) 
19 BOT200T Xti 1.20 
20 PO4ER 00E I.00 
21 POWE R CODE 1.00 
22 TLM SlNSENSOR REIP 0.01 .l 
22 AACSDATA 4.oo 
24 AACSADDRESSDATA 0.00 
25 TLM PYTO AMP INDA 0 
26 TLESTCAPUTANK TEMP I 0n -20 -a a -0 It 1. 
27 OCDATA2 4.00 
20 TLOSSOMOTOR V B0,24­ 7-1 
30 CR5 CMDW000 400 1 
20 CR5TOLSCOPETEMP 01l7 G­
32 PINEADOBIT SYNC 2.00 -2,I 
3 PRA ANALOG MUX DATA 0. 1 3-2 -5 -2 
24 PRA ELECTRONIC$rEMP 001 10 -3 -5 -2B 
25 PRACMDWORD 2.00 
36 L0EPCMOWRO A 400 -
27 LPCE ANALOG OATA 001 2 - . 0 
0 PSCOMMDANC SO 4ORD 
.20C SOLAR SEBSOS 001 -0 -10 -25 .10 15 77 
*NEGATIVE MARGINS SHOULD BE REDUCED BY 6 DB. 
ON UT CRAME ( 
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TabIe 2-15. Voltage Thresholds anu Negaive SR Marn of Imuiy(Cord) Run 10 9115078 
DECM...OE EERATORN PARAMETERSLM S TG RG XDE MRI AP 
VOLTAG BRETER PL.TE VAIGCABLE 5EP CONN MAG TEPID. TGMHRPINTKAPTFLN 
MO. NAME THRESHOLD RECPL I LOOP REPL RCL LO CPL LOOP I 0 RECPt. LOOP I£P IORECPLELO 
40 
41 
UVE MODE CONTROL 
UV5 HVM ONITOR,. 
4 CO 
001 7 -11 "- Z 76 
42 UVSSciEN5C xrP;-f 2,00 
43 MAG SAM PLE 8 1400 
44 MAR IHLE CLOCK 50.4 KHz 4.00 
4S MAG ORLFM SENSOR TEMP 001 26 -12 -12 1 
4. I;SA ADC START 2.00 K 
47 IFEWA ACC VIDEO DATA 4.00 
1. ISS-NA ANALOG ENGATILM 00o - . 75 
-o MAD OBLF, SENSOR TEMP OD.I -21 -20 -3 
50 IRHISFRAME ST'ART 400 
51 11IH lAD-M4TftH-G ANALOG DIN E -S .1U5-6 
52 IRIS PILLCARRIHER OSO -26 
53 PITCH CRUISE SSII POEM S.01 
54 CETICOME ENGLC CHID A 3.5D 
55 CSTISTAR INTENSITY 0.01 
SS CSTI CONE ANGLE POSITION 06 
57 O LFrMXOUT% COAX < 1.0017-7 -12 C33 -147 -1. .74 G -137 .1 -53 35 -26 .26 -Ge 24 .so -I 73 , 70 SO -73 -110 .7S 8 
,a IHFM X CUT% COX OWC is1 1 121 107 -­ :S . 101 14 . Is -4 -3 22 -12 47 -6B 11 6 58 .3M -71 12 16 
5R CRS ANALOG DATA 0.01 -2 4 -B 1 3D 
6D HGA S-BAND F EED TEMP G)0 
.1 X BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 
62 
WI 
1MISSECMIRRORTEMP 
IRIS SECMIRRORHTR A,.LG 
1.00 
IXO ' 
-23 
.­2 
64 S 1 SYNC I DO0 
65 PITCHSS BIAS 1.00 
66 SIR CASE TEMP 1.00 
61 RTC,PONER 1400 ' 
X-SAND FEED TEMP l.IRD 
659 X -BAND FEED TENIp 1.E0 
70 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1,0 
71 X-EANO FEED T MP L.ED 
72 X-BAND FEED TEMP 1.00 
73 HGA DISH T EMP 1.N. 
14 HGA DISH 7EM~p 10 I. 
75 HGADISH TEMp m.( 
76 BRA DISHTEMP 1too 
77 HGA DISH TEMP 1 . 
E'NEGATIVE MARGINS SHOULD BE REDUCED BY 6 DB, 
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FOFLOOTFAFRAME 
RECEPTORS 
RECEPTOE 
1VOLTAGEBREWSTER PLATE 
T1NR OLL RIECPL LOOP 
MAO CABLE 
RECPL 1 LOOP R 
E CNI 
LCPILOOP 
Table 2-16. Volt ag e T hresholds a nd Neg
a e tiv M1ar g ins of Imm unity r 
.G ENERA 
TO R ARAME TERS' 
MAS TEFLO ROr PAINT PLUME2H SEPCORJN LOP TEPLO 1 B 
EPL F LOOP RECPL LOOP IECPLI LOOP RECPL [ LOOP RECPL [ LOOP 
1NSEPNT 
RECPL ( LOOP 
FOLDOL~rf FRAMEF2 
Run 11 1 0 19 8 f7 
LUESRO TOXIE 
RCPL f LOOP rECPL I LOOP 
MISArO 
RCP L-
I TLM SAY 6TEMP 0.01 -24 -14 -2 -9 -E .5 .4i 
S AI ON STAT< 
10,00 
4 
5 
7 
0 
9 
10 
12 
510.4KHz % 52-0 
TOMS-rD1WT REGV 
BSTTA P DR MONITOR 
CMPST0M4,R0VR I TO CDU-A 
TLM S-BANDEX CURB 
TIM RCVR VCO TEMP 
TIM RCVR LODR 
C D-ACOMMAND Ar X 
G 
2.00 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01
IT1 
go 
4 
23 
-E 
-7 
.11O 
0 
10 
-a a1 
-S 
-' 
11 
I.10 
-10 
6 10 
13
.3 T4. 
-2MSNTAORTo1in34 
-1E 
1­
.C 
is TMU A SYMBOL SYNC 2XD 11 
14 
25 
is 
NET RATECHAN DATA TKU-A 
LNSTROAEW DR 
CPSBITSYNC1 
1.50 
4.804.01 
17 COSDATA TO AACS XR .o 
20 PLWERA DE BTXRO 
i2 TOTET XR 1'B 
20 PSR DODE LET 
21 POWERORDE 01.0 
2 
2. 
2 
26 
27 
28 
PLOANAO M DTA~ 
EC DATA 
TIM YlO AMPIND A 
TLM CABU TAN KTEY 1 
CCOATA2 
PLAYBACKDIATA, 
051 
40 
4 . 
O1 
4.004SO 
-10 
-6 
-0 , 
-
1 . 
-6 
-18 
-157­
29 TRLMSSCOPTORPV CRMMADWORD 
on3 
4.00 
-3 
S2 DIS ADC BITSYNC 
34 PR ELETROICS TEMP 
CE5 BRA CMDWORD 
37 L:CP ANALOG D.T 
2ZO0 
Out 
2,O0 
Set6 
21B 
.11 
9 B 
6 
. 
.14 .1i1 
20 PFSSOLAR SENSOR 001R1 -10in -1 .10 S5 
rNEGATIVE MARGINS SHOULD BE REDUCED BY D lB. 
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FOLDOLIT FRAME / FOLVOUT FRAME 
Table2-10, Voltage Threslolds and Negative dB Mearirof Immunity (Cant)* Run 11 1011917 
I~ RECEPTORS~ V L ALEGM SiP WON RAGNTEE GOBERATOR PARAMETERS NPIN LM HRT T XD MRSKPO 
40 
NO.AME 
UVS MOOOCONTROL 
VOLTAGE 
iTHRESIOLO 
4.00 
BEEEW2TERPLATE 
RFCPLE LOOP 
hAO CABLE 
RECPL LOOP 
P CN 
RECPL I LOOP 
MAGTEFLON 
RECPL LOOP 
HEA 
REGEL 
PAINT 
LOOP RECPL 
C 
LOOP 
LEP TEFLONB 
RECPL [ LOOP 
_ 
RECPL [ LOOP RECL NT LOOP 
I 
IECPL( LOOP RECL [ LOOP I RECPL LOOP 
41 JlvsKv MONITOR R.01 -15 -11 30 12 -5 5 
42 UVSCIENCE DATA1 2.00 
43 MA. SAMPLES 4.00 
44 MAGILHEM CLOCI S0.E Hz 4.00 
45 MAG OeLFM SENSORTEMP 001 32 -1 -17 
4. lIOS-A ADC START 2.00 
47 1.WA ADO VI.O DATA 4.00 
48 ISS-NA ANALOG EAG TLM Rol . 4 -­ -
04 MAOOBLF VENSU0 TEMP. aol -27 -20 
55 IRIS FRAME START 4.a 
01 IRIS RAD-MTR H-EANALOG Ro I.s15­ -20 -5 42 
52 IRIS PLL CARRIER 020 -5 
53 PITOI CRUISESES POSE CCI 
54 CSTI CONE ANGLE CMO A S.N0 
U5 EIT[STAR INTENSITY 0.01 
56 CETICONEANGLEPOSITION .62 
57 OWL'M K OUTS COFA. < L.EI­ 40 .17 -12 -03 -09 -4 01 -50 -0 01 -203 -32 -24 -2 -02 -00 -70 -0 -7 12a -02 6 
58 WFN X OUT % COAX< 0000.7 -14 ES .127 107 -62 50 -113 4 -26 -17 28 -3 I2 .12 47 To 47 -4N -710 -3 -92 57 -2S 
54 CHSANALOGDATA 0.01 -11 -4 -1 
60 HOA-BANOFESO TEMP 1.00 
0 30-BAD FEED TEIMP ISo 
62 InISSECMIRROR TEMP 1.00 -2 
S3 IRISSEC MISRORSTR ANLG 1.00 1 
04 CA1 SYNC 1.02 
65 PITCH SIAS IED 
60 RTGCASETEMP 1.00 
07 RG POWER 1I.0 
68 X-EASD FEED TEMP 200. 
00 .- E..D TEMP 5.00 
'0 X-BANDFESO TEMP 1.00 
71 X-BAND FEOEDTMP 1.00 
72 K-BANtDFEEDTEMP 1.00 
72 HGA DISH TEMP 100 
74 HGA DISH TEMP 1.0 
75 HA DISH TEMP 10 
76 BOADISHTEMP 2.00 
I77 BOA 0IS TEMP 1 II0 
. NEGATIVE MARGINS SHOULD BE REDUCED BY 6 DB. 
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Table 2-17. Voltage Thre~holds and Negative dB Margins of Immunit Ru..12 10/20/7B 
RECEPT RS if GENERATOR PARAMETE RESI 
I I......1 REWT1R PATE MAGCABLE SEP NN AG TFLON HGA OBPl. ........ l ....... PAINT PILUMEEFE0E AIHGIIA16. NLIT G TG ITIE MR KpO 
I TIEDSAY 6 TEM~P ED, -13 -26 -1. _9.- H3 1 
2 S TA HB/LO STAT 2.O -3 
S S-TWTAION STAT< 10.00 
50A,KIHz% 02-06 Z03 
5 T1IV -BANDTWTREG V -. D01-8 -S -2 $23 1 q 
6 S-TWTARF DR MONITOR DBall22 -6 .R -2E -17 .15. 
I C*MPSTCMD,RUVIR1T0 C.U-. 1.1 -8 5 4- I 
TLM SBAND EX CURR 0.01 _ 2$ .. 7 -11 - .28 -24 -1a 
* TEN IGAR VC. TE.P 0.01 -22 6 - 1 .5 . E -13 
.0 TILM RCVRE LDGR G.01 .1-BZ. -10 -543 -16 . 
11 TLMC*BAEDTATED 0.01 -111 a2 -in . 5 42 1. .2 
12 COU A COMMAND ATA, XR 2AG 
13 TMU A SYMBOL SYNC 2.00 I 
14 HIGH RATE CHAN DATA TMU-A I I 
1. CE ITROB. XFe 4+50 
16 CGS B IT SYNC 1 4.5EG 
17 CCS DATA TO AAIDI XRE 4.00.. 
1. POER CODE . XR I.DE 
20 POWERCODE 1.B .3 
21, POWERCODE LOS0 
22 TLM SUN SENSOR TEMP .. 1 .19 -19 
23 AAC:SDATA R.AE 
24 AACSAODRESSDATA 2.00 
26 TLM. pyRO AMP IND A 4,00 
26 TLM TCAIU TANK TEMP 1 0.01 S2 -9 -9 1 27 .20 .18 
S27 CCDATA 2 4.00 
29 PLAYBACKDATA 4.00" 
29 TI-M.DSSMOTOR V 0.01 -22 -17 -2 -7 .23 . 4F5 
En CR8 D WORD 40 
31 CR5 TEL.ESOPE 7EMP .01 .. 16 .1 .15 
_2­-PWS AGEB IT SYNC 
I3RA ANALOG MAUX DATA. U.01 -7 21 .D .5 4 3 .14 
34 PDA ELECTIRONICSTEMP GLOT -9 -21 5 G5 4 31 -14 
35 PRA CMDWOR 2.0 
.6 LECPOMOWORFA 4SD 
-
37 LECP ANALOG DATA O.1-3 .6 -E -. 10 -4 1 
30 PPSCOMMANDWORD 
39 PPSSENSOR SOLAR 
4.00E 
.4 7R;1 I.0 -0-5 .0 9 5 
N{EGATIVE MARGIN S SHOULD BE REDUCED By 6 DE. 
FOLDOUT FRAM6 2-a 
FOLDOUT -PRAM I "A 
Table2.17. Voltage hresholdssndNamive dB Marginsof Immunity (Cont) Run 12 1012078 
NON 
RCEPTORS 
AME 
1 L 
THRE0OL 
SNEWSSTERPLATE r AG CABLE 
RECEL j LOO ROCPL I LOOP 
SEP CONN 
RECPL ] LOOP 
_________GENERATOR 
MAGTEFLON NGA OB FAINT 
REPL E L LOOP 
PARAMETERS 
PLME 5WSEP CONN LECELON 
RECL TOEYL I LOOP 
I'S 
RECEL I LOOP 
HGAB PAINT 
IECOLI I LOOP 
PLUMESH TD 
ECPL I LOOP 
RT OXIDE 
RECPL LOOP 
j IRISKAPTON 
RECPL I LOOP 
4 UVEMODECONTROL 4.O0 
41 UVANV MONITOR to, - -8 3 -11 -04 4 -12 .- 0 I ' _6 E 
,42 US SCIENCE DATA I S.05 
43 M SAMPLEC 4.55 
44 MAO I5HFMCLOCK 50 KHZ 4.00 
45 MAGOILM SENSORTEMP 0.01 -44 -L2 -26 
46 IS5-WAAOCSTART 2.00 
47 IS-WA ABCVIDEO OATh 4.001 
4 1S-NA ANALOG ENSR TILM 0.01 -7 -2 4 - _3 8 -1 -E4 
45 MAOO.LOI SENSORTEMP 001 -39 -20 -17 
60 IRIS ERNIE START 4-SO 
51 IRIS RA CTR H-B ONALOG 0-00 -4 -0 -3 43 
52 IRIS PLLCARRIER 0.20 -23 . -7 1 -5 1 -S 
53 PITCHCRUISE W/1 POSE 0.01 
04 CSTICONEANGLECORDA 2,50 
55 GSTISAR INTENSITY 0.01 
5o CSTICONEANGLEPOSITION 0eO 
57 OO-LFMX OUT % COAX < I 7OnE-? .1. 35 -. S -1. -91 -3 .15 8-1 -7 7 -74 26 -3 24 S0 .02 100 7. -722 . 3 2 -104 -7 
S0 ICHFM X OUT%COAXC 0.99-7 .25 -40 -139 -107 -70 -ISI 12 -4 1 -S3 -0 - 3 -2 -47 -5 -7 1 -0 30 -4 ED-5 
S9 CIOANALOGDATA 001 2 -4-
EO HGA SBAND FEED TEMP 1.00 
E1 X-RANDFEEDTEMP I. 
02 IRIS SECMIRROR TEMP IO00 -2 
63 IRIS SEC MIRRORHTRANLD IO -1 
'4 S 1 NfHC IM1 
.5 PITCHOS$IAS 1.00 
6 RTG CA. TME 1. 
67 TG PO0ER 1.00 
ES X-DAND FEEDTEMP 1.00 
in1 X-RANDFEN N 1.00 
71 X-SAND FEED TEMP 1.00 
72 X-BAND FEEDTEMP 1.-AS 
7SNGA DISHTEMP S.00 
4 TOO, DISH TEMP I In 
7S MGA DISH TEMP 1.001 
75 HGA DISHUTEMP 1I. 
71 HGA DISHTEMP 1.0.0 
"NEGATIVE MARGINS SHOULD :BE REDUCED BY lB. 
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FOLD0UT-FqAf4E 
 FoL~or FRAME, 2' 
Table 2-18. Voltge Threhol45 ard NABtive DO Mar~ins BEImmunity for COMPLETE-ARCS TO SPACE IMod., (G -1, 
RECEP70RS BRSWSTEEPLATG MAGCABLE SEPCNN MADTE L ON HGAO. 1ANT LUES P O EP TE ON:FSHG} PAINT PLUMESHFOGT RTG IOAIDE CHRISKAPTON 
NO"IJ ME ECL LOP ERL ILOPR OPP LOOP E LLOOPP ECP LOOPR ECL DO CL LOP ECF ILOPLOOP ILOP RECEL PRI'LL  LEpFCELLI OO 
1 TOM BAY 5 TEM~P N0 .RD Aar 74 1. G6 'S Be W A5 -T1­ 6E G IC. 
2 S-TWTA HNfLO STAT 1.rA -19 .L A .1 
I TLN S-BAND) ITW REG V 01 P, .9 r66 .B DO -,6 57 5 !-85 Sr 
6 S-TWTA HF 0 R M1ONITOR 001 .42 .46 J5r a -19 2I 1 0 1 1b -6 4S1 -6 . 
7 OMPSTCMD ROVE I TO MUt-A 001 .2 17 RG A6 H8 1 1 1. 12 .14 -47 ,11 11 . Ct 
A TIM 'BA..TEXCOURA L]0Y 4 .'R 73 237 .IK 71 Sl 286 -4.1 I2 M, .'S 
9 TLM ROVE VC0 TEMP 1.01 40 19 .711 4 O2 I7 -I9 .G 4P5 27 .59 -1C .31 .5 -4 
10 TLMR V DR (]R( -Q2 . -701 dH 2 .26 -IS 6 1 18 62 aI .11 .B .G 
1 ' L. AO R 1 R,2 R:4. 418 G2 16 -HP 1. .33 . .02 -3 31 N 22 
12 CUU-A COMMtAND ATA, XR H0 ]-18 17.1 
13 TAUA SYMBOL SYNC ar -1K .1C .0 I.C 
M4 NOR RATE CHAN DATA TMU-A f. - E -HE. i1 
15 USTSOBE R 461I A 
HE ¢CE BIT SYNC I 5R A I .5 
17 M DATA TO AA CS XR RAI) -13 I­
18 POWERCODE B AS 1.20 - 7 .16 1 H 
. .OTf .T aR 1.20 19 17 H, A-
20 POWERCODE 1 . 1B 11 -02 
21 POWERCODE 1 4 S 24 -26 .6 -24 . 1 
2K TOM SUN SENSOR TEMP 1GO 11 -A7 G7 .1e 16 ,R IH.] 11 4 .1 -
2. AACSDATA I 
25 TLM PYAO AMP IN[D A 1. 
26 TI-M TDAPH TANK TEMP I B"13 'r, I .O57 1 .1 2 I 'I 1 1. 5I 1S .E* E-41 1.2 4II .3G 
2B PLAYBACK CATA, +1B0 
29 TLM On MOTORIV .11 .4 5 e4 2 A -1. - 1. AS-34 4 -27 11 .Z 
SO ORS C WORD 4 
A1 CRS TEI EACOPE TEMP H.,-1. -1. le -IS -R5 -1b 1 12 -1(] P, 16 
.2 PVS ADD B T SYNC Z 
34 PEAIELECTRONICSTEMP 'D0.4 32 W9 15 11 21 -I1. 61 -PC .26 W' -28 0M .57 .1H 
.5 pRA .N11...R IGR 
36 LECI CMD WORD A R11U. 
37 LECI ANALOG D ATA C001 -23 24 D5 4 . 2 G 1 .2. .20 1r .50 F 29 -6 16 1 
385CMAND WOR O 
S9 PPS 1.LAF GSR 0 -27 1.2 Ag -1B -r9 -16 A-2 18 62 .11 .10& -4 4 -0 
'NEGATIVE MARGINS SHOUL-DBE REIDER BY ] 
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Table 2-18. Votage Ehraslolds and Nonetjo DO Margins of Immunity for COMPLETE ARCS-TO-SPACE Model C-I1 {Cornl 
GENERATORPARAMETERS 
RECEPTORS 
NAME 
BREWSTERPLATO 
RECPL LOOP 
NAGCABLE SEPCNN 
RECPL TPLOOPOOECPL[ 
I MAGTEFLON 
R L I LOOP 
IGACEPAINT 
REOPL[ LOOP 
PLUMESHOEP COMM 
ECPLI LOOP 
LECPTEFLON 
RECOL LOOP 
OFOB 
HG 
_ j 
RECPLI LOOP [EOPi PAINT j LOOP PLU.ESH 8 . RECEL LOOP RTOOXIDE RECIL [ LOOP MI.IS APTO RECPL LOOP 
40 UVOMODECONTROL 40 
41 tPVSHV MONITOR 001 -28 -29 -RE -19 -29 -2 S - -IS -20 -3 -0 - 5 -4 -1 -21 -a 
42 UVSSCIENCEDATAI 0 
43 MAG SAMPLEI 40 
44 NAGI1HPMCLOCKSAAKN 4X. 
45 NAG OBLFMSENSORTEMP 0.01 -El 0-2-10 7­- 2 Al 1 
40 ISOWA DOSTART Z. 
47 ISO-WAAD VIDEODATA 4.. J4 
48 ISS-NA ANALOGENG TLM .01 -20 -12 -ED -3 - -20 -4 -SC I 5 R4 .8 47 -19 4. . -0 
49 MAOOFLEMSENSORTEMP OI -7 -74 - -3 40 1 
50 IRISFRANE START 400 - I 
51 
52 
IRIS. AO-EATRH-C ANALOG 
IRISFLL CARRION 
00 
IL20 
-2 2 41 
18I 
-1. -17 -21 7 I -14 SA - 053 343 
.2G___2 
-201 -43 
1___RI 
53 PITCHCRUISESWIPOSN 001 
14 CS ICONEANGLECMOA.0 
55 .TI STAR INTENSITY 001 
06 I1 CO. ANGLEP SITION 0El 
57 O L FMOUT%COA < 1 . 6770 .5 -213 -1 .I 1 -10 -01 .111 5 -113 -5 -29 24 - 0R2 -148 -66 -18 -100 -1.2 -20 -OP 
El IBHFM OUT S COAX< 0. 9 E-7 E2 -. -187 .16 1 .6E 2 . I O E4 -R -A -12 7 -2 -2 1 47 s . 11I -­ - 11 -. 5 5 -21 
GO CR5ANALOGDATA 0 01 -2 -24 -10 -14 -2 -30 -24 - 13 -31 -20 - II - -3 -3­ -1 -I 
EQ HGAS-54010 FEED TEMP 1.t0 
61 X-BAOND 0 TEMP I Il , 
82 RISSEC IR ORTEMP 1('A04 -1 2 
E2IN4 CISSEC MIRROR HMTRALs I SYNC 1I. 1 {] 
I5 -1 I -1 1 
65 PITCHSE BIAS .l 
00 RTOCAE TEMP .01 -0 -3 
67 ITO POWER I w " 31 
68 -lAND FEODTEAP L.00 
49 X-BANDFEED TEMP 1.0 
70 X-BANDFEEDTEMP 1.00 
71 X-lAND FEEDTEMP I Do 
22 -SANGFEEDTEMP 1_w _ _ 
737 TEMPHGADISHIS p1, 1.00I 
74 HGA DISHTEMP 1.00 
76 HGADIH TEMP 
S77 HGADIOITEMP 100 
1EA 
NEGATIVEMARGINSSOCULDBE REDUCEDBY6 oW, 
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model represents a completely worst case situation which most likely does not


exist. It does, however, correspond to the configuration in which nearly all


laboratory measurements ofarc characteristics are made, i.e., arc currents


measured with a small ("'10 ohm) resistance to the vacuum tank walls and the


return (replacement) currents from the walls to the sample reported. In


space, the spacecraft (wall) potential is not fixed, but rather, rises to a


value consistent with the ability of the entire spacecraft to collect the


return current. As indicated in Section 1.2, a serious deficiency in the


laboratory definition of arc characteristics lies in the test-setup dif­

ferences from in-flight conditions. Although the proper values of G" that


should be used in the SENCAP analysis are undefined at the present time,


we feel that the smaller displacement current values used in Run 9 are more


nearly appropriate than the unity G" values.
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3. THREAT DETERMINATION
 

The susceptibility of typical spacecraft components to disruption by


arc discharges is discussed in this section. The SEMCAP analyses performed
 

under Task 2 on the Voyager spacecraft model provided the estimates of in­

duced voltages on each receptor or victim wire from each of the sources mod-'


elled, and since the anomalous operation thresholds for each receptor are in­

cluded in the SEMCAP model, db margins of immunity are also provided. The


determination of the threat to typical spacecraft components, as indicated


in the previous section, is not directly indicated by the fact that a nega­

tive db margin exists. Further insight into this question and the susceptibil­

ity of typical components in two other spacecraft, the DSCS II and HEAO. are


presented in this section.


The information presented in this section can be used-to develop rough


assessments of the threat of circuit upset due to arc discharges or other
 

transient voltages coupled into a circuit. In addition to upset levels for bi­

stable circuits, thresholds for certain types of analog circuits are also pre­

sented here. Although analog circuits will not be upset by transients, bit


errors can be introduced in the digitizing process. The degree of error is a


function of the amplitude, duration, and moment of occurrence of the transient


event.


Tables 3-1 and 3-2 are lists of the noise threshold characteristics of


circuits likely to be found on a communications satellite and a scientific


satellite, respectively. The range of parameters will, of course, vary from


satellite to satellite and from contractor to contractor, so generalizing


these parameters to include other satellites is not recommended, as serious


errors could result. The three parameters shown are DC Noise Margin (DCNM),


cutoff frequency (Fc), and the frequency response roll-off rate (slope).


These parameters are shown graphically in Figure 3-1. It is obvious that


these three parameters define the frequency response of circuits having low­

pass filter characteristics. Such circuits account for almost all of the


circuits on a satellite likely to respond to transients. In special circum­

stances, circuits having band-pass characteristics may be encountered in the
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Table 3-1. Typical DSCS II Noise Threshold Characteristics
 

DCNM FcSop


Subsystem 	 Circuit Type (Volts) (Hertz) Slope


Communications 	 TWTA ON CMD 7 1.28x10 6 2


TDAL CH 1 .45 IxlO 6 2


EC BEACON 15 Ix10 6 2


RF ASSY A GEN .45 Ix10 6 2


EC BEACON (MAX) 2.5 3400 1


EC BEACON (-10 DB) .1 16000 1


Elec. Integ. 	 BATTERY DISC 12 Ix10 6 2


500 HZ CLOCK 2.5 Ix10 6 2


EIA/DEA CMD EX .5 100 1


EIA/CTA CMD EX .5 100 1


ACS 	 PLAT REF PLS 25 .083 lxl0 6 1


PLAT REF PLS 0 .5 Ix106 1


EARTH SENS SIG .7 2xlO 6 1


DEA RESET 1.5 18x10 6 1


GIM MOT ADV .5 18xl0 6 1


TT&C 	 TLM CLOCK A 2.5 40xlO 6 2


TANK PRESS .013 125 l


TLM SYNC 2.5 20O106 2


SLA CONV OV-A 1 40xlO 6 1


SIGNAL PRESENT 1.2 141l6 1


TWTA TEMP .02 12000 1


TWTA HELIX I .02 12000 1


TWTA CATHODE V .02 12000 1


HTR Control 	 DESPUN TEMP SENS .03 3000 1


BUS V LIMITER .6 1000


PWR DIST 	 PRESS XDUCER PWR 4.5 340 1


CTA 5V SEL CMD 5 1000 2


DEA 5V SEL CMD 5 3000 2


GEA SEC PWR 5 700 2
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Table 3-2. Samples of HEAO-A Noise Threshold Characteristics


DCNM Fc 
Circuit Type (Vls C SlopeSubsystem 	 (Volts) (Hertz)


Command 	 DHA/CIA PRI DIFF CMD 3.9 15x10 6 1


DHA/CIA SEC PAR CMD 1 1Ox1O6 2


SIA/DHA CONV OFF 2 16000 1


SIA/XPNDR XMTR OFF .6 35x10 6 2


SIA/XPNDR XMTR ON 7.5 35x10 6 2


SIA/XPNDR XMTR OVERRIDE 8.5 Ix10 6 2


SIA/XPNDR XMTR ENABLE .47 1x106 2


SIA/XPNDR RANGING OFF 1.5 7.8x10 6 2


SIA/XPNDR AUX OSC 4.2 30000 1


SIA/CIA FAILURE MODE 4 14x10 6 1


DHA/TR ALL TAPE REC CMD 3.8 11xl0 6 1


CIA/DPA INT REQ LEV 1 7.5xi0 5 1


Control Data 	 ZERO ENTiSIA SEP SIG 1 1 10000


ZERO ENT/SIA SEP SIG 2 .7 24000 2


PCU/SM SHNT VOLT SEQ 2 1.4x1O5 1


Telemetry 	 PCU/DHA MAIN BUS CURR .1 88000 1


DCA/CIA CPU CLOCK 3.9 15x106 1


CIA/DHA CLOCK .9 19x106 1


EAA/DHA CLOCK .9 30xlO 6 1


PCU/DHA BUS VOLTAGE 1.5 l.8xlO 6 1


PCU/DHA BATT DISCH 3.5 88000 1


Analog Control 	 ZSSA/CIA NA INPUT S .01 16000 1


ZSSA/CIA SUN SENS PRES .001 3200 1


YSSA/CIA YSSA OUTPUTS .005 5000 1


ADM/PCU BUS SENSE .004 1.5xlC 5 1
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frequency spectrum of interest, but these are likely to be RF analog cir­

cuits which tend to be more tolerant of non-destructive transient inter­

ference.


In Figure 3-1A, the DCNM is that value of constant voltage which, when


added to the existing signal-plus-noise on a circuit, will result in an un­

desired output (e.g., upset of a bi-stable circuit). The curve shown in


Figure 3-1A is developed analytically according to the component values


found on a schematic diagram, or by test. Testing involves the injection


of a sine-wave signal into the circuit at that level which results in the un­

desired response. As the frequency of the sine-wave is increased, a point


will eventually be reached where the original signal level is insufficient to


cause the undesired response. The level is then increased until the response


is obtained. This process is continued until sufficient data is taken to plot


the frequency response curve. F is the frequency at which the signal level
c 
is 3 db higher than the DCNM. The slope is typically 6 db per frequency 
octave (slope = 1) or 12 db per frequency octave (slope =2) for these kinds 
of circuits, although steeper slopes are occasionally encountered. The slope 
is normally a function of the number of reactive elements in the front end of 
the circuit.


Figure 3-1B is the time-domain response of a similar circuit and is


usually developed by testing, although it can be developed analytically. The


DCNM is the same as was described above, and DT is that pulse duration for


which the pulse amplitude is 3 db higher than the DCNM to obtain the undesired


response. Fc and DT are related by the following equation:
 

F 0.35 
Fc DT 
As the pulse response of a circuit can be very accurately determined by test­

ing, it is usually considered to be the best way of determining the threshold


characteristic of acircuit, although it is a more expensive method than by


analytically determining its frequency response.
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Given this basic understanding of the parameters shown in Tables 3-1


and 3-2, it is obvious that the most sensitive circuit, in terms of thres­

hold characteristics, isthat having a low DCNM and a high Fc* However,.


it is unusual for the circuit with the lowest DCNM to have the highest Fc-

For this reason, the real sensitivity is also a function of the imposed


electromagnetic spectrum. A spectral density function with most of its


energy above F of a circuit with a low DCNM, may not result in an upset
c 
of that circuit, but might result inthe upset of another circuit having a


higher DCNM, but also a much higher Fc. Because the conditions are not


always simple, it is necessary to exercise caution in drawing any generali­

zations from partial information about a situation, as represented by thres­

hold characteristics alone. Other complicating factors are those which in­

fluence the coupling of energy into a circuit (e.g., circuit impedance,


shielding, proximity to ground, etc.).


The following example will illustrate the use of the noise threshold


characteristics of a hypothetical circuit. The given information is the


noise threshold characteristic of the circuit and the transient waveform


postulated to exist across the input of the circuit. This waveform, there­

fore, isthat which has been coupled to the wire, and is a function of the


impinging electromagnetic field and the field-to-wire transfer function.


The following parameters will be used for the example:


THRESHOLD CHARACTERISTICS


DCNM = 1 volt


F = 100 kHz c 
Slope = 2 
TRANSIENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Amplitude (A) = 2 volts 
Pulse Duration (d)= 1 psec 
Rise Time (t) = 100 nsec 
The induced transient amplitude of 2 volts, in terms of some of the


SEMCAP run results issomewhat large. A few cases of negative margins


greater than -46 dB for a .01 volt threshold (2volts) may be seen inthe


tabulated results for Runs 9-12. A greater number of negative margins


larger than -46 dB are seen inTable 2-18 for the complete-arcs-to-space


source model inwhich G' = 1. The largest, -86 dB for Receptor 45 (Mag­

netometer Temperature Sensor Line) corresponds to 200 volts. The 100 ns/
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1 Ps waveform parameters of pulse width are typical as may be seen from 
Table 2-12. 
At first glance, itmay appear that the 2 volt transient will upset


a circuit having a 1 volt DCNM. A more careful examination of the data shows 

that an Fc of 100 kHz corresponds to a DT of 3.5 wsec. As the pulse dura­

tion isonly 1 sec, it becomes evident that the DCNM alone can not be used 
as the determining parameter (see Figure 3-1B). On the other hand, if 

Fc > 500 kHz, itwould be an obvious upset situation, because DT would.be 

0.7 psec. Inorder to determine whether there would be an upset for the


data given in the example, the approach taken will be to convert the tran­

sient data into the frequency domain, normalize it by the frequency response


curve, integrate the result over a wide frequency range, and compare the in­

tegrated value with the DCNM. This is normally done by a computer, but a


reasonable approximation can be obtained by manual calculations, and grap­

hical analysis.


Using the equation E = 2Ad * sinirfd . sinTrftft the envelope of the fd 

spectral density function can be obtained. The real frequency representation 

of this envelope is shown in Figure 3-2A. For the example, the frequencies 

corresponding to 1/ird, l/d, and 1/Ft are 318 kHz, 1 MHz, and 3.18 MHz, 

respectively. 

Disregarding phase reversals, the envelope can be represented as in 

Figure 3-2B. The envelope of that envelope, shown on a log-log scale, is 

shown on Figure 3-2C. This common representation issometimes erroneously 

accepted as the actual spectral density of a pulse. However, itcan be used 

for simple graphical analysis, so long as the user is fully aware of its 

derivation, and iscareful to avoid using it incorrectly. At frequencies 

below 1/7rd, its inaccuracies are insignificant; at frequencies above 1/7rd, 

large errors can result from its use, especially when segments of the area 

under the curve are used. 

Figure 3-3 shows how a graphical analysis of our example can be done.


The envelope of the spectral density function is plotted as shown. Note


that between 318 kHz and 3.18 MHz, the function declines at a rate of 6 db/


octave. The normalized frequency response curve is plotted against the


numerical scale at the right of the graph. Note that above Fc, the response


curves falls at 12 db/octave. The resulting composite spectral density en­

velope has been modified by the frequency response of the circuit, and can
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now be related to the DCNM, after integration over its frequency spectrum.


Note that the composite envelope falls at 12 db/octave between F. and 1/nd,


At a 
 still higher frequency (1/nt) the
and at 18 db/octave above I/nd. 

slope will increase to 24 db/octave.


The area under the composite curve can be calculated by simple geom­

etry as follows:


-
Area A 4 x 10 6 (V/Hz) x 105(Hz)


.4V


10- 6 )Area B [(4 x - (4 x 0"7 )] (2 x 105)/2 
.36 V
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-7 x 2 x
10
Area C 4 x 

= .36 V 
-
Area D (4=x 10 7 x 7 x 105)/2 
.14 V


A+B+C+D .98 volts.


A note of caution is now inorder. Itisobvious that Area D ismuch larger


than .14 V if its base istaken at 0 V/Hz, as this would result in a base


abscissa of infinite frequency. However, it is observed on Figure 3-2A,


that the spectrum goes through zero at 1 MHz (l/d) and then becomes negative.


For this reason, Area D is calculated as shown, with the result that the total


calculated area is 0.98 volts. The integrated value of the remainder of the


spectrum will be slightly negative, assuming no phase reversals in the frequency


response of the circuit.


The conclusion to be reached from this simplified analysis is that the


circuit ismarginally secure relative to the injected pulse. A more accurate


computer aided analysis islikely to result inthe same conclusion. The mar­

gin, expressed indecibels is:


Margin = 20 log 8


.98


= .18 db
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This represents a high risk situation requiring additional protection of a


critical circuit.


The above discussion is intended to demonstrate a technique for de­

termining the threat margin to a circuit when the characteristics of the


circuit and the waveform of the applied pulse (or transient) are known.


More complex circuit and transient characteristics can be more accurately


evaluated using computer aided techniques such as those presently in use


by TRW (EMCD).
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4.. TASK 4 - SPACECRAFT DESIGN PRACTICES REVIEW


4.1 INTRODUCTION


In this task the spacecraft design guidelines and recommended


practices available at TRW have been reviewed. This information is


summarized and discussed in this report. We have further reviewed counter­

measures which can be used to control and reduce the hazard due to space,


craft charging and examined the resulting tradeoffs. Recommendations for


changes in recommended practices and guidelines are made.


4.2 DESIGN GUIDELINES


In September, 1974, TRW's Space Systems Division issued an electrical


design standard on the subject of spacecraft charging. These standards


defined the procedures and guidelines to be used at TRW for design of


spacecraft to be resistant to the effects of geomagnetic substorms. The


standard applied to mechanical design, electrical grounding and'interface


circuit design procedures. A summary of those design procedures is given


below:


The following design procedures shall be applied to all spacecraft


which are exposed to the geomagnetic'substorm environment.


1. Ground all metallic surfaces of area greater than approximately


(25 cm2) exposed to the space plasma in order to prevent signifi­

cant metal to metal arcs. Grounding of smaller metallic surfaces


is required only if the energy stored by the differential voltage


can be shown to be sufficiently large to cause circuit upset.


2. Provide shields grounded to structure for spacecraft cables ex­

posed to the plasma or to sunlight in order to attenuate EMI and


to avoid direct arcing to a cable which can conduct the arc


energy to an electronic component.


3. 	 Investigate the effects of apertures and spacecraft surface ma­

terials on differential voltage buildup to determine necessity for


charge balancing and closure of apertures.


4. 	 Institute handling and assembly procedures which maintain the


electrical continuity of grounded metallic surfaces.


5. 	 Design electronic circuits for the minimum bandwidth required to


perform their function or provide sufficient filtering in order


to minimize their susceptibility to EMI.


6. Perform physical and electrical inspections and additional tests


to insure that all design criteria are implemented.
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These procedures recognized the need to prevent the exposure to the environ­

ment of isolated metallic surfaces. It concerned itself not only with the


hazard due to the EMI produced by a discharge but also with the possibility


of direct conduction of the arc energy to electronic components. Although


the procedures were not very specific, they identified the requirement for


an analysis of each spacecraft to determine the necessity for specific


countermeasures.


Table 4-1 gives a more recent set of design guidelines and recommended


practices generated by TRW which cover some of the concerns addressed in


the earlier design standard but recognizes the hazard of dielectric-to-metal


arcs.


Table 4-1. Design Guidelines and Recommended Practices


GROUNDING 
 
GROUND ALL BOXES TO PLATFORM. 
 
GROUND CABLE SHIELDING AS FREQUENTLY 
 
AS POSSIBLE. 
 
PROVIDE GOOD GROUNDS TO STRUCTURE 
 
FOR ALL METALLIZED LAYERS IN THERMAL


BLANKETS, 
 
GROUND ALL ISOLATED OR INSULATED 
 
METAL STRUCTURES, E.G., THE ALUMINUM 
 
HONEYCOMB IN THE SOLAR CELL PANELS, 
 
SHIELDING 
,PROVIDE ADEQUATE SHIELDING FOR EX-

PECTED ELECTRIC FIELD LEVELS AND 
 
SPECTRA, 
 
PROVIDE ADEQUATE SHIELDING OF CAB-

LING AND CONNECTORS. 
 
USE TWISTED PAIR WIRING AND COMMON-

MODE REJECTION TECHNIQUES WHERE 
 
NECESSARY. 
 
CIRCUIT DESIGN 
 
EACH INTERBOX WIRE SHOULD BE GROUND-

ED AT EACH BOX FOR FREQUENCIES HIGH-

ER THAN THE INTENDED PURPOSE FOR 
 
THAT WIRE. 
 
FILTERING: CIRCUITS SHOULD BE DE-

SIGNED TO MINIMIZE REQUIRED BAND-

WIDTHS OR MAXIMIZE REQUIRED RISE-

TIMES ON INTERBOX WIRING.


CHARGE BALANCE


REDUCE VOLTAGE STRESS LEVELS AT


SPECIFIC LOCATIONS AS DETERMINED


BY CIRCUIT SUSCEPTIBILITY BY SE-

LECTING THE PROPER SURFACE MA-

TERIAL AND RATIO OF CONDUCTOR TO


INSULATOR.


APERTURES AND SLITS


CLOSE OFF ALL APERTURES AND SLITS


TO REDUCE VOLTAGE STRESS LEVELS


AT SPECIFIC LOCATIONS.


GENERAL 
PERFORM VERIFICATION TESTING TO


ASSURE THE INTEGRITY OF GROUNDS,


SHIELDS, CIRCUIT DESIGN, AND


CHARGE BALANCE


INCLUDE HIGH-INTENSITY, HIGH-FRE-

QUENCY (ARC DISCHARGE) SOURCES IN
SPACECRAFT EMI ANALYSES. ONCE


THIS IS DONE PROPERLY, STANDARD


EMI PROBLEM-SOLVING TECHNIQUES


MAY BE BROUGHT TO BEAR ON EACH


PROBLEM AREA.


MINIMIZE EXPOSED INSULATED SUR-

FACE AREAS TO REDUCE THE OCCUR-

RENCE OF DIELECTRIC-TO-METAL ARCS,


E.G., USE GROUNDED CONDUCTIVE


COATING ON SOLAR CELLS AND EX-

POSED MYLAR THERMAL BLANKET SUR-

FACES.
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In these guidelines some of the countermeasures that can be taken are


more explicitly stated. These guidelines identify the need for including


the arc discharge characteristics in the spacecraft EMI analyses (SEMCAP)l


thus bringing to bear on each problem area the standard EMI problem solving


techniques.


4.2.1 Solar Array Guidelines


The set of guidelines listed in Table 4-2 for solar array design re­

sulted from tests performed at TRW. The data from these tests were included


in the literature survey results of Task 1.1.( 1 ,2) The most interesting re­

sults of those tests were obtained when the solar array samples were irradiated


with electrons on the backside and with ultraviolet on the solar cell side.


Table 4-2. Design Guidelines and Recommended Practices for Solar Arrays 
1. THE BACK SURFACES OF THE SOLAR ARRAY PANELS MUST BE CONDUCTIVE


2. THE CONDUCTIVE BACK SURFACE MUST BE CONNECTED TO STRUCTURE


3. THE ALUMINUM HONEYCOMB CORE MUST BE GROUNDED TO STRUCTURE


4. THE SOLAR PANEL EDGES MUST BE COVERED WITH CONDUCTIVE TAPE AND GROUNDEI


5. THE SOLAR CELL COVERGLASS MAY BE FUSED SILICA OR CERIA GLASS


6. THE SOLAR ARRAY WIRING MAY BE ON THE FRONT SIDE OR THE BACKSIDE'-
 
THE BACKSIDE ISPREFERRED


7. THE BLOCKING AND SHUNT DIODES MAY BE LOCATED ON THE FRONTSIDE OR THE


BACKSIDE - THE BACKSIDE IS PREFERRED.


8. THE BLOCKING AND SHUNT DIODES SHOULD HAVE THE LARGEST POSSIBLE FORWARD


CURRENT RATINGS
 

9. DESIGN VERIFICATION TESTS MUST BE PERFORMED
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The test sample was isolated from ground (tank walls) so that the sample


potentials were determined predominantly by the "environmental" fluxes of


electrons and UV. An enhanced photo-induced emission of electrons was ob­

served only when the backside was coated with conducting paint. This effect


leads to the elimination of a major part of the charge buildup and energy


storage which is the source of potentially hazardous arc discharges.


The first two items of the design guidelines in Table 4-2 result di­

rectly from the test observations. The requirement for electrically con­

necting all metallic parts, Items 2, 3 and 4, is always a recommended prac­

tice for electromagnetic compatibility reasons. For substorm immunity, this


requirement is even more essential because of the very large discharge cur­

rents that could flow inmetal-to-metal arcs. Item 4, regarding the tape


around the edges of the solar panel, was included because the prior practice


was to use kapton tape. Wiring crossing panel edges would be subject to arc­

ing if the tape was not made conductive and grounded. Item 5 was included


because both fused silica and ceria glass were tested and found to behave


similarly. Items 6 through 8, having to do with component and wiring loca­

tions, frontside and backside, are based on the test results, and minimize


the probability of arcing to components or to wiring. With the dark side


made conductive and connected to spacecraft ground, all wiring and diode po­

tentials are low with respect to the backside.


The final recommendation,that a design verification test be performed,


is included since the tests were performed on an incomplete sample. Diodes


and wiring and panel edges were not in the in-flight configuration.


4.3 COUNTERMEASURE REVIEW


Inthis section of the report, we review the countermeasures available


to reduce the hazard due to spacecraft charging. Recommendations made for


changes or additions to the guidelines and the recommended practices are


summarized.


Countermeasures to reduce the hazard due to spacecraft charging fall


into two broad categories, spacecraft charge control and post-discharge


hazard reduction. In the first category the amount of charge on the space­

craft surface is controlled so that discharges do not occur or are sig­
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nificantly weakened in energy, thus eliminating the hazard to the spacecraft.*


In the second category, the discharge is permitted to take place but the


spacecraft equipment (components, circuits, etc.) are immunized to the ef­

fects of the discharge. A successful spacecraft charge hazard countermeasure


program should utilize both of these methods. This is reflected inthe guide­

lines summarized in Section 4.2.


A summary of spacecraft charging countermeasures is shown in Figure 4-1.


In this section we will discuss each of the elements in that figure and point


out the advantages and/or disadvantages of each measure.


POST DISCHARGE
CHARGE CONTROL 
 
HAZARD REDUCTION
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Figure 4-1. Spacecraft Charging Countermeasures
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4.3.1 Active Charge Control


Control of the spacecraft charge can be performed by active or pas­

sive means. To control actively the charge on the spacecraft, electrons


and/or ions are emitted from the spacecraft by means of a powered device.


General demonstrations of the effectiveness of active control'methods


to bring the spacecraft potential near to the ambient plasma potential has


been demonstrated by experiments on ATS-5 and ATS-6. (3) Both spacecraft


carry cesium ion-thrusters. The thrusters produce a beam of singly


charged cesium ions. This beam is neutralized by electrons ex­

tracted from a second plasma source. The neutralizers as well as the


thrusters themselves can be used tb control the spacecraft potential. The


ATS-5 neutralizer consists of a hot wire filament operating at less than


10 volts, whereas the ATS-6 neutralizer is a small plasma bridge which


emits a cesium plasma of less than 10 volt energy. Tests were performed


to investigate the effectiveness of thrusters and neutralizers to control


the 	 spacecraft potential. The results are discussed below:


a) 	 The ATS-6 ion thruster was operated for over 90 hours in daylight.

During this period of time it clamped the ATS-6 spacecraft


potential of several' hundred volts negative to within a few volts


of ground.(3) Inthis case, th& engine is probably compensating

for 	 charge influx duringcharged particle events.


b) 	 The ATS-6 neutralizer is mounted about 17cm. outboard of the


vehicle. The neutralizer was operated both in eclipse and in


-daylight. In daylight, it'apparently reduced the spacecraft


potential from -100 volts to within 10 volts of ground and also


reduced the differential charge on the spacecraft. This results


from the fact that the ions from the ATS-6 plasma bridge can be


attracted to nearby negative surface thus providing a mechanism


for discharging insulator surfaces as well as the spacecraft


frame.(4)


Laboratory experiments at TRW(5) have shown that ion currents at


levels from tens to hundreds of microamperes can be easily drawn


from a thruster neutralizer plasma plume to relatively remote


surface locations, thus supporting the conjecture of a reduction


in ATS-6 differential charge during neutralizer operation.


During eclipse operation the ATS-6 neutralizer was able to reduce


the charge on the spacecraft from -3000 volts to "within 40 volts(3)


of ground".
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c) Operation of the ATS-5 thermal electron emission neutralizer was


less successful in reducing the spacecraft potential. This


instrument was recessed about 2.5 cm. into the spacecraft and no


electron acceleration bias was employed. Therefore the electron


energy was about 2 volts. The test results showed that the hot­

wire electron emitter lowered the spacecraft potential in eclipse

but does not always bring that potential near the ambient plasma


ground. Inthe ATS-5 case, the emitter was less effective in


lowering large magnitude potentials than small. These results
 

would probably be improved by accelerating the electrons to


higher energies to insure that they had sufficient energy to


penetrate any emission suppression barriers.


These tests clearly demonstrate that active control methods decrease


spacecraft surface potentials below the breakdown levels.


4.3.2 Passive Charge Control


The state of art of passive charge control to minimize the charge-up


of a spacecraft surface consists of a large number of techniques, many of


which are used to solve special spacecraft surface charging problems.


Many of these techniques such as grounding, charge balancing, material


selection have been used in flight spacecraft programs whereas others


such as the passive field emitter have been reported in the literature


but not yet demonstrated.


Inthis section we will review the various techniques for passive


charge control.


4.3.2.1 Grounding as a Charge Control Measure


Grounding is required for spacecraft charge control and prevention


of metal-to-metal arcs. The avoidance of large isolated conductors ex­

posed to the environment is imperative to prevent high energy metal-to­

metal arcs. This includesconductors inside of spacecraft but exposed


through spacecraft apertures. Thus a primary countermeasure isto elec­

trically connect to structure all large (>25 cm2) isolated conductors.


To prevent arcing between the metallic layers of thermal blankets, the


various layers are frequently tied to structure. However, grounding of the


metallic layers of thermal blanket cannot prevent arcing of the outer


(usually kapton) dielectric surface. The grounding of the metallic film
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on thermal blankets, usually VDA, has been a recommended practice in


spacecraft design for EMC for a long time. However, the need for ground


straps from the metallic film to carry the many amperes associated with


the outerlayer arc discharges increases the requirements on the durability


of these straps many fold. Various techniques have been used to connect


ground straps to the metallic films. Figure 4-2 shows four different


techniques used at TRW. Tests performed at TRW(6) showed that the re­

lative durability of the different groundstrap configurations to


standardized pulses of 100 amperes peak and I microsecond decay time­

constant shows a wide variation, from less than 50 to greater than 10,000


pulses, before burnout. The standardized pulse used istypical of the


pulse obtained inthe discharge of 100 cm2 of kapton (See Task 1.1 -

Figures 1-3 and 1-6).


The test results are shown in Figure 4-3a, b, c, and d as curves of


groundstrap resistance vs the number of current bursts. The results are


also summarized inTable 4-3. The wide variation inthe number of pulses


required to cause the groundstrap to open-circuit seemed to depend on the


peripheral length of the contact between the metallizing VDA film and the


aluminum foil of the groundstrap itself. An estimate made inthe same


study showed that from 500 - 2000 discharges inthe blanket could be


expected in a year. Therefore, the test results indicate that only the


modified strap would survive one year ingeosynchronous orbit. These


results point out the futility of using the standard EMI grounding tech­

niques for arc discharge prevention without careful consideration of the


unique requirements imposed by the spacecraft charging phenomena.


Table 4-3. 	 Number of Pulses to Burn Out Various


Groundstrap Configurations


DSP 20 to 60 pulses 
FSC 40 to 200 pulses 
DSCS II 600 to 1200 pulses 
Modified Greater than 10,000 pulses 
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It is clearly not as easy to remove the charge from isolated di­

electrics asifrom isolated conductors. In some cases, "grounding" of


isolated dielectrics can be performed by bonding the dielectric to the


spacecraft structure with a sufficiently conductive adhesive. In this


manner the capacitor formed across the adhesive is sufficiently "leaky" to


prevent chargeup to breakdown electric fields. The conductivity of the


adhesive required and whether this technique will work depends on the
 

resistivity, thickness and configuration of the dielectric. Therefore, an


analysis should be performed to determine whether conductive adhesives are


necessary or will be effective in bleeding off the charge from dielectrics.


For example, OSR's are usually bonded to the spacecraft with approximately


three mils of silicone adhesive having a bulk resistivity of about


7 X 1013 n-cm. If the cover glass is made of fused silica, as is often


the case, the leakage current through the approximately 6-8 mil thick cover­

glass will be so small that the use of conductive adhesive to bond the


OSR to the structure will be of no help. On the other hand, work at TRW


(See Section 4.3'.2.3) has shown that if the coverglass is made of boro­
silicate glass, the leakage is sufficiently great to prevent chargeup to


breakdown fields. Even, in this case, however, a highly conductive epoxy
 

is not needed. The same TRW study has shown that some adhesives used to


bond the mirrors have sufficiently low resistivity to prevent the chargeup


to break down fields of.the capacitor formed by the mirrored surface, the


adhesive and structure. Care should be taken in selection of adhesives to


assure that the charge can leak through.


In some cases, highly conductive adhesives may be necessary, but quite


frequently the properties of conductive adhesives are incompatible with


other spacecraft requirements. For example, conductive adhesives having


the flexibility required by OSR's to accommodate thermal stresses are not


easily found. Another case in point is the bonding of solar cells. In


this case, conducting adhesive serves no purpose since the capacitor formed
 

by the solar cell, adhesive and ground has an adequate parallel leakage


path through the spacecraft loads. In any case, this path will not help in


removing the charge from the coverglass unless a transparent conductive


coating connected to the adhesive is used (see Section 4.3.2.3).
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4.3.2.2 Charge Balance


Charge balancing consists of modifying the configuration, properties


and location of surfaces of a spacecraft exposed to the environment in


such a manner as to reduce the high voltage stresses resulting from space­

craft charging. To employ the technique, stresses in different parts of


the spacecraft are computed by modeling the entire spacecraft. Changes


are then made to the spacecraft properties (such as judiciously insulating


or removing the insulation from exposed metal surfaces or closing apertures


in the spacecraft) to minimize the potential.difference below the hazard


level. This method is very useful for reducing the hazard of a previously


designed spacecraft. Charge balancing was used on the DSCS II Spacecraft.


In that spacecraft the results of the analysis showed the minor modifi­

cations of the spacecraft that could be made to reduce or eliminate the


stress at several critical locations. These modifications wereincor­

porated into the following spacecraft of the same generic configuration.


A description of the application of charge balance to DSCS II follows:


Figures 4-4 and 4-5 are photographs of the DSCS IIspacecraft which


depict their general configuration. A notable and important feature is


that less than 2% of the total external surface area is metallic and tied


to the common spacecraft ground. Structural pipes, which constituted the


major portion of this metallic area, are shown in the underside view of


Figure 4-5. The solar array panels are removed in this photograph. Nearly


all exterior surfaces are covered or wrapped with thermal blankets, second


surface mirrors, solar cell coverglasses, paint, etc. Subsequent examina­

tion of a number of other spacecraft configurations has shown that the


small proportion of exposed metallic surfaces relative to surface areas is


a common feature that has been dictated primarily by thermal control con­

siderations.


Figure 4-6 shows the seasonal and diurnal variation of the (projected)


metallic area exposed to sunlight. The seasonal variation mainly is caused


by the structural pipes, seen in Figure 4-5, which are sunlit only during
 

the winter months. The diurnal variation mainly is due to the daily rota­

tion of the antennas resulting in the exposure of the waveguides in front
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Figure 4-7 is a schematic representation of the spacecraft for purposes


of showing charging potentials at various locations as a function of the


seasonal changes of the sun aspect angle. Figure 4-7a applies to the orig­

inal configuration (Mod 0) and Figure 4-7b to the modified 'configuration 
(Mod 2) in which the metallic pipes of Figure 4-5 have been covered with 
thermal blankets and all apertures to the interior volume, inwhich most of


the electronic hardware are located, have been baffled. The steady-state


potential differences (Vn-V0 ) are compared in Table 4-4 for the two config­

urations. The main features to be noted in Table 4-4 are that the (VI-V 0)


stress, which has been identified as being critical, has been reduced


greatly at all seasons, as have all,,of the aperture related stresses.


4.3.2.2.1 Stress Analyses


The determination of-the potentials -on the spacecraft and the stresses


resulting from those potentials is an important part of the charge balance


technique and a stress analysis should be performed for each synchronous


orbit spacecraft.
 

Two approaches have been predominantly used to determine the space­

craft potential. The,first of these consists of an electrical circuit rep­

resentation-of the satellite. This method uses Langmuir probe approxima­

tions to the various portions of the satellite surface. This method was


used to compute the potentials in the example discussed in the previous sec­

tion and also in estimating the charging of Voyager at 'Jupiter. A detailed


description of the method is given in Reference 16.


The second approach used to evaluate the stresses on the spacecraft


involves the, use of large machine computer programs. One program specif­

ically designed for this purpose is NASCAP (NASA Charging Analyzer Pro­

gram) which was developed by Science, Systems and-Software Corporation


under contract to NASA Lewis. The program performs a 3-dimensional time
 

dependent simulation of the chargeup of a spacecraft. The spacecraft can


be modeled by up to 1200 surface cells. The cells- can be made up of dif-'


ferent surface materials described by up to 20 different material properties.


NASCAP computes the potential on each of the cells as well as the potential


of the underlying conducting substrate. NASCAP also computes the potentials
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Table 4-4.. 	 Potential Differences, kv, at d') External-Surfaces


and b) Apertures


W INTER EQUINOX SUMMER 
MOD V1-V0 V2-V0 V3-.VO V1-V0 V2 V0 JV3-V0 - V1-V0 V2 -V0 V3-V0 
0 -4.1 -4.1 0 1.4 1.4 -5.5 3.3 -0.8 3.3 
1 -2.4 -2.4 1.7 -1.4 -1.4 2.7 0 -4.1 0 
2 0.6 	 0.6 43 0.8 0.8 4.9 0 -4.1 0 
POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES (KV) AT'APERTURES 
APERTURES WINTER EQUINOX SUMMER


MOD. CLOSED V4-V0 V5-V0 V6-V6 V4-V0 V5-V0 ,V6-V0 V 5-V0 V6 V0


0 NONE 0 -4.1 -4.1 5.5 1.4 1.4 3.3 -0.8 -0.8 
6 4.7 0.6 0 4.9 0.8 0 0 -4.1 0 
M2 4,6 0 0.6 0 0 0.8 0 0 -4.1 0 
4,5,6 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 
MOD. 0 = ORIGINAL CONFIGURATION 
MOD. 1 PIPES WRAPPED ONLY (5462 CM2) 
MOD.2 = PIPES WRAPPED (5462 CM2), METAL EXPOSED (3406CM2)
SURFACE 0 = METALIC STRUCTURE (SPACECRAFT GROUND) 
SURFACE 1 - FORWARD CLOSURE 
SURFACE 2 = BOTOMOF SPINNING PLATFORM 
SURFACE 3 = SOLAR CELL COVER GLASS 
APERTURE 4 = PORTHOLES AND SLIT ON SOLAR PANELS FOR SUNLIGHT 
APERTURE 5 - PORTHOLES AND SLIT ON SOLAR PANELS FOR PLASMA 
APERTURE 6 =ANNULAR GAP ON FORWARD CLOSURE FOR PLASMA 
Vn = POTENTIAL OF SURFACE nWHERE n - 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,5, 6 
around the spacecraft and plots the equipotential contours around the space­

craft. A detailed description of NASCAP is given in Reference 17. The pro­

gram has been used by AFGL to analyze the charging of the SCATHA spacecraft


and more recently by TRW where it was used in a stress analysis of the DSP


satellite.
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4.3.2.3 	 Material Selection


The properties of the surface materials of the spacecraft play a major


role in'the determination of the floating as well as the differential po­

tential of the spacecraft in the charging environment. The resulting po­

tentials will depend upon the conductivity and the dielectric properties of


the surface as well as its secondary emission, photoemission and backscatter­

ing properties. Therefore surface material selection is to some extent part


of every charge control techniqe. The principal problem common to all these


techniques is to select materials that have the desirable properties from the


point of view of spacecraft charging which at the same time have satisfactory


thermal properties and can withstand the spdce environment. In this section,


we discuss some of the specific methods that havebeen considered for charge


control directly based on the selection of surface materials.
 

4.3.2.3.1 Conducting Coatings


A much-discussed method of controlling the charge on the spacecraft sur­

face isto cover the entire surface with conducting material. In principle,


this would eliminate differential charging. In practice, however, it is


usually not possible to eliminate all exposed insulators or close all space­

craft apertures. This method was used.on the Voyager spacecraft. In that


case, most of the spacecraft surface was coated with a black Sheldahl con­

ducting paint which had a resistance of about 106 ohms per square correspond­

ing to a resistivity of 103 ohm-cm for a coating thickness of 0.4 mil. For


Voyager, with the eliminatipn of solar cell's by the use of a RTG power source,


only a small portion of the external surface was dielectric. Out of a total


2


-
Voyager surface area of 351,700 cm , Qnly 6800 cm were dielectrics. Even


in this case, however, the possibility of dielectric to metal arcs at


Jupiter was not completely eliminated.(7) Several materials have been de­

veloped which can be used for electrically conducting ,paints-for spacecraft


which do'not seriously compromise the thermal radiative properties of the


surface and are spaceworthy. Greater conductivity is required of paints


which will be used over insulators than those over-conductors. A review of


these materials is given in Reference 8.


A related but more serious problem with conductive coatings arises if


the coating must also be transparent for use on solar cell coverglasses or


second surface mirrors. The European Space Agency satellit~s GEOS and HELIOS
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used a conductive solar array coating of antimony doped tin oxide. Other


materials (9) and techniques such as the use of conducting grids have been


considered for the same purpose.


4.3.2.3.2 Emissive Surfaces


A different approach to reducing the spacecraft charge by controlling


the spacecraft surface materials employs highly emissive surface materials.


The use of spacecraft surface materials having secondary emission coefficients


greater than unity to reduce the maximum negative potential to which a space­

' ' 
 craft can charge has been suggested(lO ll) The secondary emission coeffi-.


cient S(E) is defined as the number of secondary electrons emitted per inci­

dent electron of energy, E. If S(E) is greater than unity at high incident


energies, the current due to secondaries can dominate the incident electron


current and force the spacecraft surface potential positive. Kapton has a


relatively low secondary yield at high energies whereas the teflon coefficient


remains greater than unity for incident electrons as high as 1500 eV. This


approach has not been used to date to control spacecraft surface charge. One


of the problems associated with the approach is the lack of data available on


the secondary emission properties of surfaces used for spacecraft materials.


The problem is that the available secondary emission data is typically for


clean surfaces at zero potential. On the other hand, the effect of secondary


emission on the floating potential must be considered in the spacecraft de­

sign for minimum potential difference between spacecraft elements.


Solar reflecting coatings have been produced from high purtty silica


and are available from J. P. Stevens Company, under the trade name of


Astroquartz. These fabrics are apparently space worthy and can be used as


thermal control surfaces. Tests performed on Astroquartz fabrics (12) have


shown that this material will not sustain a differential charge greater
 

than 100 V when exposed to a mono-energetic electron beam simulating the


geosynchronous orbit environment. The resistivity of the material is found


to decrease suddenly as the potential across the material increases to about


50 volts, the actual point of decrease depending on the beam current and


voltage. This effect is explained in the referenced study as being due to


secondary emission conductivity (i.e., free charge carriers are provided by


the relatively large number of secondary emission electrons produced in the


material). The conductivity of the material becomes sufficiently high to
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prevent charge buildup to breakdown potentials and sufficiently low so as


not to interfere with the propagation of electromagnetic radiation. Al­

though not yet tried in space, the materials apparently will make good arc­

proof solar reflectors for thermal control.
 

Another technique that can be used for spacecraft charge control is


the selection of surface materials for their photoemissive properties.


In this case, the decision to use a highly photoemissive surface or a poor


emitter will depend on the configuration and orientation of the spacecraft.


In some situations, itmay be desirable to have a highly photoemissive sur­

face so that the photoelectron current will reduce the surface negative
 

charge. In other cases, itmay be better ifthe surface exposed to the sun


was a poor photoemitter so that the potential difference between the solar
 

exposed side of the spacecraft and the eclipsed side of the spacecraft be


minimized. The utility of this method may be reduced because of the


"barrier" effect; a barrier to the emission of the photoelectrons from the


sunlit side of the spacecraft by the large electric field produced by a


highly charged portion of the spacecraft in the dark. In any case, the use


of photoemitting surfaces to control spacecraft charge must be employed ju­

diciously along with a spacecraft charge analysis. Furthermore, as in the


case of secondary emission surface selection, this technique also suffers


from the lack of appropriate photoemission property data for spacecraft ma­

terials in the synchronous orbit environment.


, 4,3.2,3.3 "Leaky" Matertals -

Selection of dielectric materials which have high surface and bulk leak­

age can be an effective countermeasure for arc prevention. Frequently, how­

ever, this requirement cannot be satisfied at the same time as the thermal


requirements on the surface materials. For example, tests performed at TRW


showed that quartz window OSR's charge up to breakdown voltages when exposed


to an electron beam of 1 na/cm 2 whereas OSR's with borosilicate glass windows


because of its poorer insulating properties do not. At higher incident elec­

tron currents, 10 na/cm2 , the quartz window OSR's arced at all temperaturesfrom 
20C to 100%, but the glass window devices did not arc for temperatures above 
50C. Since OSR's are usually used on hot surfaces, even at the higher current
 

glass OSR's would be practically "arc-proof". The use of glass OSR's isthere­
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fore recommended over quartz OSR's to control arcing due to spacecraft


charging. Unfortunately, spacecraft requiring long lifetimes use quartz


OSR's because of their superior retention of their thermal control prop­

erties in the geosynchronous enivornment.


4.3.2.4 Field Emission Electron Emitter


Calculations have shown that the useof a probe consisting of a


hundred tungsten needles (with 0.1 pm radius tips) connected to a space­

craft by a long conducting boom can limit the negative potential of a


spacecraft to about -300 V by field emission.(13  In the absence of the


probe, the potential of the vehicle was estimated to be -3800 V. The


principle employed here is that electrons will be emitted from a cold metal


when the electric field on its surface is ofthe order of l09 Vm-1 . Fields


of this size are generated at the tips of the tungsten needles. The separa­

tion from the spacecraft is required so that the field, at the needle tips,


is not reduced by charge induced on the main body.


This device has not yet been tried on a spacecraft or for that matter


tested under'space flight conditions.


4.4 HAZARD REDUCTION


Countermeasures to reduce the threat of an environmentally induced


arc discharge by controlling the chargeup of the spacecraft were discussed


in the previous-section. In this section we will examine the countermea­

sures that can be taken to prevent an arc discharge that does occur from


interfering with the spacecraft operation.


The hazards of the arc discharge are twofold, i.e.-, direct damage to


components and material by the arc, and electrically induced degradation


or interference. In the category of direct damage we have included con­

tamination by the arc byproducts, e.g., contamination of optical surfaces


by materials expelled in an arc discharge.
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4.4.1 Direct Damage


Very little can be done to reduce the threat of direct damage to compo­

nents once the arc has occurred apart from removing the sensitive component
 

from the region where arcs might occur. The probability that an arc to a


cable would damage an electronic component can be reduced by shielding the


cable and tying the shields to ground at both ends. Another precaution that


should be taken is to design circuits for maximum threshold for burnout or


provide circuit protection. This is usually not practical therefore it is
 

often easier to remove sensitive components from regions where high stress


'might occur. This was actually done on the Voyager spacecraft where 
thermistor wires near the dielectric low gain antenna support cone were re­

moved to prevent arcing to the cables. Similarly, in the case of surface


contamination due to arc products, the recommended practice is to prevent


the arc intensity using the methods of the previous sections.
 

4.4.2 EMI Hazard


The hazard due to the arc electromagnetic radiation can frequently be


redced and eliminated using standard EMI techniques. This can be most suc­

cessfully performed ifthe arc discharge electromagnetic signal can be


characterized and if the susceptibility of the various elements (receptors)


inthe system can be identified.


4.4.2.1 SEMCAP


The SEMCAP electromagnetic compatibility analysis program, developed


and maintained by TRW, is a powerful tool for determining whether circuits


will be upset bj the arc discharge interference. SEMCAP can identify in­

compatibilities in the sensitivities of circuits to electromagnetic energy


and the onboard source of that energy. Although SEMCAP was originally de­

signed to identify incompatibilities between various onboard circuit recptors
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and circuit EMI generators, it has been modified so that it can accept coupled
 

electromagnetic pulses from arc discharges as a generator. The modified prog­

ram was used on the Voyager spacecraft program. A detailed example of SEMCAP


application to the spacecraft charging problem has been performed in Task 2


and is described inSection 2. In that example the arc discharge pulse charac­

teristics used were obtained through the literature survey of Task 1.1.


4.4.2.2 Precautions


Once the SEMCAP program has identified circuits which will be dis­

rupted by the electromagnetic radiation associated with the arc discharge,


a variety of fixes can be applied to the susceptible circuits. We assume


that the normal EMI/RFI precautions such as the following have been taken:


a. 	 The circuit is in an RF-tight assembly


b. 	 The assembly is electrically bonded to the spacecraft structure


c. The cables to and from the assemblies are shielded and grounded


as frequently as possible


d. The acceptance bandwidths of the circuits are made only as wide


as necessary.


If these precautions have been taken then special precautions could be


applied such as


a. 	 Design circuits with maximum possible trigger threshold. Consider


the use of relays rather than solid state switches.
 

b. 	 Use command and data line interface circuits that provide protec­

tion against short high-level transients.


c. 	 Design circuitry for minimum sensitivity in the frequency range


up to 400 MHz.
 

d. 	 Consider the use of differential circuits for common mode rejection.


4.4.3 Testing


An important part of any arc discharge hazard reduction program is


the verification testing to determine the efficacy of the countermeasures


taken. Two types of verification tests have been considered. Inthe first


type of test, arcs are induced by exposing the spacecraft to an electron beam


in a vacuum chamber. Inthis type of test consideration has also been given
 

to irradiating the spacecraft with ions and ultraviolet light. This type of
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vacuum chamber test has never been performed on a flight spacecraft although


the Air Force Weapons Laboratory has plans to test FLTSATCOM or DSCS in this


manner.


The problems associated with the vacuum chamber test are numerous. The


impracticality of putting an all-up spacecraft in a vacuum chamber can often


result in a non-realistic test configuration, e.g., without deployed solar


arrays. The problems associated with generating large area electron, ion


and/or ultraviolet light beams are usually so great that compromises re­

sulting in exposures not typical of the space environment are required.


Furthermore, the presence of factors in the test configuration not typical


of the space environment such as the chamber walls can lead to effects which


do not occur in space, e.g.,.chamber resonances or arcing to walls.


The second method of testing consists of examining the response of the


spacecraft and its subsystems using arc simulation sources. These tests are


(7)

performed in air. This approach has been employed on Voyager , the Com­
munications Technology Satellite(l4), and the Viking Lander.(15) The problems 
associated with this approach are 
a. The design of an arc simulation source that realistically simulates


the arc and coupling occurring in.the geosynchronous orbit environ­

ment.


b. The isolation of the spacecraft arc sources and diagnostics from


ground to prevent unrealistic current paths for the discharge


currents.


Since the simulated arc tests are performed in air an "all-up" flight con­

figuration can be more readily assumed than in the chamber tests. Furthermore,


these tests are relatively inexpensive to perform. A brief description of the


arc simulation tests performed on Voyager follows:


4.4.3.1 Voyager Arc Simulation Tests


The basic test philosophy adopted for the Voyager I flight spacecraft


tests was that all of the tests would be performed in a manner such that none


of the onboard equipment would be exposed to test stimulus levels which could


be considered hazardous to its in-flight performance, while the maximum immunity


verification information was obtained. Many other facets of the real-life


situation had to be considered such as the unavailability of developed test
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equipment, the realities of possible spacecraft test configurations inview


of schedule and manpowet limitations, and the paucity of applicable informa­

tion and prior experience within the scientific and engineering community in


testing for the phenomena at hand. The schedule restrictions, in general,


were the most limiting as may be deduced from the fact that the immunization


effort was begun at the first of the year and the successful launch of both


'voyager spacecrafts occurred near the end of August, 1977.


The SEMCAP computer program (Section 4.4.2.1) played an important part


inthe Voyager spacecraft testing. A SEMCAP model which had been generated


for EMC purposes for Voyager earlier in the program was modified to include 
arc discharge sources. The modifications included modeling Of-the arcs and


the coupling. A description of these modifications are given in Task 2


(Section 2). Among the functions provided by the modified SEMCAP for the


Voyager tests were


* Selection of diagnostic points and stimulus location


* Prediction of spacecraft responses to test stimuli


o Limitation of stimuli to benign levels


e Extrapolation of responses to those expected at other locations


* Prediction of spacecraft responses to in-flight arcs.


The two types of arc discharge simulation sources used inthe Voyager


tests are shown in Figure 4-8. The radiated field arc source shown at the
 

top of the figure was conceptually derived from Section 6.5.2.4.1, Electro­

static- Discharge of MIL-STD-1541, (USAF). The coil used was a Transpack 400:1


automotive ignition coil. Itwas operated in parallel with a 2 pf capacitor


which was discharged by a relay about once per second. Although radiated


fields are not expected to occur in flight, this type of test stimulus was


carried over from preceeding Proof Test Model (PTM) spacecraft tests to the
 

flight spacecraft test to provide comparative data on the immunity improve­

ments implemented. Tests with this type of stimulus also provided some of


the data essential to establishing a measure of the accuracy of the SEMCAP


model. The surface arc simulation source is shown inthe lower part of Fig.


4-8. The aluminum foil isinsulated from the surface to be tested with a 3


mil sheet of mylar. Its capacitance, determined by the test area, ischarged


by the high voltage power supply through 500 megohm isolation resistors. The


maximum arcing potential isadjusted by means of pre-adjusted arc gaps. It
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Figure 4-8. Test Sources for Voyager


was recognized that unintentional coupling from the source to "target" cir­

cuits, including diagnostic equipment, could generate false data. For this


reason the sources were battery operated in order to eliminate coupling


into power lines. In addition, the radiation and coupling from the support­

ing equipment, batteries and power supplies were minimized as best as per­

mitted by available time constraints.
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Figure 4-9 shows the calibration data for the sources. The spark coil


arcing voltage is adjusted by means of the gap adjusting screw shown in Fig­

ure 4-8. The relation between gap width and arcing voltage turned out to be


nearly linear at about 1 kV/mm (actually 18 kV for 16mm). The spark coil


pulse shape as shown in Figure 4-9 was approximately 20 ns in duration irre­

spective of arc breakdown voltage. The gap width to peak current relation,


a function of the coil self-capacitance (35 pf) and the external circuit in­

ductance, was in the order of 50 amperes peak at 14 mm or 15 kV. The sur­

face arc source was triggered at 5 kV for the test data shown in Figure 4-9.


The approximately 35 ns risetime observed was determined by the associated


circuit inductance, and the 100-200 ns fall time increased as the area of


aluminum foil.


1. RADIATED (SPARK COIL) ARC GENERATOR 
WAVEFORM: / ' 
PULSEWIDTH t-.-APPROXIMATELY 
20 NS 
80 ,X MAX OBSERVED 
70 -" 
60 
50 X X X 
AMPS 40 x X A(-XMIN OBSERVED 
30 
.x 
-
20 -
10 d% 
0­ 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 
ARC GAP (MM) (16 MM ISAPPROX 18 KV) 
2. SURFACE ARC SOURCE WITH ALUMINUM FOIL (5 KV ARC) 
OBSERVED PEAK CURRENT 
WITH M WITHOUT 
CAPACITANCE 11 OHMS JflOHMS 
2600 PF 70A 80A 
1300 PF 62A 70A 
OBSERVED 50%AMPLITUDE 
TIME DURATIONWITH tWITHOUT 
F CAPACITANCE 11 OHMS 1 OHMS 260PF 250NS 200NS 
130 F125 NS 100ONS 
WAVEFORM: APPROXIMATELY 
EXYPONENTIALDECAY 
RST RISETIME APPROXIMATELY 35NS 
Figure 4-9. Source Characteristics for the Voyager Program
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The possible test configurations were limited by schedule considera­

tions such as the unavailability of the RTG power source for this test.
 

Furthermore, an objective of the test plan was to obtain the most crucial


data in the most "efficient" manner. That is,to minimize the number of


test locations and diagnostic points and to depend to a major extent on


the analytical capabilitie's inherent in the use of the SENCAP model.


Figure 4-10 shows the diagnostic setup used for the flight spacecraft


tests as well as for the initial tests performed on the PTM spacecraft. As


indicated in Figure 4-10, four diagnostic test points were selected. These


test points, made accessible with breakout connectors, were monitored dif­

ferentially with high impedance probes on two oscilloscopes. The full-up


spacecraft with the science boom deployed, as shown in the photograph of


Figure 4-11 was insulated from the floor to minimize unreal coupling effects.


Power was brought in on cables from an external power supply, but the space­

craft was otherwise completely isolated electrically. The spacecraft sys­

tems were monitored via "air" using its telemetry system.


&&Za W 
FOS MOCS 
MONITOR MONITOR 
TEK7833 TEK 7833 
ISOLATION 
DIELECTRIC STANDOFF 
TEST AREA FLOOR J RONDjF 
 
Figure 4-10. Voyager Test Setup


VOYAGER-SPACECRAFT CHARGE VERIFICATION TEST SETUP


Figure 4-11.


Table 4-5. SEMCAP Predictions vs ESD Test Results (Flight Spacecraft)


RADIATED TESTS 
HGA IRIS OBLFM SUN SENSOR 
LOCATION OF ARC PRED(V) MEAS(V) PRED(V) MEAS(V) PRED(V) MEAS(V) PREDCV) MEAS(V) 
IRIS/ISS 0,9' 1.2 2.0 0.8 0.09 1,0 0.08 2.5 
LECP 1.5 0.8 6,0 0,45* 0.4 0.7 011 1,6 
SUN/SENS 0.84 1.0 0.48 0,3* 0.9. 0,4* 4.0 1.5 
MAG 04 0,4* 0.8 0,5* 3.6 1.2 04 0.5 
FSS 4,9 4.0 0.96 1.5 2.1 1.4 0.002 2,0 
BREWSTER PLATE( 1 2.2 14.0 1,5 4.0 0.9 3,3 0.54 17.7


SURFACE TESTS


LECP 0.27 0.6 15.0 0,6* 0,04 0.6 0,017 0.8 
BREWSTER PLATE 6.8 1.0 0.37 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.9 
57,0 10.0 + 0.09 4.2+ 0.2 1.7 + 0.001 4,0+ FSS 
 
_BACKGROUNDNOISEJ NOISE.DUE TO ARC UNNOTICEABLE


+EXTRAPOLATED


MEAN ERROR = -12 dB (UNDERPREDICTING) NOT INCLUDING­

= 
 STANDARD DEVIATION 20 dB (STARRED) ENTRIES


(1) PREDICT WAS "CONTACT" TEST. MEASURED WAS "RADIATED" TEST.


Table 4-6. Parameters of Test Arc Discharge Source Models 
U bU 
O) (d 0 
Arc Source TypeAr of v I(A) tr t C Cf G I f r 
IRIS/ISS Radiated 12 kV 60 2 no 20 no W/A N/A N/A N/k NIA , N/A N/A N/A N/A 
Sun Sensor Radit'ed 12 kV 60 2 no 20 no NIA N/A NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A NIA NIA 
M[AG Canister Radiated 12 kV 60 2 no Z0 no N/A N/A NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
FSS R4aited 12 kV 60 2 no 20 no N/A N/A N/A N2A N/A N'/A N/A N/A N/A 
Brewster Plate Contact I1 kV 60 2 no 20 no N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
LECP Surface 5 kV 25 i0 ns i0 ns 1.8 56 pf 7 pf 0.12 1.9E4 35 MHz 0.3 0.15 0.07 
Brewster Plate Surface 5 kV 37.5 10 no 20 n 0.25 150 pf 12 pf 74r-3 1. SES 95 MHz 0.25 0. 15 0.07 
PSS Surface 5kV 12 10 as i0ns 2.0 IZ pf 13 pf 0.5 1. ZSE4 45 M-z 0.3 0.15 0.07 
Table 4-7. Parameters of In-Flight Surface Arc Models


Assumes Arc Discharge Current Greater Than Measured "Replacement" Current by Factor cf (of test setup) 
Ar0 Source 
V I 
r 
tr tp 
0 0 
B0h) Cx 
W 04 
Cf 
H $ 
G'dI 
l 
f C h W r(.) 
MAG Cable 5 kV 20 A 10 ns 1.7 Us 2.3 0.05 if 30 pf 5.0 E-4 82 E3 8 Mz 0.6 m 6 E-5 2.5 E-4 
HGA Faint (OB) I kV 150 A 5 ns 3 Us 0.4 0.4 pf 500 pf 1.25 E-3 1.25 E3 15.9 MHz 1.8 m 2 E-4 5 E-5 
Plume 
PSS 
Shield (Sep Conn) I kV 
7 kV 
16 
80 
A 
A 
20 
8 
ns 
ns 
285 us 
80 ns 
1.5 
1.9 
45G0 pf 
14 pf 
0.2 pf 
53 pf 
4 E-5 
1.0 
9.4 E3 
12 E3 
290 M z 
34 MHz 
0.2 m 
0.35 m 
5 E-5 
0.025 
2.5 E-5 
5 E-5 
HGA Paint (IB) I kV 150 A 5 ns 2.4 s 0.4 0.3 pf 70 pf 2.3 E-4 1.25 E3 42 Mz 1,0 M 2 E-4 5 E-5 
Plume Shield (RTG) I kV 16 A 20 ns 330 ns 0.8 5200 pf 2.5 pf 2.5 E-4 9.5 E3 83 MHz 0.17 m 5 E-5 2.5 E-5 
RTG Oxide 3.kV 925 A 20 ns 3.7 s 2.8 0.34 tf 90 pf 2.5 E-4 1.1 E4 12 M z 0.85 m 7.6E-5 3.8 E-5 
MIRIS KAPTON 1 kV 150 A 5 ns 26 ns 4 40 pf 0.032 pf 1.0 2.5 E4 12 M1z 0.24 m 5 E-5 2.5 E-5 
G'I = Replacement Curt/Arc Curr 
=..--Repl Line Voltage/Are Curr 
Cn 
Table 4-8. Revised SEMCAP Predictions of Interference (Volts) on Interface


with RC Filters Due to In-Flight Arcs


ARC SOURCE 
RECEPTOR NAME MAG HGAOUTBOARD HGAINBOARD 
PLUME 
SHIELDON RTG RTG KAPTON 
CABLE FACE FSS FACE STRUT OXIDE ON MIRIS 
PLAYBACK DATA --­ --­ .... 
CRS CMD WORD --­ .. .. 0,044 
PWS ADC BIT SYNC 0.001 --­ 0.001 ---
PRA COrD WORD 
LECP.COMD WORD A ..--­ --­ 0.04 
PPS COMD WORD ..--­ --­ 3,0 
UVS MODE CONTROL --­ ---.. 3.0 
UVS SCIENCE DATA 1 ... ... ... 3.0 
MAG SAMPLE B I -­ ... ---. 
MAG OBLFM SENSOR TEMP 0,014 0.01 ... ...... 
ISS-WA ADC START ... ... 35 
ISS-WA ADC VID DATA 18 
MAG IBHFM SENSOR TEMP 0.02 0.004 ... ...... 
IRIS FRAME START --­ --­ 3.46 
PITCH CRUISE s/si POSN --­ ---.... 
HGA S-BAND FEED TEMP --­ 0.23 ---
RTG CASE TEMP 
--­ 0.004 0,3 
---DENOTES LESS THAN A MILLIVOLT, PREDICITONS FROM RUN OF 05/17/77


ARC SOURCE PARAMETERS PER TABLE 4-7
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4.5 MODIFIED GUIDELINES AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICES


Additional guidelines have been generated as a result of this study.


These guidelines are essentially a summary of the countermeasures discussed


in the previous sections. Added guidelines using arc control techniques


such as electron or plasma guns or electron emitters are not recommended.


These devices can be useful in special cases but in general more passive


techniques should be adequate and with less disruption to the spacecraft


program. Furthermore, techniques and materials that have not been pre­

viously qualified for flight spacecraft application have also been avoided.


The added guidelines follow.


4.5:I Analysis


a 	 Analysis should be performed on each synchronous orbit spacecraft


to determine the locations of voltage stresses. This analysis
 

should consider apertures and seasonal effects.


* 	 Charge balance techniques based on analysis should be employed to 
reduce hazardous stresses. 
& 	 SEMCAP-type analyses should be performed to determine susceptibility


and margin of spacecraft components to interference from arc dis­

charges. Arc characteristics based on laboratory tests (such as


those given in Table l-l0,Task 1.1) should be used as an input. 
4.5.2 Grounding Guidelines


* 	 Ground straps should be sufficiently heavy to carry currents 
associated with pulses described in Task 1.1. 
a 	 Grounding of thermal blanket VDA should be able to tolerate at 
least 2000 discharges a year having the pulse characteristics 
described in Tablel-lO, Task 1.1. 
4.5.3 Materials Guidelines


* 	 Use low resistivity surface materials wherever possible. Borosili­
cate OSR's are preferred over fused silica. 
e 	 Use conductive adhesives to bond exposed dielectric components


such as OSR's to structure if analysis and tests show need.


* 	 Use conductive coating only if analysis or tests show need.


Ground coating to structure.
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4.5.4 Guidelines Related to Direct Arc Damage


* 	 Do not run cabling or mount components near dielectrics predicted 
to be at high voltages. 
a 	 Design circuits with maximum threshold for burnout and provide pro­
tection circuitry. 
* 	 Locate contamination-sensitive components to avoid regions of high


voltage stress.


4.5.5 EMI Guidelines


* Mount susceptible circuits in RF-tight enclosures.


@ Bond enclosures to spacecraft structure.


* Ground cables to and from assemblies as often as practical.


e Minimize circuit acceptance bandwidth.


s Design circuits with maximum possible trigger threshold. Consider


use 	 of relays rather than solid state switches.


* 	 Use command-and data-line interface circuits that provide protec­

tion against short high level transients.


* 	 Design circuitry for minimum sensitivity in the frequency range up 
to 400 MHz. 
s 	 Consider the use of differential circuits for common mode rejection. 
4.5.6 Testing Guidelines


* 	 Testing to verify efficacy of countermeasure program should be per­
formed. Testing in air with simulated arc discharges sources can 
be useful. 
a 	 If air tests are performed


- Design arc simulator sources to realistically simulate arcs 
and coupling to spacecraft 
-	 Isolate spacecraft, sources, and diagnostics from ground to 
prevent unrealistic current paths for the discharge currents 
-	 Use SEMCAP-type program to


Select diagnostic points and stimulus location


Predict spacecraft response to test stimuli


Limit stimuli to benign levels


Extrapolate responses to those expected at other


locations


Predict spacecraft response to in-flight arcs.
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APPENDIX A


(TO TASK 1 .1) 
Modification of Task 1,1 to incorporate results of Aron-Staskus ex­

periments.


The Experiment


A series of experiments were recently performed at NASA Lewis on the
 

area scaling of teflon samples (P. R. Aron and J. V. Staskus, "Area Scaling


Investigations of Charging Phenomena," to. be published). The data taken is


the most comprehensive study of charging and discharging of teflon samples,


particularly those of large (>300 cm2) area. We received a preliminary copy


of that study too late to, include the data in the main body of this report.


However, the data are sufficiently unique as to warrant inclusion in this re­

port as an appendix. Inthis appendix we will summarize those aspects of


that study that relate to the characterization of the arcs of teflon. Further­

more, we will identify those changes in the pulse-characteristic estimates


made in Task 1.1 which result from this new data. The only changes that will


be necessary will be to the discharge parameters for teflon.


The teflon charging and discharging experiments were performed in the


vacuum facility at LeRC. The samples were exposed to a 1-2 nanoamp/cm2 elec­

tron beam at energies of 10 kV, 15 kV and 20 kV. Although breakdown occasion­

al-ly occurred at 10 kV most of the discharge experiments were performed at 
beam voltages of 15 kV and 20'kV, and discharge data were given only at those


energies.


Area effects were studied by irradiating teflon samples of 232 cm2, 
1265 cm2 and 5058 cm? . Each sample consisted of strips of silvered FEP 
type A teflon tape, .011 cm thick and 5.08 cm wide. Each tape is backed with 
a layer of vacuum-deposited silver covered with vacuum deposited Inconel and a 
0.03 mm thick layer of adhesive. The three different sample areas are made


up of several of these strips applied to a 0.318 cm square aluminum plate.


Two different runs were takne with each sample. In the first run a 50R


coax- (%10 m long) brought out the current from the aluminum backplate. The


current was grounded through 500 and measured by a current probe. Inthe


second series of runs (labelled LI, low impedance), the sample backplate
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current was brought-out on a low impedance (5cm diameter) aluminum cylinder


through the core of the current transformer. The sample backing in this


case was within a few milliohms of tank ground.


Discharge Parameters


Three parameters were used to characterize the discharge current pulses: 
the peak current (I),the total charge (Q)and the pulse duration (t). Several 
discharges were examined for each sample. From these a maximum value and a 
most probable value of each parameter was deduced. Using this data the authors 
computed the area effect for both the peak current and the pulse duration for 
the maximum current and pulse duration measured. The equations deduced are 
given in Table A-I along with all the other teflon discharge parameters de­
termined. Table A-1 should be used as an extension of Table 1-6 of Task 1.1. 
Comparison with Results of Task 1.1 
Comparison of the Aron and Staskus (A-S) data with the area effect for


teflon deduced under Task 1.1 and summarized in Figures l-5A and 1-7 is given


inFigure A-1 and A-2. Indetermining the area effect we have only used the


20 kV data since most of the data used indetermining the original results


were taken with a 20 kV electron beam. InFigure A-1 and A-2 we have plotted


the A-S, 502 and low impedance (LI) data on the curves for the area effect for


teflon obtained under Task 1.1. Both the worst case (maximum) and most probable


data isshown. Power curves of the form I - aAb and t = aAb were determined 
for the data. For this purpose the LI and 50 data were combined. 
From Figure A-1 we notice that the worst case A-S current isabout an


order of magnitude less than our worst case teflon estimate. Furthermore,


the most probable A-S current actually decreases for increasing area for areas


greater than 232 cm2. From Figure A-2 we notice that the A-S pulse durations


increase more steeply at higher areas than our estimates. Both-the maximum


and most probable values reach values about three times higher than our


2estimates for these values at 5000 cm


Conclusions and Update for Teflon Discharge Parameters


The Aron and Staskus data are the only arc discharge data available


for teflon samples having areas greater than 300 cm2. The estimates we made


for teflon for large area samples were extrapolations from the Balmain ('78)
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Table A-I. Teflon (VDA or Silvered)


Aron ('78) 	 Aron 	 ('78) Aron ('78)


1. Sample Size 	 232 cm2 	 1265 cm2 5058 cm


2. Thickness 	 .011 cm 	 .011 cm .011 cm


3. 	 Configuration Teflon strips on SAME SAME


1/8" thick Al


substrate ­

4. 	 Technique Electron Swarm - EST EST


Tunnel (EST)


5. Beam Voltage at 15 kV/20 kV* 15 kV/20 kV 15 kV/20 kV


Breakdown


6. Beam Current 	 1-2 na/cm 2 1-2 na/cm2 1-2 na/cm
2


7. Load to Ground from 506/LI** 506/LI 50Q/LI


Metallic Backing


8. Breakdown Voltage 	 n 7.5 kV 	 n, 7.5 kV u 7.5 kV 
9. 	 Peak Pulse Current(am s)


Most Probable:***


15 kV/20 kV, 500 58/55 60/63 108/52


15 kV/20 kV, LI 22/135 20/50 20/63


Maximum:***


1-5kV/20 kV, 502 60/62 73/110 128/240


15 kV/20 V, LI 23/140 	 45/138 32/330


10. 	 Pulse Duration (IjS)


Most Probable:
 

15 kV/20 kV, 50a .2/.22 ps 	 .5/.6 1.4/1,


15 kV/20 kV, LI .85/.28 ps 	 .7/.6 1.4/1


Maximum:


15 kV/20 kV, 500 .2/.25 lis 	 1/1.1 3.5/3.6


15 kV/20 kV, LI .95/.2 ps 	 2.1/1.3 4/23


11. 	 Charge in Pulse (NC)


Most Probable:


15 kV/20 kV, 500 25/13 38/50 155/30


15 kV/20 kV, LI 5/30 	 20/50 25/135


Maximum:


15 kV/20 kV, 50R 32/23 50/68 223/260


15 kV/20 kV, LI 7/30 	 65/80 75/340 

"
I = 5.49A "44  I = 	14.3A 2 
12. Area Effect 	 (20 kV, 50Q max) (15 kV, 50Q max) 
*2 different beam voltages used.


**2 different loads used 500 and a low impedance (LI) connection.


***Several runs taken. Most probable and maximum values given.
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of Aron and Staskus 
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experiment using small areas (less than.10 cm2). Furthermore very little


data was available to permit a good worst-case estimate. The A-S experi­

ment gives excellent results in this case also. We therefore have updated
 

the arc discharge summary given in Table 1-10 under Task 1.1 to reflect the


A-S experiment as follows:


* 	 The peak-current and pulse-duration area effects for teflon use the


most probable values obtained from the A-S experiment for teflon


samples with areas greater than 200 cm2. Most-probable values


estimated under Task 1.1 are kept for areas less than 200 cm2 .


* 	 The worst-case (maximum) values for the peak current and pulse

duration deduced from A-S are used for teflon in place of those 
deduced under Task I.l.


* 	 The breakdown voltage determined by A-S for teflon is used. 
InTable A-2, we show the changes made to the arc-discharge character­

ization parameters resulting from the A-S experiments.


Table A-2. Arc Discharge Characterization Summary*


BREAKDOWN VOLTAGE PEAK PULSE CURRENT (AMPS) PULSE WIDTH (ns) 
MATERIAL WORST CASE 
ESTIMATE WORST CASE ESTIMATE WORST CASE(1) ESTIMATE (1) 
TEFLON -1-2-*V-(-2-)­ 4 kV (3) **I:7A 575  **Ir&eA.S 7- **T=54.9A 28 , **T=152A 28 
9.5 kV 
A<200 cm2 . (4) 
1=171A. 14 ,
A>200 cm2 
f5) 
1 
I = 15A "33  
A<200 cm2 . 
(4) 
t=22A.45 ,
,A>200 cm2 . 
A<200 cm2 . 
T=3.SA.8 
A>200 cm . 
KAPTON 12 kV (6) 8 kV (6) I=9.9A 43 I= 002A2 " T=203A292 t=44A 6 
(7) (8) (7) 
.39 (8) 
MYLAR <20 kV <20 kV I=17.2A 764 1-12.5A I1 33 t=24.9A T=56A 
39 
(9) (9) (4) (10) (4) (5) 
SOLAR CELLS 9 kV (11) 9.4 kV 20 (12) 20 (12) 500 500 ns 
COVERGLASS NEGATIVE (11) (12) (12) 
SOLAR CELLS 
COVERGLASS POSITIVE 
1 kV 
(13) 
1 kV (13) 0.5 (13) 0.6 (13) 2000 (13) 2000 (13) 
SECOND SURFACE 7 kV 2 kV 40 (14) 40 (14) 300 300 
MIRRORS(QUARTZ WINDOW) (14) (14) 
THERMAL SEWN EDGE 10.4 kV 10.4 kV (17) (17) (17) (17) 
BLANKETS OPEN EDGE 16.5 kV 
(15) 
5 kV (16) (17) (17) (17) (17) 
* LOAD FOR DIAGNOSTICS FOR ALL EXPERIMENTS USED IN SUMMARY IS R < 2000 Q. INSUFFICIENT DATA TO DETERMINE 
THICKNESS DEPENDENCE.


**UPDATE OF TEFLON DATA FOR AREAS GREATER THAN 200 cm2 BASED ON ARON AND STASKUS ('78) 20 kV DATA.
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APPENDIX B


FUTURE PROGRAMS: THE SPACE TEST PROGRAM;


P78-2 SPACECRAFT


As part of the cooperative NASA/Ar Spacecraft Charging Program, in­

itiated in 1975, a satellite devoted to spacecraft charging investigations,


the P78-2 spacecraft was launched on January 30, 1979. The spacecraft was


spin stabilized at one revolution per minute and placed in a near synchro­

nous, near equatorial earth orbit. In its final orbit, achieved 2 February


1979, the satellite was at an apogee of 43,200 km (L ,7.8 Re); perigee of


27,500 km (L xt5.3 Re); an inclination of u7.8, with apogee and perigee


points near the geographic equator. On 5 February apogee was at 1900 east


longitude and drifting eastward at -5.40 per day. The spin axis of the


satellite was located in the orbit plane and maintained approximately per­

pendicular to the satellite-sun line.


Table A, identifying the experiments and principal investigators, was


taken from SAMSO publication TR-78-24 "Description of the Space Test Program


P78-2 Spacecraft and Payloads". This publication also presents a detailed


description of the experiments and spacecraft.


The objective of the P78-2 mission is to obtain information for a mil­

itary standard concerning spacecraft charging and EMI/RFI encountered at


synchronous orbit. In addition, it is hoped that data from the P78-2 space­

craft will be applicable to the validation of the NASCAP charging model and


EMI coupling models.
 

It is too early to evaluate the effects on spacecraft survival of the


data already obtained and that which will be obtained from P78-2. However,


there are two important tasks that should be undertaken, in light of the in­

formation generated in the present study; the effects of arcing due to space­

craft charging on spacecraft survival. These are (a)an analytical and ex­

perimental determination of G' and (b)a direct correlation and comparison of


the engineering data ordinarly obtained during spacecraft assembly and test,


with the "in-orbit" data obtained by the P78-2 payload instrumentation. These


two tasks should be aimed at a quantitative determination of hazard posed to


spacecraft by the environment and the extent to which present day "ground"
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test programs simulate that hazard. With the launch of P78-2, there is a
 

promise.of a data return that isdirectly applicable to the definition of


standards and procedures that will be effective ineliminating the dele­

terious effects associated with spacecraft charging/arcing.


Table A. 	 Principal Investigators/Sponsors


Numermn 	 TitPrincipal 	 Investigator/ Addresspriment itle 	 SponsorNumberSonr 
SC1 Engineering Experiments 	 Dr. H. C. Koons/ The Aerospace Corporation 
USAF/AFSC/SAMSO P.O. Box 92957Los Angeles,.CA 90009 
SC2 	 Spacecraft Sheath Dr. J, F. Fennell/ The Aerospace Corporation
Electric Fields USAFTAFSC/SAMSO P.O. Box 92957 
Los Angeles, 	 CA 90009 
SC3 Nigh Energy Particle Dr. J. B. Reagan Lockheed Palo Alto Research 
Spectrometer Office of Naval Lab, 3251 Hanover Street 
Research Palo Alto, CA 94304 
SC4 	 Satellite Electron and Dr. H. A. Cohen/ Hanscom AFB/LIB

Positive Ion Beam System USAF/AFSC Bedford, MA 01731


SC5 	 Rapid Scan Particle Lt. D. Hardy/ Hanscom AFBIPHE


Detector USAF/AFSC Bedford, MA 01731


SC6 Thermal Plasma Analyzer 	 Dr. R. C. Sagalyn/ Hanscom AFBIPHR


USAF/AFSC Bedford, MA 01731


SC7 Light Ion Mass Spectrometer 	 Dr. D. L. Reasoner/ NASA Marshall Space Flight 
Office of Naval Center, Code BS-23 
Research Huntsville, AL 35815 
SC8 Energetic Ion Composition Dr. R. . Johnson/ Lockheed Palo Alto Research 
Experiment Office of Naval Lab, 3251 Hanover Street 
Research Palo Alto, CA 94304 
SC9 UCSD Charged Particle 	 Dr. S. E. Deforest/ University of California 
Experiment 	 Office of Naval Re- B019 Dept. of Physics
search/USAF/AFSC/ La Jolla, CA 9Z093 
SAMSO 
SC10 Electric Field Detector 	 Dr. T. L. Aggson/ NASA Goddard Space Flight
Office of Naval Center, Code 6Z5 
Research Greenbelt, MD Z0771 
SCMi Magnetic Field Monitor 	 Dr. B. G. Ledley/ NASA Goddard Space Flight 
Office of Naval Center, Code 625 
Research Greenbelt, MD Z0771 
MLIZ Spacecraft Contamination 	 Dr. D. F. Hall/ The Aerospace Corporation 
USAF/AFSC/AFML 	 P.O. Box 9Z957 
Los Angeles, CA 90009 
